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CHAP'l'ER I

INTRODUCTION
General Problem Area
It is a commonly accepted fact that the strength and
stability of the nuclear family as a social institution is
basic to our American culture, and deviancy from this is a
threat to our way of life.

Pregnancy outside marriage de-

viates from our accepted cultural pattern of bearing and
rearing children within a family created through marriage,
because it is a menace to our society's norms for the socialization of the child.

Willard Waller has suggested that in

attempting to solve social problems, we would do well to
examine the social institutions and mores rather than concentrate on casework and psyohiatry. 1 Considered from a
structural-tunctional approach, reproduction can only be
carried on in a socially useful manner when it is performed
in conformity with the institutional patterns of a society,
because only through an institutional system can individuals
be

organized and taught to cooperate in this long-range
1 Willard Waller, "Social Problems and the Mores,h

Am!rican Soc1cl2s1cal Review, I, (December, 1936), p. 932.
1

2

function which must

be

with other social tunetions

inte~rated

for the advancement of the whole society.

Parenthood without

marriage is considered a social dysfunction in our society.
Illeg1t1ma.oy
The soe1olog1cal approach to illegitimacy, according
to Kingsley Davis, views the social structure as being responsible for defining some births as legitimate and other
births as illegitimate. 1 In consequence, when institutional
norms and public sentiment define certain births as illegitimate, the status of the persons involved with such a birth
is lowered in the society, creating social and emotional
problems for the parents and the child;

thus, the social

position of the unwed mother is related to her mental health.
Legitimate family life is sustained in a society to
a ·great extent by social mores.

According to SUmner, mores

are defined as the popular usages and trad1 tlons of a society
which include a judgment that they are conducive to the welfare ot the society, and which also exert a coercion on the
indiVidual to contorm to these social practices even though
1K1ngsley Davis, killeg1timacy and the Social
Structure," American Journal of Sociology, XLV (December,

1939), 215-33.
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they are not co-ordinated by any a.uthori ty • 1

~;ores are

Ir.a.intained in a society by re-affirmations of their value
in the form of st1gmat1zil'lf'; those who violate them, and

rewarding those who comnly with them.

The stigma. functions

as a penalty to keep the mores alive in the conscience of
the society.

To keep marria£,e and the nuclear family as a

strong value in our society, those t>lho bear illicit children
are deprived of status in order to

cascour~age

this behavior.

Thus, social mores are 1.nterrelated. with beth social problems and social rehabilitation.
The preve.lent philosophy of "fun morali tytt 1s re:fleeted in social practices in eh!.ld-rearinp-, education,
and personnel ideology, as well as ir1 social practices re}:rarding sex, according to Clark E. V1neent.2

This lffun

morality" maintains that if e. person enjoys something and
~rants

it, then it is considered. to be

by h1m for his self-development.

~ood

~\illiam

for him and needed

H. Whyte, Jr. and

c. Wright Mills see this phtlosophy in trH:- personnel ideology
of industry and business which promotes heterosexual, primary1

i,i1111am J. Sumner, Folkways

1906), p. 111.
2

c1a.r1t

T,;1.

(Boston~

Ginn & Company,

Yincent. Un'>'lf-lrrie:} '"oth~'rs ('.~r:;r:,; I or:;;::

Free Press of Glencoe,

Inc.,' 1961),

pp. 9-11. ·
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type relationships in occupational settings to !llake worJ·:
tifun. ttl

Thus, the social practices and values which re-

fer to illeg1 timacy can be o.etected in social insti tutlons
other than the family.
CUlture is related to mental health because certain
characteristics of cultural systems such as conflicts in
values or mores can lead to emotional disturbances among
persons in the society.

our culture allows liberal mores

regarding pre-marital and extra-marital sexual relationships; out-of-wedlock sexual exploits are promoted by
commsrcial enterprises and generally accepted by the public.
A sexual relationship outside marriage is not necessarily
considered wrong, yet the social censure is severe when
this lead.s to out-of-wedlock pregnancy.

Therefore, our

social mores are inconsistent and contradictory when permissiveness in sexual experimentation is condoned, but the
result, an illegitimate pregnancy, is condemned and punished.
This conflict also seems to

be

present in the personal value

system of the unmarried mother who comes to a maternity home.
1 c. Wright iUlls, White Collar' 'rhe Amer can M dd e
Class O~ew Yorks Oxford University Press, 1951 ; William H.
Whyte, Jr., 'l'he Organization Ivlan
(Ne\<1 "YorkJ Simon and
Schuster, }~bl1shers, 1956}.
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Unmarried Mothers
There is
she oonst1 tutes

T"O

!3.

tyl'1ee.1

un:m~rr1ed

mother, but rather

oross-section. of the fen:..:"'l.le population.1

In eener8.1, women of" all a.ges within the child-bearing age

range are involved in births out-or-wedlock.

'ft1e educational,

economic, cultural, racial and religious background of these
women also covers a wide range.

However, it is estimated

that only about ten per cent of all unwed mothers come to a
maternity home, so the maternity home population may reflect
certain select social background characteristics.

Sinoe

pregnancy out-of-wedlock is now recognized as the result ot
multiple factors which differ in each individual, each unmarried mother is viewed as an individual with her own set
or problems.
any

in1ividu~l

band.

An unmarried mother is generally defined as
who is pregn,nt by

~ ~an

other than her hus-

In this study, unmarried mothers will refer to those

pregn!lnt girls who a.re residing ln the selected six maternity
homes.
Unmarried mothers are alienated from society, deprived
of the support

or

a husband, and often family and friends.

Through a group-living experience in a maternity home, the
1 duth Chaskel, "The Unmarried Mothers Is She
Different?• Child Welta.r,, XLVI (February, 1967), pp. 65-74.
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unmarried mother has an opportunity to re-establish sooial
:relationships through aooeptanoe, mutual aesiatanoe and group
membership.
Me. terni ty Homes

In the middle of the nineteenth century in America,
maternity homes were established. to reform the unmarried
mother and they thus reflected a punitive attitude, although
they were actually an expression of

societ~r•s

the welfare of the mother and the child.

concern for

The Home aimed to

give the mothers environmental security, nedical care, moral
training, religious instruction and simple work skills.
Today the maternity home is a residential facility
which provides a protective, structured, group-living experience and those related professional

se~rices

necessary tor

the comprehensive treatment of the unmarried mother.

Changes

in society, additional knowledge, a deeper understanding ot
the needs ot the unmarried mother, and greater skills in the
treatment of social and emotional problems in general have been
1ntluent1al in the maternity home assuming this present role.

The goal ot the ma tern1 ty home has changed 1n reoent

years trom mainly giving reformative care, to g1v1ng therapeutic services 1n a secure community environment, according
to the ooncept ot

~11eu

therapy."

~e

structure is changing

from that ot an 1natitut1on to a group-living residence.

The

1
techniques, or means employed to achieve the stated goal, have
changed from an emphasis on the medical to a stress on the
social-psychological, and the focus 1n maternity home care
has consequently shifted from the baby or the pregnancy to the
unwed mother as a whol6 person. 1

Therefore, the program,

staff, and professional services aim to meet the emotional,
social, spiritual, medical, recreational and educational needs
of the urui;a.rried mother during this time of crisis, while promoting social and commu:r.ti ty living, so as to assist her in a
re-socialization process that w11l enable her to plan for her
:future life and. to re-enter society with dignity and purpose.
r:i:'he Catholic maternity home meets the needs of society

in rehabilitating this group of persons l'rith a social problem,
and also carries on an apostolic role in the Church.

The

Catholic maternity home was established to perform works of
charity and it gives witness to the Church's concern for all
men, especially those in the greatest need.

:I.l1e u:r.ID1arr1ed

mother needs special help during this period of crisis in her
life, and this help is offered to her in the name of Christ
and nis Church by the Catholic maternity hcu1e.

l'he Vatican

Council has declared that, "the joys a.nd the hopes, the griefs
and the anxieties of the men of this age, especially those who
1 JA.mes G. March, ed., !f~ndbook of Cr»:"anizations,
(ChiCa.FOJ Rand. McNally & Company, 19~5), p. 92~.
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are poor or in any way afflicted, these, too, are the joys
and hopes, the griefs and anxieties of the followers of
Christ. ,;1

Although the

mission of the Church is properly a

religious one, that of leading men to God, when circumstances

ot time and place create the need, the Church undertakes activities to structure and consolidate the human community
according to the divine law. 2

In addition to providing the

atmosphere ot a Christian community, the maternity home must
strive to attain the very best in professional services, in
accordance with its Christian commitment of dedicated service
to others.
~'ienta1

Besides the norT3l

Health
tensions felt by women

e~otional

l'l'ho e.re pre.o":nant, the mental health of the unwed. mother who

comes to res1.d.e in

~ rn~:tterni

worriee, anxieties and

t:r

home 1s effeeted" by added.

depr~ss1on associat~d

with

th~

reali-

zation that she has seriously trans.r:ressed society's norms.
Some unwed mothers appear to be able to cope with these emotional d.1ff1cv1 ttes and. they function on a soclallY
level cf psycholc;:;.;ical well-being.

of ;;uil t an.d

shar:1~.

(New Yorkz

2

~ ••

~~out

cruci,J..l :!ocisior.s

s.J., ed., "Constitution on the

The Doou:ments of the Vatican
The America Press, 196g}t pp. 199-200.

Church in the !Jodern World,"

Council

ethers display d..3ep fe!!l1ngs

They are :1nx1ous

lwalter ~. Abbot,

a.aee~table

p. 241.
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they must make in regard to their own future and that of their
baby; they realize that they are stigmatized and condemned by
society more than the unmarried father because they are identifiable; they resent being out off from schooling or employment;
they feel alone, worthless and rejected by the community and
sometimes their own family; they experience fear and anxiety
about going through pregnancy and childbirth.
±he Specific Hesearoh ptoblem
The specific problem area to be investigated in the
present research is the mental health of unmarried mothers in
maternity homes.

Because of the social mores against out-of-

wedlock pregnancy, some unmarried mothers seek retuge from
society by residing in a maternity home during their pregnancy.
While in the home, the unwed mothers display differing emotional reactions to their situation.

Staff of the maternity

home often wonder what elements in the social background of
the girl or what aspects of the services or environment of the
home are most influential in promoting or impeding her socialpsychological adjustment or mental health during her stay in
the home.
Sisn\fioance of the

Prob~em

The problem which this research proposes is considered
worthy of investigation for the practical information which

10
will be of value to each of the six selected maternity homes
in evaluating their programs in light of the feelings and
opinions which their resident unmarried mothers reported on
the questionraires.

It is also thought that this information

will enable the staff to better understand the laek of adjustment and low degree of mental health of some unmarried
mothers in the maternity home

setti~.

It is believed that this research will also add to
the general fields of child welfare and illegitimacy, mental
health, social psychology and residential treatment institutions.

Setting goals and improving practice in social ser-

vices to unmarried parents is one function of the Child
Welfare Is ague of America.

The instrument used to measure

feelings of well-being and the correlates of different degrees
of mental health can be related to the growing field of mental
health.

By

1nvest1~ating

the maternity home as a

~roup-living,

treatment institution which aims at being a therapeutic community, it is hoped that this research will have implications

for the aoplieation of this theory. which was originally used
for psychiatric treatment. to other types of social-ps;ychologica
treatment institutions.
Seview of

Liter~tur~

An examin!3.t1on of the 11 tere.ture

foc1.ls~1

o:n

th~

inter-

relations between un.11arried. mothers, m.e.tern.i ty homes, e.nd.

11

mental health.
four

~:seneral

'rhe related literature will be presented under

hes.dir..,gs:

one revealing a

causes of illegitimacy, one

referrir~

che.ngir.;;~:

fccus en

to erepirieal studies

which deal with different aspee"Cs or:' mater;1ity homes and. the
unwed mother, another on mental health studies, ar::.d or..e on

theoretical considerations.
Hesearch 'l'rende in Illeg 1 timaoy
There are many published articles and some research
studies which relate to unmarried mothers and maternity homes
in a general rmy, although none were discovered which attempted
to specifically investigate the mental health of unwed mothers
in a maternity hone setting.

Research in illegitimacy has

focused for the most part only on certain groups of unwed
:mothers, and by a circular reinforcement of causal theories,
selective samples, and descriptive findings has thereby limited
scientific knowledge on unwed. mothers.

Previous studies have

often failed to integrate findings about unmarried mothers with
other theoretically relevant knowledge in sociology.

Research

on unmarried mothers can be divided into three categories.
There seem to be many studies which just describe a select
group or unmarried mothers without a problem or a hypothesis.
Then there are

so~e

studies whieh begin with a problem related

to unmarried mothers and then proceed to document the assumed
explanation with selected case material, and end by framing

12
hypotheses to be tested in future studies.

There seem to be

few studies on unmarried mothers which actually define a research problem and proceed with standard research methods to
collect data necessary 1n ord.er to accept or reject the hypotheses.
Studies of Unwed Mothers and Maternity Homes
A brief review of research and studies on unmarried
mothers points to a focus on different theories and descrip/'

tions from the 192o•s through the present time.l

Before

19)0, descriptions or unwed mothers in charity institutions
were used to support theories pertaining to genetic sources
of behaVior, and emphasis was placed on immorality, bad companions, and mental deficiency as causes ot illegitimacy
(Kammerer, 1920; Mangold, 1921; Guibord. and Parker, 1922;
Binghan, 192); Schumacher, 1927; Lowe, 1927; McClure and
Goldberg, 1929).2
Studies in the 1930's focused on environmental condit1ons as sources of behavior, consequently, poverty, broken
homes, and disorganized neighborhoods were regarded as the
causes of illegitimacy.

Descriptions of unwed mothers from

lvincent, op. cit.,

pp. 19-20.

2For complete references to these works and other
works cited in a similar manner, see Bibliography.
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:iomest1c court files, police records and welfare agencies
~~ere

used to support these theories

{:~eed,

1934; Eottingham,

19.37; Puttee and Colby, 1937}.
In the 194o• s studies on unwed. .;r.others focused on
the concepts of culture and subculture, and a:l:".t:hrcpc10?"1Cal
methods which Here popularly used in co!zimu:ni ty studies.
Illeti timacy ":•ras considered as part of the 1r.ray of 11 fe of

some subcultures, and descriptie;ns of

J:~egro

unwed. :mothers

in th.e South 1/Jere ta1ren to s·upport this the'Jry (Frazier, 1937;
Pc~:dermaker,

19.39;

Jol:nsot~.,

1941; Hertz and Little, 1944;

fo'..yrdal, 1944 ) •
During the early 195t1•s, psyohologiaal a.nd psychiatric

theories were popular and emotional disturbance was seen as
the

ti:.D in

cause of 11leg1 tirr-...acy.

Psychiatric social worlrers,

elinioal psycholoeists, and psychotherapists provided. supporting desor1pttons of unwed mothers 1n maternity homes, we1f.<J,re

agencies and out-patient cli.n.1os (Deutch, 191-t5;

r-~ay,

19.50;

Donnell and Glick, 19.52; Cattell, 1954; Clothier, 1955).
Durln. the late 1950's theories focused on the soc1a.l
attitudes ot a "sick

society,~

such as, encouraging permissive

behavior i:.n white-collar crime, delinquency amo.ng rniddle-olass
youth, payola adults.
class unwed lilcthers t<rho

Descriptions of college-educated middle'£~Tent

to private physioia.ns "!N'ere used

to substantiate these theories, with the conclusions that unwed

14
mothers are representative of the

female population

sener~l

ir. . irJtelli?;enco and socio-eco:r;olnic status (Fearson and A"lla.cher,
l

r~r(.
7.,/t.~,

Bernstein,

Gerhard, et al,,

,,,.
1 ';)ov •
~)

Any

or all of the items of focus

~sy

be

factors in the

constellation of '1causes"' in regard to an 1nd1 vidual unwed

mother, because pregnancy out-of-wedlock is now generally be·
lieved to be a. result of multiple factors.

Services 1n rehab-

ilitation, therefore, :must start with this premise.
The effects ·of different sexual norms of three oUltureo on social behavior and mental health were investigated

Harold Christensen through the use ot reoord.s, questionnaires and interViews. 1 The theory of cultural relativism

by

was applied to the prema.ri tal sex norms ot Demark, Indiana
and Utah which range trom liberal to conservative.

Find.ings

showed that the liberal sex codes of Denmark resulted in the

highest incidence of pre-marital pregnancy but also the lowest
negative effects on the mental health of the couples involved.
In the present study, there was :n.o control !Jade to determine
any differences in the pre-marital sex mores of the popula-

tions of mn·md nothers under study, ar1d this "'t111 be re[·.:arded

as an uncontrolled variable.

1
:-:arold Christensen, "CUltural Hele.tiYisn .?.nd Premarital Sex Norms~" The American Sociolo51ea1 fieview, XXV
(February, 1960),, :n-J9.
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Studies have reported on different characteristics
of programs in maternity homes.

Staff development in a

maternity home through the method of psychiatric consultation
is evaluated by James Thickstun. 1

He concluded that the tech-

nical information possessed by the consUltant is of secondary
importance in this group therapeutic process, and of primary
importance is the provision ot an atmosphere in which the staff
may have an opportunity to observe themselves and be stimulated
to indicated change.

The importance of a consultant tunotion-

ing as a catalyst with a group of staff members and leading
them to gain insight into themselves, other staff members and
the unmarried mothers is demonstrated, as contrasted to staff
meetings without a consultant.

This evaluation of the import-

ance of psychiatric consultation is confirmed by Alfred B.
Joyce in relation to a residential child welfare agenoy.2
The team approach to all problems, with increasing insight
into the unmarried mothers 1 needs, was reported by Vi via.n K.
Johnson to be the most dramatic result from the initiation of
1James T. 'l'hiokstun, •psychiatric Consultation with
Staff of a Maternity Bome, • Ch114 Welta:a!t XXXIX (March,
1960), 15-20.
2Altred R. Joyce, M.D. "Psychiatric ConsUltation
in a Child Welfare Ageno7, " Qh1J,d WeJrfan, XXXIX (April,
1960), :31-34.
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psyoh1atr1c consultation tn the maternity home which she
admin1sters. 1 In the present study, psychiatric consultation
in the maternity home program will

be

considered as influential

in providing a genuine therapeutic environment.

'l'he studies

just referred to, did not attempt to measure the etteot ot
suoh consultation on the mental health of the residents, which
this thesis will attempt to do.
A

descriptive case study

~

Jane Goldsmith is concerned

with the relationship of the social caseworker in her role as
a "good mother" to the teen-age unwed mother in the rehabili-

tation process.2
agency

When the unmarried mother comes to a social

to make plans tor herself and for her baby, she often

indirectly asks tor help in making a better personal adjustment toward mature womanhood.

In the present study, the un-

married mother's report ot her relationship with her social
worker and also with her group mother will

be

related to her

level ot mental health in the maternity home.
Casework with teen-age unwed parents and their families
is a relatively new part ct the therapeutic services ot a
maternity home.

The present study will seek to determine the

lvivtan K. Johnson, "Consultation in a Maternity Homes
The Administrator's Point of View," Child Welfare, XXXIX
(March, 1960), 21-23.
2Jane Goldsmith, ~e Unmarried Mother's Search For
Standards, • Sogial CastWQJ:k, XXXVIII (February, 1957), 69-74.
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relationship between the extent ot casework services with the
family ot the unwed mother and her level of mental health as
reported by questionnaire.

Rowan and Pannor analyze one

selected case study from agency files which demonstrates that
when the unwed mother is living at home, casework with her
parents and the teen-age unmarried father gives the girl a
greater ability to resolve her problema and make sounder decisions regarding her tuture and that ot her child.
A

l

survey of the services and facilities of forty-

two catholic maternity homes in the United States to determine

the role ot the Catholic maternity home in meeting the needs
of the unmarried mother was conducted by Sr. Michael Mary
Healy (1966). 2 Through questionnaires sent to the administrators of all Catholic maternity homes, it was concluded that
the administrators saw the goal of the home as meeting the
total needs ot the unmarried mother with a non-punitive,
positive approach which would be reflected in the type ot
services and actiVities offered, and the personal qualities
and professional abilities of the statt members.

Other

1 Matille Rowan and Reuben Pannor, •work With Teen-age

Unwed Parents and Their Families,•
(December, 1959), 16-21.

Child Welfare, XXXVIII

2 sr. Michael Mary Healy, "SUrvey of Catholic

~£tern1ty

Homes," Unpublished Master's Dissertation.
(Washington, D.C.s School ot Social Work, Catholic Univers1ty ot America, 1966).

fird1rL£S of significance to this rese&rch \\:-ere that large,
mult1-fur.ctior!e~1

sin,~le-function

institutions vTere 2·i-.ring -r,.:ray to smaller,
huJ1es, ·:.wd. that the social work staff in ;;.s.ny

1'.'1St0':nce:: s -v·as co:r.posed of untrained. I·Torkers.

A follow-up .study using a se.mple of fifty-four urr,.:ed
::rothers from a !·Tew Yor'l{ maternity home demonstrated by data

gained from personal interviews that there was no evidence
that any of the women had been stigmatized by the out-ofwedlock pregnancy to the extent that it interfered with her
further development after leaving the home.l

This is rele-

vant to the present study which will investigate the present
adjustment of unmarried mothers in the maternity home, with the
assumption that this will be an indication of their ability to
adjust in society after leaving the home.
Statistical data from questionnaires and interviews,
and the analyses of case histories from private practice,
maternity homes, and a county hospital are used in a comprehensive, book-length study of unwed mothers by Clark E.
Vincent.2

In this research the California Psychological

Inventory was administered to the unwed mothers, and scores
in the various categories were correlated with background
1Dorothy Levy, "A Follow-up Study ot Unmarried Mothers,"
Social Casework, XXXVI (December, 1955), 27-33.
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characteristics.

This study is the most significant in re-

search on unwed mothers because it used a control group ot
single•bever-pregnant females in comparing selected social
and psychological oharaoteristtcs formerly assumed to be
uniquely characteristic of unwed mothers.

These findings

regarding socio-economic factors, psychological and familial
factors of unwed mothers Will be compared to similar data regarding the population under study 1n this thesis research.

In

Qai ot W!4lock,

Leontine Young presents several

general conclusions in regard to soc1o-econom1c characteristics effecting the degree of emotional health of the unwed
mother because of differences in social mores among various
social group1ngs. 1 These will be further tested in the present
thes1ss

(l) that older unmarried mothers are more disturbed

than younger ones because they realize more tully their con-

demnation by society;

(2)

that those unwed mothers whose

family is trom a higher socio-economic status are more disturbed than

those from a lower status.

20

Mental Health Studies
Within the last ten years there have been several
studies

underta~en

to measure the degree of mental health or

mental illness among the general population.

These works were

ot value in constructing the research design

and

of the present study, and the f1:nd1r..gs among

the general popu-

questionnaire

lation can be compared to those of the specialized

poy~ation

of unwed mothers.
Gerald Gur1~ led a research team in investigating
how Americans view their mental health through a nationwide
interview survey of a representative sample of a.dults.l

This

volume reports on the people's attitudes toward their own
mental health, and how they adjust to problem situations or
seek help to cope with them.

Measures of general adjustment,

symptom patterns and their relation to selected demographic
oharacteristios are analyzed.
~~o

Nan.hattan

research studies of mental health and illness on

Island,

New

York, are t1 tled MtntaJ, li!i!lXh lD '!;he

Mtt£opol\s (1962), and Life Stf!SS and Mental Health (1963).2
1Gerald Gurin, Joseph Verof'f, and Sheila. Beld,
Am!rlwai\iif*~w Ul•if r-teTta.l Jitalth (New Yorkt Basic Books,

Inc.,

b shers,

960 •

2Leo Srole, et al., Men l Health in the l1.et o o
( Nfnt Yorks 1'1cGraw-H1il Beok Company, Inc., 19 2 •

S. Langner and Stanley F. Miohael, Life
t§i:;':ntalThomas
H;eal;th.
Yorks 'l'he Free Press of Glenooe,

s

Stf,!SS

(New
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The purpose or the research was to determine the prevalence

ot degrees of mental health or illness in the resident population and to assess its relatedness to selected socioBasically, this is the purpose ot this

cultural variables.

thesis study, although the instrument used to assess mental
health is far less detailed, also the entire population in
s1x maternity homes was used rather than a probability sample,
and self-administered questionnaires were used rather than
personal interviews.

The two concepts of the interrelated-

ness of stress and strain are relevant to the present study
on unwed mothers.

Stress is regarded as being in the socio-

cultural environment, and therefore, items such as age,
religion, ethnic and racial origin, rural-urban origin, socioeconomic status of the respondent's father, broken home,
parental religiosity were included in the interview.

Strain

was regarded as being in the individual and was measured b7
the type and prevalence of symptoms ordinarily associated
with mental disturbance.
Various concepts of mental health have been formulated
over the years. reflecting different purposes of studies and
different instruments of measurement.
of Pos1ttve Mental ijealth,

¥~rie

In Qyrrent ConceRts

Jahoda attempts to develop

a rational approach to the problem of defining mental health
by choosing from among what

seems best among those

definitio~s
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intermingling values and fact. 1

The concept of mental health

can generally be defined in either of two ways:

(1) as a re-

latively constant and enduring function of personality leading
to predictable differences in behavior and feelings, depending
on the stresses and strains of the situations in which a person
finds himself; (2) as a momentary function of personality and
situation.

Various criteria for determining degrees of mental

health have been employed over the years'

the absence of men-

tal disease; the normalcy of actions; the state of emotional
well-being and happiness; a positive self-concept; an individual's self-actualization; the ability of a person to achieve
self-integration; the individual's degree of independence from
social influences; the person's perception of reality.

Jahoda

suggests a multiple criteria approach, and concludes that mental health will continue to be defined according to social
values and the individual judgment of researchers.

The main

criteria indicative or mental health to be used in the present
study will be based on the concept of the individual's feelingstates, often called emotional or psychological well-being.

Health

1 Ma.rie Ja.hoda, Current Concepts of Pos1t1ve Mental
(New Yorkt Basic Books, Inc., Publishers, 1958).
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Criteria to measure mental health as feeling-states
of psychological well-being or happiness were developed and
tested by Norman Bradburn and David Caplovitz, Reports on
Hapo1ness. 1 ·This research found that happiness is positively
correlated with education and income, negatively correlated
with aee, and uncorrelated with sex.

In studying the effects

of differing environmental conditions on mental health, the
study showed that economic depression affected

hap~iness

by

reducing positive feelings, although the feeling-states among
the four communities did not differ strongly from each other.
The methods of data collection used in the Bradburn study were
interviews and self-administered questionnaires to a sample
of the adult male population of four communities in Illinois,
and a follow-up study one year later to measure trends in

happiness.
Theoretical Considerations
The socio-cultural environment of the maternity home

is therapeutic when through a staff teamwork approach, an atmosphere ot acceptance and understanding is established which
makes demands on the unwed mother commensurate with her ego
strengths to develop herself psychologically and socially.
Within such a group setting, the unwed mother can be led to
lNorman Bradburn and David Caplovitz, ReRl~ts on
Bfpp1pess (Ch1oagos Aldine Publishing Company,
g5).

gain self-respect and

~-

true s.,lf-1d.ent1 ty which t·:r111

uor!~

reciproca.ll:r as she relates appropr19.tely to her peers, and
to authority in her

~ocial relat1cn~'>hips.

::111eu

therap~r

taken

in the sense to mes.n social milieu, 1n which the pura envirort-

ment alo:r:;.e 1s the the:rB.py, is not suffic 1e11t for t"le ml?. tern1 ty
ho:me, for the values of complete democracy, permissiveness and
co:nl!!Imalisrt which are proposed 1n this theory aren't realistic

1n rer::ard to the un,.,.7ed mother's social reha'bi 1ltat1on for outsi;le societ;r.

!l more ap::,>ropriate

ap;>lied to the

functionir~";

t!'olled l'frn111eu

therap~:ft

:r!Flt~rni ty

theory tc be

hone ts t,_1at of con-

or a therR.pentic community

defined a.s o. social system

plex social proc~sses;

of a

~mriron'nantA.l

~,ri th

fu.nctioninf~

a community of 1:nterac t:tne:· persons • 1

of the me. tern.1 ty home

11 ta tion of the unmarried mother.
oped and employed in regard to

hospital.

is

a defini ta struotu.re and. com-

The theory of therapeutic con:nuni ty rrill he
the

~rhich

tm·~ard.

~:pp11ed

to

the social :rehab1-

Thin theory 1·1as fir11t devel-

psychi~tr1c

!>Stients 1n

Et

mental

This approach can be traced. to Ha.rry Stack SUllivan's

developments in group psychotherapy, followeo by experiments 1n
applying milieu therapy to psychiatric hosp1tals.2

2Harry Stack Sullivan, Conceptions of Mode~ Psrch1attz
(New York, w.w. Norton & Company, Inc., 1940}.
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Group therapy sessions are an integral part or creating a
therapeutic environment and a cohesive living group in the
maternity home.

Sullivan viewed the therapy group as a labora-

tory or human interaction in which the analyst was a participant observer.

SUllivan saw therapy as acquainting the patient

w1th various processes to be used as techniques tor minimizing
or avoiding anxiety; the individual in living with other people
is constantly stri vi.ng to avoid anxiety in seeking his needs.
The theory of therapeutic community, using the total
interpersonal enVironment as the major therapy, was developed
at Belmont Hospital, England, with patients haVing sociopathic
disorders by Maxwell Jones in 1947.

This concept of thera-

peutic community is considered to be an artificial social

milie~

A follow-up study using personal interViews investigated one
group of discharged patients who had been involved in the therapeutic community techniques, and one group who had not been involved, to discover to what extent the therapeutic community had
helped the patients toward re-socialization and what type of
patient profited most.

The improvement in patients from the

therapeutic group was significant in comparison to the other
group.l
Another follow•UP study ot patients treated in this
social rehabilitation unit was made by Robert Rapoport in 1960
1Maxwell Jones, The thefa3jut1c Commun&tr
Basic Books, Inc., Publishers, 95 '·

(New York•
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by means or personal interviews. 1

This researcher suggested

on the basis of his findings that treatment goals and rehabilitation goals be conceptually distinguished, so that the environment better enables the patient to adjust to conditions
which he will encounter in the outside world.

The purpose ot

the study was to clarify what is meant b,1 the concept ot therapeutic communit7, what are the actual functioning elements of
the social environment, which factors contribute to the attainment of its goals and which factors hamper them, and what
practical principles oan be derived trom the experimental group
at Belmont Hospital that oan be applied to other institutions
and groups.
In sum, milieu therapists face the problem ot
integrating the therapeutic needs of ind1 vidual
patients, the capacities of the treating institution, and the requirements of the patients•
social networks outside. Under these circumstances,
the therapeutic yield is always the resultant ot a
complex field of vectors--psychodynamic, institutional, familial, and cultural--all of which must
be optimally managed i t effectiveness is to be
maxim1zed.2
Research on the therapeutic power of the total environment b1 Alfred Stanton and Morris Schwartz showed the
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of staff interrelationships as effecting patient treatment. 1
The effect of the cultural enT1ronment upon patient care was
analyzed by William Caudill in The Pszchiatric HospitAl as a

§mall Soc~etz.2

Cumming and Cumming also treat the theory ot

milieu therapy in E5o

a~

H*lieu.

They define milieu therapy

as a scientific manipulation of the environment aimed at producing changes in the personality ot the patient.3
The use of the therapeutic environm.ent in a residential

institution tor tour hundred and twenty-five disturbed boys as
well as its implications tor use in children's institutions in
general is presented in a paper by Joseph F. Phelan, Jr.4
He points out that the basis tor creating a therapeutic environment is the planned relationships and experiences ot inter•

action between the staff and the children.

Such a controlled

environment plays a major role 1n conditioning personality
growth and development and enables clinical services to tunotior
more effectively.

Bosa1tal
Societz.

re

l Alfred Stanton and Morris Schwartz,
(New Yorks Baslo Books, Inc., 1954 •

2w1111am Caudill,

Tht

l1enta}.

Ht•i1t;;;••

~at£12
a ~l
Un1verel y a e , 19 .

(Cambridge, Mass. s H

3Jchn Cumming and Elaine Cumming, Eso
(New Yorks Atherton Press, 1962) p.

s.

anA M~}.~eu

4Joseph F. Phelan, Jr., •The Meaning and Use ot the
Therapeutio Environment ln a Large Residential Treatment
Agency,• Ch1}.A Wtltart• XLI (April, 1962), 159-63.
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Ways in which the maternity home milieu can be used
tc facilitate casework traat:rent of the u:nm,':lrr1ed mother 1'<ras
the purpose of a study undertaken by L. Douglas Lenkoski,
using his experience as

psychiatrist 1n a maternity home
and related literature as data. 1 His oonelusion that a thera~

peutic community such as those established in some mental
hospitals is desirable tor the ma.tern1ty home 1s haste to this
present research which will investigate the

relationshi~

be-

tween the differing milieu of maternity homes and the degree
of mental health ot the resident unmarried mothers.
to

L~nkosk1,

According

practical steps to be taken in establishing this

therapeutic milieu areJ

(1) the development of the therapeu-

tic potential of the start; (2) the removal of punitive, restrio
tive barriers between staff and clients; (3) the development
of the social environment as a therapeutic foroe.
Sociological theories on the small group are rele,rant
to the present study, for the maternity home group beoomes a
primary group tor the unwed mother durin£ her residenoe, and
her social interaction 1n this group is related to her readjustment in the larger society.

Charles H.

c )Ole~· defined

the primary group as the "'face to taoelf group characterized by
l

t. Dourlas Lenkoski, "Using the ~!aternity Rome N11ieu
to Fa.cili t2.te Casework 'l'reatment of the Unmarried Mother, "
Child Heltaa, XLIII (January, 1961•), 28-Jl.
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intimate cooperation.l
an

In the maternity home milieu there is

attempt to clinically recreate a primary-type group.

This

therapeutic group can accomplish three things which individual
therapy cannot. 2

It can supply the warmth and cohesion of a

familY solidarity with which the suffering individual

c~n

identify, since he oan immerse himself in and become deeply
identified with the other group members whioh is a form of
support.

The group can give the individual opportunities with-

in the group itself to demonstrate forms of social adaptation
such as love and friendly competition
to other and larger groups.

~~ioh

can be carried over

Also, the group can allow the in-

dividual to give as well as receive help, which is a means of
direct ego fulfillment.
George Herbert Mead considered the primary group as
the group which essentially provides the individual with the
psychological and emotional developments which he will need to
function in interpersonal relationships and social roles.J

~--l·s 1 Charles H. Cooley, ~octal Q£s!n1gation (New Yorks
v,~. v

Sor!bner•s Sons, 190 ).

2Gardner Murphy,
fsychotherapz and
1 on Berger (New Yorks

1r1P

1963), p. 34.

•Group Psychotherapy 1n our Society,•
!\mgtion, ed. Max Bosenbaum and
sic Books, Inc., Publishers,

GT

3George Herbert Mead, ~~· Se:):f and Soc1et;y;
University of Chicago Press, 19 ~ pp. 152-54.

(Chicagos
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The unwed mother is undergoing a process of re-sooialization
in the maternity home, as compared with the socialization
process of the child in the primary group of the family.

A

person's image of himself is taken from the images of himself

which others present to him as indicated
approval or disapproval.

by

their reaction of

The individual learns to follow

models of conduct which are suggested to him by others who
are s1gn1t1cant to him.

To promote the process of re-

soc1al1zat1on, social relationships can be controlled and
organized in a small group setting, so that the character
building ot the individuals in the group is fostered.

The

attitudes of the other group members which the individual
assumes organize a community which actually controls the individual's response and is termed *'the generalized other.•
The social group, then, in the maternity home can become the
generalized other as it enters as an organized process into
the re-aooialization experience of any one of the unwed
mothers.
The individual's relation to the group was investigated by Jacob L. Moreno. 1 The concept of sociometry developed
by Moreno recognizes the 1nd1v1dual•s group membership needs;

it ia based on a measurement of group relat1onah1ps.

For unwed

Jl
mothers who are in a maternity home because they have been
alienated from society, the therapeutic group 1s a means ot
fostering a sense of belongingnees among the girls, and the

group leader can give them a common toous which encourages
them to relate to each other and to the leader.

The effect-

iveness ot the group is related to the individual girl's

mental health, because it supports the self-esteem of the
members and increases their tolerance tor unpleasant emotions
and their ability to tunot1on as free and responsible persons.
The d.egree of cohesiveness ot the group 1s positively related
to the intensity ot emotional interplay which the members can
endure without excess! ve anxiety.

Sin.ee emotions supply the

motive power tor change of attitude, group cohesiveness is a
major goal 1n group therapy.l
Functional theories in the sociology of reli.gion are
relevant to this present study 1n regard to one of the research
questions which seeks to determine the relationship between a
high degree of religiosity and the mental health ot the unwed
mothers.

This study will attempt to see 1t religion seems to

be fu.1f'111ing its soo1oloeioe.l function toward the 1nd.1vidual

1n providing procedures tor meeting orises and giving explanations for otherwise unexpla.1na.ble occurrences and thus assuaging
1 Jerome D. Prank, "Group Therapy 1n the Mental Hospita~"
Cil'OUP .PsYchotherapy and Group ?unction, ed. Hax Rosenbau:n and
Milton Berger (New YorkJ Basic Books, Inc., Publishers, 196J),
p. /.;58.

)2

the individual's anxiety.

It can be said that religion vra.s

not etfecti ve to the unwed mothers in

fulfilllri.~~

1 ts societal

tunetion of social control by which it is to induce the members of a society to act 1n ways consistent with societel
welfare according to the social norms and to refrain from
acting anti-socially.

Research Qsestions
An examination or the literature led to the formula-

tion of several research questions.
be

investigated in this study are•

The research questions to
(1) Is

there a d1f'terenoe

1n the level of mental health of the resident population ot
unmarried mothers in different maternity home environments?
(2) Do unmarried mothers residing in maternity homes Which are

considered to have more therapeutic services report a higher
degree ot mental health than UDDarried mothers from maternity
homes with fewer therapeutic services?

(.3) Is there a rela-

tionship between the present degree ot mental health of the
unmarried mother and the involvement of her family in casework
counseling servloes?

(4) Do

those unmarried mothers who :report

that they teel a close relationship with their group mother or
aoo1al worker

also~report

a high level of mental health?

(5)

Does the religion ut the unmarried mother help her to adjust
to her present aoo1al and emotional crisis or pregnancy out-ofwedlock?

Purpose of Stud;;t
l'he prin:ary purpose of this

the questio:na

r~searoh

is to invec.tiga.te

Is there a relationship betueen the d.iffer1ng

progra:ns and environments of the six maternity homes and the
degree of mental health of the resident unmarried 1'!lothers?

J!lpotheses
The formulation ot the research questions led to a
series of tentative hypotheses in regard to the unwed mother
in the maternity home environment and her present degree of
mental health.

The main hypotheses ares

(1) that there is

a relationship between the differing programs and therapeut1o

environments of the maternity homes and the degrees of mental
health ot the resident unmarried mothers;

(2) that unmarried

mothers residing in maternity homes which have a m.ore therapeutic

environ~ent

will report a higher degree of mental health

than unmarried mothers residing in maternity homes with a less
therapeutic environment.
Secondary hypotheses referring to maternity home ser-

Tices and the mental health of the residents ares

(1) that

residents from maternity homes having a greater number of regularly scheduled organizational aot1vit1es will report a higher

level of mental health;

(2) that residents ot maternity homes

Which have treekly group counseling conducted by a trained group

worker will report a higher level of mental health;

(3) that

-
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residents trom maternity homes which have a resident government will

re~ort

a hiRher level ot mental health;

(4) that

residents from maternity homes having psychiatric or psyohologioal consultation
(5)

report a higher level of mental health;

~~11

that residents in maternity homes who receive individual

counseling by qualified social workers will report a higher
level of mental health.
Secondary hypotheses referring to characteristics ot
the 1ndivid.ual urmed mother and her present degree ot mental
health are:

(1) that

u~~rried

mothers whose family received

case-,ro:rk oounselinp; "t-1111 report a. higher degree ot mental
health than unwed mothers whose family has not been counseled;
(2)

thnt there will be a positive relationship between the

der;ree of ttclose" relationship

~rhioh

the unl'red. mother feels

toward her group mother and social worker and the unwed mother 1 1
degree of nental health;
rel~tionship

between the

( 3) that there 11:rill be e. negative
de~ree

of religiosity of the unwed

mother and ·her d_egree ot mental health;

(l!-) that unwed nothers

who have :::1ore positi'l.re feelir:v:;s than neE::s.t1ve feelinp;s will
report a hieher degree of happiness;

(5) that there will be

a neP,ative relationship between the degree of anxiety of the
unwed r]other and her degree of mental health;

( 6) that unwed

mothers to whom the alleged father either denies paternity,
or admi t:s it but 1s unconcerned, and unwed :mothers who d.id not
inform the s11eged father about the pregnancy ~-rill J'l.ave a. lower
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degree of mental health than unwed mothers to whom the alleged
rather admits paternity and is concerned;

(7) that there is

a positive relationship between degrees of job satisfaction
and degrees of mental health among the unwed mothers;

(8)

that the unwed mother's degree of participation in the sooial
environment outside the maternity home will be positively related to her degree of mental health;

(9) that there will

be

a positive relationship between the degree to which respond-

ents feel they belong to the group in the maternity home and
their level of mental health.
Assum;-et1ons
Several assumptions are implied in these hypotheses•
(1) the:.t each matern1 ty

ho:cu~

differs in

t~e

degree of 1 ts

therapeutic environment and the means used_ in
residents;

servirl,E~:

its

(2) that there is a dimension variously called

positive nental health, subjeettve adjustment, socialpsychological adjustment, psychological well-being or happiness;

(3) that a person's relative position on this dimension

of mental health is determined by and reflected in his current
life situation;

(4) that individuals can be mean111gfully

described n.s !1ie;h c:r low on such a dimension of mental health;
(5) that there is no evid,ence that self-reports of mental

henlth are any less valid than expert ratings or psychologioal

J6
test for

~ting

people on a mental health dimension;

that religion 1s interrelated to
justment.

~

(6)

person's total life ad-

CHAPTER II

C:.1:,t·en the
in'IT~S~ti~~te

;t1ents and

~;')e~1f1c

t;U!"nose of this 'T."eSearcl:'l, to

the rela.t1onsh1p het"..:-ell!n the d1ffer1.'t"!t!; env1ron-

pro~rams

of !!'atern1 ty ho,.,es and. the 1er-ree of

mental health of the :res1d"nt un't.-ed mothers, 1 t is necessary
to trrplement the
search des1g11.

:ourpos~

rrhe

""'"1 th

~01)lllS.t1on

$l.

relevant o.nd econom1c13l rechosen, the 1nStl""JJ!1ents U8ed

to collect the d.ata, and. the methods of collecti!l9: s:nd

an.aly·ztns the d.ata.

~;;rill

be discussed in this chapter.

Population
Six maternity homes operated by the same religious
community were chosen for the population in view of their
similarities and differences, and because the writer felt
that she would. easily be able to el1oit the interest and cooperation of all the administrators.
rt is assumed by the writer that sinee these maternity horees are operated by

th~

same

reU_:;~ious com~.unl t:>r,

are Similar 1n their bas1e philosophy Of

~erviee

to others

and 1n the professional goals of a maternity home.
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they

J8
These maternity homes are different in geographic
location, being situated in the West, the South, the Southwest, and the Fridwest.

are of different types •

The bu1ld1MS of the maternity homes

stnp;le-tunction shelter, connected

with a maternity hospital, connected with other works in an

institution.
s~alleat

three.

l'he capacity ot the homes atso d,ifters, the

home having a capacity

or

It is also known from the

twenty, the largest,

;D~1~r~e~o~to~~o~f~~~~~--~~

and through interviews with the administrator and the super-

visor of one home, that the current programs in the homes
differ, thereby indicating that the environments may vary 1n
the degree to which they relieve stress. 1
It is intend.ed that the entire resident population
ot each home be included in the testing at the time the ques
tior~aires

are administered.

Beseargh In!tru;ents
Data tor the study was collected by means of self·
administered questionnaires to the resident population ot th
stx

~~tern1ty

ot each home.

homes, and a questionnaire to the admlnistrato
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Quest1o~~a1re

to Unwed Mothers

One research instrument is a questionnaire which was
designed by the writer to gain knowledge of the degree of
mental health of the unwed mothers and correlates of the different levels of mental health,
thiS questionnaire ares

Some sources used in compiling

Clark E. Vincent, Unm!t£!ed Motherss

Norman Bradburn and David Caplovitz, Reports on Happiness;
Gerald Gurin, qeriqans View Their Mental Health; Leo Srole,
Hental Health in the Metropolis, 1 Conversations with staff
of maternity homes and with unwed mothers themselves were also
the sources of some of the questions.
The questionnaire contains a section dealing with the
identifying information ot the respondents

education, kinds

ot schools attended, occupation, size of home community, race,
religious preference, religiosity, marital status, sibling
relationship, age. 2 To determine the respondent's family and
aooial history, questions are asked on ethnioity, occupation
and education of her father, parents• religious preference and

religiosity, happiness of her parents• marriage, distance of
family home from maternity home,
1 Vinoent, op. cit.
Srole, op, cit,
2

Bradburn, op, ott,

Gur1n, op. ott.

ot
For a more detailed explanation of why these and all
II~er questions were included in the questionnaire, see Appendix

....

4c

Because mental health is a subjective state, it is
measured. in this questiormaire by indicators of mental health,
such as the respondent's own estimate ot her present level of
psychological well-being.
ed e,s to its validity;

This self-estimate may be question•

however, Bradburn states that

then is no evidence that self-reports are
any less (or tor that matter more) valid than
expert ratings or psychological tests for rating people on a mental health dimension. Furthermore, self-reports have the eminently
practical virtues or face validity, directness,
and ease of use. It 1s most likely that there
would be a high degree of overlap, although by
no means a perfect correlation, between selfreports and experts• ratings.l
One indicator ot mental health included in the questionnaire iss

hTaking all things together, how would you say

things are these days--would you say that you are very happy,
pretty happy, or not too happy?••2
Other indicators of level of mental health are indices
ot feeling-states to measure the s,mount of and the balance of

positive and negative feelings 1n the individual ldthin a
specified period of time.3

On the positive feelings index, a

aoore of 12 indicates the highest possible positive feelings
laradburn, PRaC1t., pp.
2 Ibid.

3~ •• pp. lS-24.

5, 7.
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and a score of

o,

the lowest, according to the trequenc7 with

which the four stated items were experienced.
duri~

the past week.

vn

by

the respondent

the negative feelings index, a score

of 15 indicates the highest possible negative feelings, and a

score of

o,

the lowest, according to the frequency with which

the five stated items were exPerienced
ing

th~

past week.

by

the respondent dur-

These soores are then divided into cate-

gories of high, medium, or low in positive feelings, and high,
medium, or low in negative feelings, on the basis of the
med1an. 1

~hen, the balance of positive and negative feelings

are determined by examining these two category scores of eaoh
respondent to see it positive feelings are greater than, equal
to, or less than negative feelings, thus resulting in three
levels of mental health.
This study does not attempt to investigate mental
health at any level ot psychological depth, or to uncover the
causes of mental health.

Rather, 1t is concerned with salt-

assessments of indicatore of rnental health as obtained through

questionnaires. and factors which appear to be related to varying levels of mental health.
1 The items on these indices appear in question #4
ln Appendix I. For a more d.et.ailed e~lanation of tha
source of these items see lilt· in Appendix II. For the
scoring on these 1r:d1ces and on nll other~ ~e~ Append.ix !II.
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The psychological correlates or mental hee.lth and of

positive and negative feelings wera measured in the questionnaire by indices on worries, on anxiety symptoms, and on
job satisfaction, adapted trom the Bradburn and the Gurin
mental health studies, 1
Items on the

"~1orr1esfl'

index consist of common areas

of worry, plus some items which are of concern to unwed mothers
in maternity homes,

The concept of worry is here considered

as an active concern over problems which these girls face,

Therefore, scores were determined according to items which
were circled •was on

my

mind OFTEN, .. because to be concerned

about these items •soMETIMES" is assumed to be a moderate and
heal thy state ot concern.
Items on the anxiety index consisted of symptoms generally considered to be indicative of anxiety and used in other
mental health studies 1

dizziness, general aches and pains,

headaches, muscle twitches or trembling, nervousness or tenseness, rapid heart beat, trouble getting to sleep at night,2
Each respondent was given a score equal to the number ot symp-

toms she reported experiencing during the last week,
1 Bradburn, OE,c~t.

2rbtd,

Gurin, OR,oit,

-
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The job satisfaction index consisted in three queetioru
which asked how satisfied the respondent was with the kind of

work she was doing, with her job supervisor, Rnd with her Job
in general.

A single job s::ttisfA.ction scoro '·tas calculated

according to the res:?onRes to

the~P.

tht"P.e t'J.UP.st1ons.

Soeial correlates ot mental health were :measured by
the respondent • s social interaction in the :ma terni t~r ho.;ne with
the group :mother, social worker, and the other e;irls, and by
an index ot the respondent'D social participation in the environment outside the maternity home.

The social participa-

tion index consisted of twelve items adapted from the Bradburn
study.

Scores were based on the frequency with ·uhich the res-

pondent reported that she was 1n contact with persons or places
outside the maternity home during the last week.
Factors relating to persona immediately concerned w1th
the respondent's out-of-wedlock pregnancy are inoluded 1n the
questionnaire beoausa it is thought that they might effect her
degree of mental health.

The following are the items measuredc

the attitudes of the respondent's parents and the alleged
father toward bAr pregnancy, the respondent's future plana
regarding the alleged father and the baby, her main source and
amount of sex knowledge, and the person she most desires not
to know about her pregnancy.

The respondent • s invol nment 1n the matern1 t7 home

-
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services is indicated by questions regarding professional
social services such as casework counseling and group therapy
for herself, and casework counseling for her family and the
alleged father.

The unwed mother's view of the maternity

home environment is indicated by her responses to questions
on her feeling of belonging to the group, her opinion on the
purpose of the maternity home, what she finds most helpful
1n the home, and any improvements she suggests for the maternitY home.
Several attempts were made to strengthen the validity
ot the questionnaire.
be

The wording of the questions seems to

valid (face validation).

To obtain an indication of the

feeling-states in the current life situation of the unwed
mother, questions dealing with the psychological correlates
ot mental health specifically asked the respondent to indicate how often she did these things or felt this way •LAST
WEEK. •

So as not to suggest a "right answer, • the phrases

•in your opinion ••• • or "how do
in several questions.

¥OU

feel that ••• • were used

To more accurately measure major con-

cepts in this study, indices rather than single questions are
used.
For both the pre-test and the actual testing, the
group mother of each home was asked to preside over the group
setting in which the girls filled out the self-administered

4.5
Ci.uest1onna1res so th!tt the respon.see \'TO'Uld reflect their own
feelings and. not be influenced. by itscussion on the

In an effort to obtain true ansl';ers, the un"'ed

que~ttons.

were

~others

asked 1n a eovEtring letter :not tc p".lt their M::;es on the quest1.~rrn~?..1re,

And they were s.ssured

re!nain a.ncr.,ymous.

It

~;as

tr.~t

and. .,..:ould be

~he

'rould

qu~stions,

t!1ay 11rculd 'be

to the n:.<:.terr.ity ho:r1s in the future,

COL:.'.s

oontribu.tir~

respcns~s

e.lsc suggested to the:::: that by ;;1v1ng

their sincere answere to all these
helping the girls

their

toward improving services so that

other unwed mothers could better adjust tc their situation and
benefit by 11v1n.:-; in the home dur1rlg th•!ir pregnancy.

After the 'iuest1onnaire for the u:r-L"Wed :r.others had been
eor.~Struoted,

a pre-test was conducted to detar.n1na if the qu.es-

·tions were correctly understood and s.oceptable.

Questionnaires

wen sent to about thirty per cent of the rest-:l.ent population
of each heme, 11lhich yielded

~:1

total of fifty

ras;onr~ea.

In

add.i tion to the respondents • wr1 tten cc::n:nents, three group

m"thers sen.t 1:r. their observations on the questionnaires and
the :.;1rls' reactions to 1 t.

The wri tar conducted

~.:t

lengthy

discussion 1d th the girls who took the pre-test in the home

Where the writer resides, which resulted in some valuable inlights.

After studying the comments, suggestions and d1ff1-

cult1as which these fifty unwed mothers noted, the writer
incorporated a few minor additions, omissions, and clar1f1ca-

tions 1n constructing the final questionnaire as 1t appears
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in Appendix I.
'rhe questionnaire ;,.ras administered to the resident
unv-red mothers of the six maternity homes during 1lay, 1967.
j'

The actual administration of the questionnaire 11as not done
by

the researcher herself in five of the homes because of the

distance involved, and in these homes the group iliother administered the test.
'£he total responses froll:1 all homes was one hundred
and thirty;

one questionnaire was discarded because only a

few questions were answered, since the respondent stated that
she had only resided in the home one day.

Tnis gives a total

of one hundred and twenty-nine responses.
Because of the great fluctuation and change-over in
the maternity home population seasonly, from day to day, and
even from hour to hour, the resident capacity or the homes
differs from the daily census.

Since the questionnaires were

administered during May, the census in some homes might ·be
lower than usual at this time or the year if some unwed mothers
were waiting to finish the school year before coming into the
home.

This may not be a factor in the low census of other

homes.
nity

The researcher does not have the census for each mater-

ho~e

at the actual time the questionnaires were adminis-

tered, in order to compare the responses received with the
number ot residents.

An approximate estimate can be gained
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from the census stated on the administrAtors• questionnaires which were filled out sometim.e during the
month.

The difference between the census

~s

sam~

noted. by

the administrator on the day she filled out the questionnaire and the nttJ:nber of responses received. f'rorn the unwed.
mothers

~rho eom~osed

the res1d.ent populnt1on at the t!.me

when the test 'tm.s r:-1 ven, mip:ht be explained.

b~.. ~.n

aetu1tl.

d.1fferenee 1n census, or an unwillineness or phys1oal in-

ability to take the quest1o!'ll".a1:re on the nart of a fett.r
g1rls.

rn one horne there is a :nuch greater difference

between resident oapao1ty and recorded census of the
n1 ty· home and the responses :rece 1vecl, oooause the

~.ter

oensu~

nu.rnber includes those "t'fomen who are patients !n the Y!!.aterni ty hospi t~.l which is housed. in the same bnilding ns the
matern1 ty home.

'I'he resid.ent

o~.pao1 ty,

the eer.sus noted.

by the a.dmi:nlstrator., And the e>.et1J.al nu!"!.ber of quest1on-

l'.aire responses reoei ved frore eaoh

-

hoP~e

nrc shol>m. i:n

T~b1e

I.
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TABLE I
RESIDEN'I' CAPACil'Y, Cl1NSUS, AND RESPONSES BY MATERNITY HOME

MA-ternity
1~4r.wf!:.
-~ ,.,......,_,. ~--·

Resident
Capr-tcity

Census on

Responses

Ad.!L:.i:-11~tra tor' 8

Questionnaire
A

53

c

t~c

n

22

D
r:

JO
"':!'"'

F

16
..,r:
:._,

-~J

18

16

)6

21

16

214

171

129

,.;.)

Total

2j7

53
19
29

31

28

Questionnaire to the Administrators
A second resee.reh instrument
pro~rarr:.,

~~m.s

used. to mec..sure the

services, and. degree of therapeutic er.-..rironment in

each maternity home, so as to relate these factors to the level

of mental health of the resident unwed mothers.

This self-

administered questionnaire was sent to the six administrators
of the selected maternity homes.
The questionnaire on the services of the maternity home
1s considered to be valid by independent criteria since it was
drawn up frort the best sources which the writer could locate

1n the fields of illegitimacy, children's institutions, and
matern.t ty home care.

The following are the main sources,
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recommending both minimum standards and desired goals, which
were used in composing the questionnaires

Catholic Maternity

Home Association, Draft of Guides tor Catholic Maternitz Home
Serv&ceSJ Child Welfare League of America, Standards for
services to Upmarr1ed PaJ!nts; Illinois Children and Family
Services, Pro2oaal for Group Classification of Child Care
Institutions; National Council on Illegitimacy, Directorz of
MaternttY Homes and Residential

~acilit&es

tor Unmarried

~others

The Salvation Army, Services to Unmatried Parents and Their
Children:

Matern! ty Homes and HosRi tala; Jane E. Wrieden,

•The Meaning of the Maternity Home,•

Ch\ld Welfare. 1

The areas which were covered in this questionnaire were
concerned with whether the maternity home had. as a part of its
program:

psychiatric consultation, staff meetings,

and.

an in-

service program tor staff; resident government; social casework;
1 sister Mary Raymond, et al., "Guides tor Catholic
Maternity Home Sert1oes,• Draft prepared by committee of the

Association of Catholic Maternity Homes, March, 1967. Child
Welfare League of America, Standa£ds fo£ Services to Unmarr&ed
Parents, 2nd Printing (New York: Child Welfare League or Americ
Inc., 1962). Children and Family Services Regulation No. 5.17,
MGroup Classification of Child Care Institutions" (Illinois:
Department of Children and. Family Services, 1965). National
Council on Illegitimacy,
r cto
o Ma e
t H mes o
cit.
The Salvation Army', Serv
• to Unma e
ts n
e
e
t
omes a
a s, Han
ok o
n ormation
New Yorkt
e Sa va. ion Arm:y
•
Jane E. Wrieden, •The
~aning of the J1aterni ty Home, It Children, III (Janua.ry~•bruary, 1956), 23-26.
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Analysis
Information from both sets of questionnaires was
edited, coded, and tabulated by the t·Triter.

~ach

quf!l!st1onna.1re

rrom the unwed mothers was given an identifying number to deter
mine from which maternity home it came.

In general, the analysis will correlate indices

o~

characteristics of a therapeutic environment in a maternity
home as indicated on the administrators• questionnaires with
the questionnaire responses of residents

~rom

these homes, to

determine if there 1s a variation in the degree of therapeutic
atmosphere present and the level of :mental health among the
unwed mothers.
The analysis will first describe and compare the ditter1ng maternity
on the

ho~e

-..d~~1nistrators

programs, services and staff ns indicated
• qusnt1or.Jla.ires.

Then, idcnt:U"yint:; 1n-

forr::at1on and social and fa::'JJ.ly bn.ck:;round
the res id.ents of the r;:ater!.li ty
oomp<:vr"'c to

~ee

if

char~.cter1st1.es

homE~::l '~'rill he ~!cscr1 bed

ot

and.

there is any sie;ni:f'icant difference in these

chnrncter:l.~tic::> n.:r..on:-;

the residant population in

~ny

home which

m1eht 9.ccount for a d.ifft"'rence in level cf ::::ental hscllth among
th~ arrL1rri.ed.

:r:othern.

'I'he analysis vrill pr()Ceed by tabulatln,; the remaining
responso.s o:n the u.m-red :nothers 1 questior.naires for the entire

Popu1aticn, and cross-tnbulatin:; select'7!d. responses w1 th the

-
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respondents• differing levels of mental health, to determine
those items ldtich have the highest correlation ldth mental
health.
In Chapter V, selected characteristics of the maternity homes will be correlated with the mental health of the
resident unwed mothers to discover which characteristics show
the greatest correlation with the residents• mental health.
selected characteristics will then be used as an indice to
determine the degree of therapeutic environment of the maternity homes.

The maternity homes will then be divided into two

groupings, according to whether they have a high or a low
therapeutic environment.

Then, selected responses from the

unwed mothers who are residents of the homes having more therapeutic environments will be compared with responses from unwed
mothers who are residents of maternity homes having less therapeutic environments.

Cli.APTER III

DESCBIP'liON OF 'l'mt SIX MATERNITY HOMES
AND GENERAL CH.UACTERISTICS OF 'l'HS
POPULATION OP UNWED MOTHEBS

Slnoe this research 1a designed to 1DYeatigate the
etteot ot envtro:naMna'-1 oon41t1ol'ltl in the maternlty home on
the payohologloal well•belng ot 1.U11t'e4 mothers, thts ohapter

wlll

be a

cteao:rlptl.,.. oompa:rlaon ot the atx matermty home

1n1ti tuttona, and the pnen.l oha:raoterlsttoa ot the one
ht.m4re4 a1'14 twent:r•l'llM umre4 m.othere under atud.;r.

Intona-

tion reoor4e4 on the q,u.eattormatre aent to the a4m1n1stratora

ot the matemt t7 homes ard data toul14 in the Qinstga; ttr

lltttD1ll BOll!
homes.

~

used aa sources to describe the maternity

Rctapouea oil the queatton:natrea tor the unwed mothers

an uaett to 4eaoribe the resident population ot eaoh maternl ty

home.

Rft!P£lR!iSD of !be

fAttfDa~l

HSII!

The type ot building in which the matern1 ty home ls
housed can intlu.ence the effectiveness

ot the programs and

services which it ts able to extend, and can direct the en-

V1ronmental atmosphere toward regimented, 1nst1tutlonal living
or toward. homelike poup llvtng.

11

It ta noommended that a

•truoture of one or at most two stories be built as a separate,
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S4

complete, independent unit, •• not under the same roof or
connected with

any

other agency or aervice.•l

Two of the

six matern1 ty homes in the sample are an independent residential facility, one reporting a census of twenty-nine unwed
mothers and the other, nineteen.

Two homes are part of larger

social institutions oaring for infants, one institution reporting a census of thirty-five infants and twenty-one unwed
mothers; the other, two-hundred infants and thirty-one unwed
mothers.

One home is connected with a nursing home having

about forty female geriatric patients and eighteen unwed
mothers.

one home is in conjunction with a maternity hospital,

reporting a census of twelve infants and fifty-three UDNed
mothers. 2
The physical facilities of the different maternity

homes are related to the number of years each has been in
existence and its historical development.

The length ot time

each of the six maternity homes has existed is:
and

one hundred

nine years, eighty-six years, sixty-eight years, fifty-six

years, forty-six years, and thirty-five years.
lRaymond, op.fit,, p, 10,
2'l'hese census figures are not an average census, but
refer only to the number of residents in the institution on
the particular day the questionnaire was filled out by the
administrator.
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Services and Programs

-M!41oa1 Seryices
availability, attitude and competence of the
The

medical staff who serve the unwed mother in the maternity
home affect the emotional implications of her pregnancy.
All six maternity homes report that they have the services

ot an obstetrician and a registered nurse, and three homes
also have a physician on the start.

Pive homes have arrange-

ments for the services of a psychiatrist tor individual treatment when needed.
§2cial Ca.!!WO£k
Social casework can help the unwed mother in the
maternity home contront the reality of her problems and emo-

tional disturbances.
The goal of casework with the unmarried mother
1s1 1) to prevent her tuture adjustment and
the child's from being jeopardized by the outof-wedlock pregnancy or birth; 2) to promote
her ab111ty to tunot1on 1n a more satisfying
and socially approved way, as a result of a
3Upporti ve relationship with the case"t'1orker
and the self-understanding she may gain through
casework help; 3) to arrive at a plan that 1s
best tor her and tor the child.~

Five of the six maternity home administrators report

that each unwed mother in their home receives oasework counsel1ng.2

In two homes the client 1s counseled weekly; ln the
1Ch1ld Welfare, sta~s ••• , p. 15.
2Qne home did not re ort on social oasewo
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other three homes the frequency of casework
determined

by

co~eling

is

the client's need, and/or the caseworker's

available time.

wben the unwed mother first applies tor

maternity home service, the caseworker explains to her the
alternative services available and what group living 1n a
maternity home will entail.
Through this early contact and throush close
relations that follow, the caseworker helps
the client get into focus the picture of what
has happened ••• the worker and the girl continue their contact through the girl's period
of adjustment to the group in the home, ot her
waiting tor the baby, of his birth, of deoid1ng about his future, ot the separation from
him if the mother decides the baby should be
adopted. The worker helps the girl when she
is leaving the maternity home and is returni~~
to her normal pursuits. The help continues
until the time tthen the client no longer needs
the caseworker's asststanoe.l
The role of the soclal caseworker in the adjustment ot the
unwed mother to her situation is sign1t1cant.
Group Therapz
In the maternity home, group therapy discussions and
1nd1v1dua1 oaseworlt counseling function reoipt"ocally as part

ot the total treatment plan

or

the unwed mother.

Social case-

work was viewed by Major Jane Wrieden in 1951 as the heart ot
the maternity home experience.2
t

Yet, Louise Trout adds that

1Jane E. Wrieden, •to Strengthen I1atern1ty Home Service
or Unmarried Mothers, • The Ch1l4,, XVI (August-September, 19Sl~ ?.

2llli·
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successfUl casework counseling 1s depend.ent upon an environmental situation fairly free of conflict, insecurity and
anx1ety. 1

Group therapy or group counseling in a maternity

home ideally takes the form of small groups of about eight
to ten members who meet with a trained leader regularly tor
an hour to an hour and a half to discuss some

or

the common

problems, tensions, and tears shared by unmarried mothers.
The subjects of discussion in group therapy sessions
in a 8alvst1on Army Maternity Home with a psyoh1atr1st as

lea4er and a caseworker participating are related by

r~jor

MarY E. Vernor.

In the beginning the girls discuss house rules,

why certain information is needed, what goes on

in group living, and cliques among the girls.
Then they move on to talk about their feelings
about pregnancy, care of the baby, decision regarding the baby, tears and guilt about becoming
pregnant, the alleged father, home situations,
interpersonal relationships, relationships w1th1n
the family, and ability to adjust when they return
to the community. Sometimes they consider why
they beoame pregnant and discover that it was not
merely an aoc1dent.2
!he group functions as a supportive therapy leading to self1nslght as the girls discover that others in the group experience
many of the same anxieties as they do.

1Lou1se K. Trout, •services to Unmarried Mothers,•
:=!'1ld Welfar!lt• XXXV (February, 1956), 21.

~

2

Marr E. Vernor, "The Group Approach 1n a Maternity
Bome Setting," Ch&~d Welta;e, XL (September, 1961), 27-26.
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Otten the question that one girl raises 1s of
value to another g1rl who is hesitant or does
not know how to express herself. Nost of the
girls, who in the beginning feel they have no
problems, gain some degree of recognition of
their difficulty and a real1ze.tion that they
need further help. Some ot the residents who
are unable to use the close oon.tEHlt ot 1nd1 vidual casework benefit greatly through the group.
The person sees her problem more clearly, and.
readiness tor more intensive help is increased.
With the support ot the group, the individual
is better able to enress herself and ask
questions.l
·
Thus, group counseling is used as a method of helping the
unwed mother to grow according to her potential, to adjust
to others in the group, to readjust adaptive patterns of
behavior in order to function more adequately in the maternity
home and when she returns to her community.

The leader can

also use these group sessions to observe reactions and to
evaluate the members in order to maximize the effectiveness
of individual counseling with them.
All six maternity homes 1n the present study have a
form of group counseling for their residents.

In two homes

attendance at these sessions is required of all residents.
In another home only some residents are required to attend
group therapy until other workers are trained to form other
groups.

In a fourth home, attendance is required only for

the first time and is voluntary thereafter.

In the other
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two homes attendanoe is voluntary
to eo!!le.
three

ry~t

residents are enoouraged

l'Wo of tht;;' six homes hold g:roup therapy twice a week.

ho:G..~es

have weeJfl.y sess1or!B, and one home l1as group

therapy each t<;•;o to three weeks.
1'he progress of suoh group eounseli:tl.?> sessions depends
to a lart:>e extent on the skill and personal qual1 ties ot the
group leader.

Qua11ticat1cms require that the lender have a

thorough knowledge of group dynamics and tam111nr1ty with
modern social work concepts concerning the problems and treatment of unwed. mothers. 1 In one maternity home of the six in
this study, group therapy 1s led by a
other homes, the leader has an

asw

psycholo~ist,

and, t:ra1r.1r<:; 1n

and in two

eroup work.

One home reports that group counseling is led by a person

having an MSW• and two other homes 1nd1eate that the person
who leads the group has neither graduate school training 1n
aoo1al worlt nor group work.
Gscvernrr.en~

Res1:jept
1,

group 11 vir.~£ s1 tuation

den~!!ds

tions be enforced fer order in the
interests of all the residents.
m~xi!aum

ho~e

that certain regulaand to promote th$

House rules which allow tor

personal freedom w1 thin reasonable external controls

and, wh:ch ere cor.s1ster!t but flexible, lllill contribute to a
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therapeutic milieu.
00

Some ma.ter1"!1ty homes have a resident's

unci1 1n which the girls theraselves discuss group living,

and

rormul~. te

and enforce rules for it, l:i th the consent of

Patient government is recognized as one ot

administration.

the most important means to implement the correct concept of
authority a.nd eontrcl in soe1e.1 rehabilitation 'f,\J'ithin a thera~utie

l!lilieu.

settin,~.

.Joint partic1pat1.on in d.iscussions and

decision-making through resident government,

f~.c111tates

munication bettreen staff and residents by m:odif'yinp;

t1ona1 tmthori ty-subject roles

t~h1ch

th~

com-

trad1-

ofte-n hamper treatment.

Each resident needs to feel free to express :her feelings and
attitudes so that the staff can better use their professional
•kills to help her in the re-sooial1zaticn :oroceRs.
F1our of

the s1:x matern1 ty homes under stud.y have a

resid.ents • council.

The officers meet weekly 1n two homes

and bi-weekly in the other two homes.

weekly

~eneral

Three of the homes have

assembly meetings, and one home has the assembly

ICheduled every two weeks and called more often if necessary.
Therapeutic Job Ass1p;runents
~:crk

ass ig:r.ments in the rna terni ty home are to be sui ted

to the physic~l health :?.:r.d emoticnal ':ell-be ins; of the ur..wed
IIOther, end as part of the total therapeutic program and they

are not to

..
.....

be used as a substitute for financing adequate staff. 1

llbid., p •

so.
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moth~r Fl.

The Nork assie;nment gives the u:r:r•red.

81)Pcit'1c place

if'l r;J1qT1:ne; thP- :respons,_hj.11 ty of communal 11 vin;:- in the home,

and.

pro~rid.es

wi tl'l job
ment.

opportunities for 1nterpersone.l relationships

supar~.risor

and

co-~rorkers

ln

a controlled environ-

\.orl: ex:t)erl.ence in genuine jobs z·ather than just occu-

pe.tional therapy is an inter;ral part of the therapeutic

communi t,y.
rhe siz maternity homes have a :program of ;;·;ork assignmente for all the residents;

however, in tl;o homes some of the

residents go to office jobs outside the home which are arranged
by staff of the home.

Although the a-pproximate nu.TJ:lber of hours

which the residents work each week differs in each home, they
seem to fall into two groupings•

in two homes the girls work

from two and a half to seven hours per week, and in four other
homes the work

progra~s

oal1 for the

to twenty-eight hours per week.

to work from fifteen

girt~

The hours of the work assign-

ment are sometimes dependent on whether or not the unwed mother
11 involved in continuing her sehoolir.lf; through the educational

program.

The job areas of housekeeping, food service, and cleri-

cal work, are used within all six homes.

Three homes allow the

girls to care for infants in residence 't'rhen they request this

Job.

In tour homes some girls may work as receptionist, switch-

board operator, cr at the information desk.

Other jobs
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indicated on the administrators' questionnaires are•

linen

room, laundry, sewing room, chapel, library, clinic, and house
beautician.
fprmal Educat1oD@6 fros£1!
Most grade and high schools require a pregnant girl
to

be

dropped from school as soon as her pregnancy is known.

These unmarried mothers, especially those under sixteen, can
be

educationally as well as socially disadvantaged if no oppor-

tunity or encouragement is given them to continue their education.

To meet the total needs of the unwed mother, the

matern1~

home has to include an educational program 1n the over-all
treatment plan.
Formal academic instruction should be available
for the young girl whose education has been interrupted by her pregnancy and who will return
to school after the birth of her baby. Arrangements should be made through the local board of
education to secure a qualified teacher for
academic subjects and to insure that credit will
be given for work completed in the maternity home.
Safeguards are neoessar)' to assure that information about the girl will be kept oonfidential
when her credits are transferred .1
Qualifications tor the teacher on the start ot a maternity home recommend that she have an attitude of acceptance and
respect for the unmarried mother as well as competence and certitioation in the teaching field.

-

liW,., p. 48.

It is suggested that the teaohe~

as

8

member or the therapeutic team, should maintain a less

structured classroom atmosphere 1n which the students receive
much individual attent1on,l
The six maternity homes in this study have accredited
educational classes on the high school level; however, only
two homes have qualified teachers conducting classes in the
home.

In the other four homes, the girls use a correspondence

method; in one ot these homes teachers trom the local school
board will start to conduct classes this fall,

lntOf!!•

iducat1on&t

Ao~1vit1es

In addition to formal education, informal educational
activities such as discussion or study groups, classes, lectures or instruction on subjects or interest and value to the
unwed mothers are a part or the broad educational program in
the maternity home,

Pre-natal classes covering instructions

on general health, diet and exercise during pregnancy, preparation tor childbirth and post-partum care should be given by a
qualified member ot the nursing or medical start.
Because the number or regularly scheduled educational
activities varies greatly among the five homes reporting on
them, they will be mentioned according to maternity home.

Weekly or bi-weekly educational activities reported for the
aonth ot April by maternity home "A" include pre-natal class,

-

lRaymond, op, cit., p. 20.
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choir, sewing, knitting, liquid embroidery, ceramics, music
therapy, Christian Living, creative art, art appreciation,
writing workshop, sociology class, and Inquiry Class.
maternity home

•:a•,

At

classes in choir, ceramics, rel1gion, and

tel-training are held weekly, and pre-natal class each three
to tour months.

Pre-natal class, choir, and religion classes

are given weekly at maternity home

•c•.

topics of general interest is bi-weekly.

and a discussion on

In maternity home

•Dtt, pre-natal class and choir assemble weekly, and instructions

in craft are given occasionally.

1n maternity home

-a•.

Pre-natal class is held weekly

a discussion on topics of current inter-

eat bi-weekly, and religious discussion and conferences on
"Love and Marriage" by Cana &Jouples every three months.

·•r•

Home

did not report on informal educational activities.

lelig1ous Program
When religion stems from the philosophy of the maternity home, it is not merely something added to the program.

Then when religion is active in the policies and the atmosphere
ot the home, in the relations between staff members and res14ents, the unwed mothers can experience the meaning of religion
1n daily living.

Each staff member should be convinced that the
very witness ot a committed Christian life with
its good works performed out ot love otters a
most effective means for promoting the acceptance and adoption by the unmarried mother ot
truly Christian values. This example ot Christian
love must go hand. in hand with a tull program of
spiritual activities designed to make available
to the unmarried mother every possible opportunity
to grow in her relationship to God.l
It is further pointed out 1n •Guides for Catholic
Maternity Home Services• that although attendance at religious
exercises should be voluntary and personally motivated rather
than resulting from external pressure, opportunities tor Mass,
the sacramenta, group instruction, and individual spiritual
counseling are essential tor the Catholic maternity home.

The

role of the chaplain, as a member of the therapeutic team, is
that of spiritual leader in the religious program, as related
to the total program of the maternity home.

He should be avail-

able to the unwed mothers for pastoral counseling. 2
In the administrator's questionnaire, one 1tem asked
What the role of the chaplain was in the maternity home.

In

two homes 1t was indicated that the chaplain's services are
confined to offering daily Mass and hearing weekly confessions.
Three other homes report that the chaplain is available tor
1

Ibid., p. 26.

2 Ibid,, p. 16.

,
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individual spiritual

counseli~,

for

~roun

instruction or d1s-

ousston and that he gets to know the girls by attending their
social events; in one of these homes the chaplain also directs
weeklY choir practice.

In the sixth

home~.bes1des

giving pas-

toral counseling and conducting regularly scheduled days

or

reoolleet1on, the chaplain attends the weekly staff meetings.
The question as worded does not call for an explanation of ser-

vices which priests other than the appointed chaplain might
render to the maternity home, and therefore does not necessarily
gi.. a description ot the entire religious program of eaoh home,

which was what the researcher had intended by the question.
§p!c1al1zed Serv1ges
It is recommended that the services of psychological

teat1ng, vocational guidance, legal counseling and financial
aas1stanoe be available tor those unwed mothers who need these

aerv1oes.
The six maternity homes have psychological testing and
t1nanc1al assistance available for residents if needed.
regard to vocational

guid~nce,

In

two homes do not have this ser-

Vice and one home has 1t on a very limited basis.

Among the

three other homes whieh report having vocational guidance, 1n
ODe home the local vocational rehabilitation service is used,

in another ho~e the staff psychologist extends this service,
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and in the other home tests are adJninistered by the educational
program supervisor and interpreted by the psychologist when
indicated..
00unseling

There is no defin1 te plan for any needed legal
in three homes.

In the other three maternity homes.

legal counseling when needed 1s arranged through the ·jublic
Legal Aid Bureau. or through an interested. attorney.
Administration and Staff

lfograms for Staff
The unification of structure. starr. and program 1n the
maternity home. to realize the greatest potential of help for
the unwed mother, is achieved by maximum communication among
all the staff members and the integration of all their profess-

ional disciplines.

The duties of all staff members must be

olearly defined and the cohesiveness of the social structure

ot the IJ:teternity ho!r.e depen!is on the effectiveness with which
the staff perform their professional roles.

The interaction of

staff representing the various d.isoiptines beeomes a l{ey factor
1
1n the therapeutic mi11eu.
To promote interaction, free communication, integration among the staff members to

develo~

the

•therapeutic team", frequent meetings, eonterenees, psyeh1atr1o
oonsultation and in-service education oan be effectively
Ut111zed.

1 Phelan, op. o1t., p. 162.
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some object1 ves of a. !ll8.tern1 ty home progra!!. for st::J.ff develop-

ment are:
To enable the staff to have a clearer understanding of the problems of illegitimacy and
the role of the maternity home; to faeilit~te
the development of more effective work patterns;
to encourage eommun1ca.t1on, makin,~ possible more
productive working relationships; to enable the
staff to formulate realistic job assignments,
methods of carrying out assignments and work
goals; to inform the staff of the agency's problems, plans, and proJected changes so they can
adapt as necessary; to make clear the role of the
home in relation to other agencies and services
within the oommunity.l
The staff meeting is an opportunity to discuss the
development of the unwed mothers in the maternity home, any
interpersonal problems within the staff, roles and relationlhips.

Of the six homes in the present study, four homes have

..ekly staff meetings, one home has a monthly staff meeting,
and one home does not have staff meetings.
The exchange of ideas and feelings among staff members
may

become statio and unconsciously opposed to growth and change,

lt the personalities of the staff members interlock and their
?.arious needs become satisfied

•tatt members.

by

The problems or the unwed mothers, then, are

Tiewed in a limited perspective.
&I

the unwed mothers or other

A psychiatrist who functions

a consultant for the staff of a maternity home can help the

•tatt keep the process of change going.
1

naymond, op 1 ott., p. 22.

Although such psychiatriD
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consultation 1s a group process structured.

core of

~round 8"

technical information, it is therapeutic because it depends

tor its effectiveness upon alterations within the
ot the

staff members.l
O!?J'~

problems

Unconscious persor.al1ty t't.nd. emotional

cloud a ste.ff member's

servation of the unlred mother, and
ness of the

sta~f.

~ersonality

self-obse~.tion
t~us

end ob-

eripp1e the effective-

Through the process of consultation these

dittioulties can be seen in the staff member's relationship to
other members of the group and to the consultant.

The atmos-

phere provided in a psychiatric consultation provides the staff
with an opportunity to observe themselves and be motivated to

indicated change in order to more effectively use technical
1nforma.t1on in their work with the umred mothers.

Two of the six maternity homes have psychiatric or
paychological consultation for their staff weekly.

One home

bas psychological consultation ttdee a month, and psychiatric

oonsultat1on once a month.

Another home reports having consulta-

tion regularly onoe a month, and sometimes t11T1ce a month.

Two

homes have neither psyoh1atrie nor psychological consultation

tor their staff.
In-service trainil'lg' is a means to promote and improve

\he quality o£ maternity home service to the unwed mothers.
Statt

1s.

1

·T'?..~e~ T. Thickst"..tn, "Psychiatric ecnsultation ~?ith

ot a Maternity Home,"

Child We4ta£!, XXXIX (March, 1960),
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"The agency program should include staff

s~T1.na.rs;

in-service

training; educational leave; attendance at professional conferences, institutes and workshops; and an adequa.te professional
librarY

~ri thin. the agency. 111

home staff

ITAY

In-service tra.1ning for maternity

take the form of supervisory help, intra-agency

courses consisting of lectures, d.iscuss1ons, or 11'orl{shcps in
whiCh material is presented on the different professions inyolved in rj8ternity home program or on factors relating to the
unwed mother in general.

The

purpose of this education is to

provide a frame't<tork 1n which the staff member can see his work

as part of a total structure and an ongoing process, and. to
learn more about the profess1orial disciplines and approaches

ot the ether staff members.

Staff development can also be fos-

tered through inter-agency courses, that is, regular courses
oonnected with universities, welfare federations or other organizations which exceed the boundaries of any single agency.
F'our of the six IllB.ternity homes report having some type

ot in-service training program for the staff.

In one home weekly

departmental meetings are held with the supervisor, and quarterly
general staff meetings are held with a program prepared by a
P&rtioular staff member or by an outside speaker on a pertinent
IUbJect currently of value to the staff.

Another home reports

that they have an organized program for the nursing personnel who
1 ch11d Welfare, Standa.;:ds ••• , p. 57.
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eze

aot1ve in other works

or

the institution besides the

!Dt\ternity home department, and. that the staff attends institutes
and other professional meetings.

I:n one home there is ar1 in-

service training program tor the e11n1o arld the housekeep1np;

at8 rr.

:\ fourth home has in-service training for auxiliary
for~

staff in the

of a series of lectures on the unwed mother

and maternity home sgrvices whioh are oonduoted by various etatt

other ti';o homes do not

BB!11fiost1sns

2~

ha:~.re

an 1n-serv1ec training progx-am.

stat£

In order to serve the unwed mother eff'ectiv0ly, tht;: stat

ot the ;r;_aternity ho:rce needs tc· be
perso~l qu~lities

as well an

i•Iho

can be

an~plcyed

materr~ty· ho~e

starr

1nelude a

either dtreotty or through another

agency, nnd other staff to carry out
aftd ma1nter..anae.

selected. ir. regard to

protess1on~l trainin~.

required for residential care tn a

mother,

~rell

housr~'keeplng,

food sE;rv1oe,

All staff' r.!embers whc are in conte\Ct with the

\lftnd mother should have respect for her, r.trd an und.erstand11'Jg

ot the ph1losopny and goals ot the matern1 ty hczf!e.
the theory

or

.Aocordin.g to

therapeutic milieu, the totalit,y of interpersonal

l'elatlo:nahips axnon,g: all unwed mothers and all staff Ut the baste

therapy tor the rel1ab111 tat1on of the unwed mother in the mater...
Ill ty hom~~ •
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'the Administrator
·rh~

administrator or exeouti,re director sets the tone

tor the atr.iosphere of the :m.aterni ty hollle, and the manner in
which all services are rendered the um1ed. mothers • 1

EBr responsibilities as executive director are
broad, enco:rr..passin,s the followinp; a.reas t she
carries out administrative functions with regard
to the operation of agency nrograrr..s ar.d ser'ltioes;
she ~rorks cooperatively 'td th the Board of Directors etnd the Advisory Committee in the foi"''llat1on
of policies. practices, and procedures; she then
talres responsibility for their proper implementation within the home; she endeavors to facilitate
optimal functioning by all staff members through
organizing, enabling, encouraging them in their
efforts; she represents the agency in various community endeavors and in social action activities;
she encourages and ooopers.tes 'i'li th appropriate
research eftorts,2
The

~dm1n1strator

of a residential child-care facility is reoom-

mended to have an appropriate degree in social work, education,

theology, med.icine, psychology or some related. social science
and have had five years of exPerience in administering a group

oare facility or group program for ch1ldren.3
The educational background and years of experience in
administering a group living facility for children or unwed
1Healy, op, cit., p. 28,
2Haymond, gp ei~., p.
1
p,

5.

15.

3chi1dren and. Family Services Regulation., o;e. cit.,

aothers ot the admlntatr.ators tn the si% maternity homes ot the
"!"P- 8~nt study e.rt~t t

in IE'.dx;1n1strat1on,

tra.1n1n~

ad::1nisteri~:

one

1) master's de~l"tte 1n soc1at wor'k, and.

;tNlr

a

f't"'OUP

~r1 th

!!11xteen ye".l.rs erper1enee !.n

living f'nc1lity; 2)

o!" grad\HJ.te school in soo1a1

year!! e"1'f,t-r1ence; J)

re~1stttred

~g1!tt~red

wC~rk,

nur'Se am

td.th

P.s.

nurP.-e su·td

$eV~nteer..

1.n rrur11J1nt"' edu•

ceti"n• l>rlth fourt-een venra e:Yperif'ner:q 4) re!',!:1,PtP.red nurse and

a.s.

in nvr~1l1f'' fl'dncv.tior., t<rith three ~'fl!Rt'S P~of!!r1enoat .5)

u•tered nurse

t-7 1 th

six yea.r,., f>xperienn~; 6) ~d.u.oat1on 1n bu&l1•

nesF.J actr-;inistrat1on e.nd aoeountinr.;,

In the

~eent ~urvey

t'l"i th

three

~ther

yearA

erperienoe

of forty-two Catho11e maternit7

homes, one-third of the adm.1n15trators werA
another third 1<ras

reg-

evenly distributed

socit:~.l

rcrc.rY:e,rs, and

a::ronf~ d.ep:~es

nurs1Y!f!;, education, 'bus1Mss and hospital t<>d11"1n1.stration.

1n
1

As a central member of' the matern1 ty home staff, the

•octal caseworker fulfills the

followi~

She coordinates the casework
tr..;t~~.~

l prce_::a::.

~f

on

with the

st'J.~

coc:;·dir~ot.ior: or -- fj'ortn
of the reeid.ents; she mt:\k~s c~rt9.1n
:...t?'t',J~.rr1e1 n:~other rece 1 veo C9.li'el.·ior!{ s~:r.vte.e;

1:-..eh~ll ~

t~:lo~t

progl~

~1arvf':'r! ~.s a
th~ heme~t 1!U'ld ooonArAt-

tt'le" hozr:e;

1.1a1&on nerson between
ir~ ..:::.tJ: r.:.c leE; to <'~:;:sur9

dut1est
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she helps the unmarried mother make optimal
use ot the group living experience; she coordinates services within the maternity home
in aooordanoe with the treatment plan worked
out tor each girl; abe enables the client to
meet her t1nanc1al respons1bilittes by setting
up a reaaonable payment plan; when 1t 1s part
ot the total casework plan, she otters casework assistance to the unmarried rather and
to the parents ot the un.ad couple; ln some
tnstanoes she may have naponslb111 ty tor intake tunetiona.l
caseworkers Eduoatlon
The w.perv1sor

ot casework aervtoes should hold a

master's degree trom an accredited school of aoolal work. and
have had three years ot casework exper1ence.2

In the tlve

homes reporting on aoolal casework, tour ot the casework auper-

vteors meet these qualltloattons, and ln the fifth home the two
oaaeworkers are not d1reotl7 aupervtaed because they both ha?e
the

qualifications ot education an4 experience recommended tor

a oaaework supervisor.
Ideally, oaaeworkers who counsel the unmarried mother

ahould hold a master's degree tram an accredited school ot
aooial work. 3

caseworkers a:re considered qualified lt they have

had aome graduate aoolal work t:ralntng and are d1reotly umer a

1 Raymond,

ea. o&t.,

p. 17.

2ch1ldren and Family Servloes Regulation, gp. q&t., p. 6.
)Raymond, op. ott., p, 16,

~~------------------------~---r
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qualified supervisor. 1
~

Major Jane Wrieden of the Salvation

stated in 1951 that it was her firm belief that a case-

worker in a maternity home should not only have an MSW, but

ahould also have had experience in a casework agency of high

atandard• before joining the staff of a maternity home. 2
In three of the five reporting institutions caseworkers
qualifY in accordance with the aforementioned standards, and in
the other two institutions some of the caseworkers do not meet

In a 1966 •survey of O&thol1o

these educational standards.

Matern1 ty Homes • forty-tour ot the one hundred and twenty-seven
oaaeworkers had MSW degree•.'
the present research, eight
MSW

In the five maternity homes of

ot the thirteen caseworkers had

degrees.
The number of caaeloads assigned to a social worker is

related to the adequacy and frequency with which she can serve
the unwed mother and extend casework services to the family and
the alleged father when this seems advisable.

"A tull-time

oaaeworker ••• shall be expected to handle a caseload of no more
than thirty oases.

Part-time casework staff shall be expected

to handle no more than a like ratio ot child cases in proportion

- -

to the time employed.-4

Only one ·maternity home out of the five

10h1ldren and Pamil;y Services Regulation, op. oi t., p. 6.
2Wrieden, •To Strengthen ••• : p. 7.
3Healy, op. s&t., ~· 2 ot mimeographed summuy~
4

Children and Family Services Regulat1on, gp. c2.1i·, p. 10.
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reports that the casaload of all its social workers meets this
goal.
~· Group Mother

The group mother or house mother holds a key position
ln the maternity home environment, because to a great extent
her personality aDd attitudes permeate the atmosphere.

Her

duties are thus summarizeds
She maintains a harmonious therapeutic atmosphere
by assurirlg a happy, secure group 11ving si tuat1on; she arranges the assignment of bedrooms and
various work assignments; she offers individual
counseling on problems of group living; she works
with the girls individually and in groups to help
them accept the responsibility of their own actions;
if the home does not employ a group worker, she
works with various committees termed to facilitate
group life and to work on special projects; she observes and reports to appropriate staff members
behavioral manifestations which are important in
helping the resident to resolve her problem; she
attends staff meetings and case conterences.l
'1'he group mother should be a high school graduate and have

personal qualities of character, personality, health and espeoially a deep understanding of the unwed mother and her needs.
Four maternity homes report having only one group mother
&Dd she is a Sister.

Of these four group mothers, two are regis-

tered nurses and have a B.s .. degree, and two are high school

Sladuates, one or whom also 1s a graduate of a one-year child
~ course.

The fifth home has a tull-time group mother who

1Raymond, op,

ctt.,

pp. 18-19.
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16 a registered nurse and has a B.s. degree, and a part-time
group mother ~mo has practical nurse's training and stx months

ot college.

The sixth home employs one part-time and tour fUll-

time group mothers, who have the following educational back-

B.s. in education and four years

groundss

tn

child care tra1n1

B.S. tn nursing education; four years of college with an education major; three years pre-med and one year liberal arts

education; some college including psychology courses.
This research did not investigate the role of a restdent
nurse in the maternity home. because recently the trad.1t1one.l
pos1t1on

or

the registered nurse 1n maternity residence statf1ng

criteria has been eltm1nated, unless local regulations require
this.l

The practical or

baby

nurse 1s suttio1ent tor maternity

homes whieh have babies who are not being oared for by' their own

mothers.

In homes where some unwed mothers eare for their own

babies, maternity home d1reet-care starr may consist of group
mother personnel, a1noe from a medical standpoint, 1t 1s sutt1o1ent for thA maternity home to use the consultant obstetrical
•erv1ce tor 1n-ser.v1ce training of statr. 2
1 Sohoenberg, op. c1~., p. lS.
2Ib1d.
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Admission Policies
A 41souss1on ot the admtsston po11c1es ot the maternitY homes 1s relevant as an introduction to a deser1pt1on
of the general character1st1os of the unwed

study.

An unwed mother's e1eg1b111ty

~or

~others

1n th1s

admlsaton to any

maternitT home should be her ability to benefit by ita servtoes, which lnoludes her potential to adjust to and to profit
by

the group living experience.

Admtsston po11ctes should not

consider the plan she has tor her baby, nor the length ot time

she ls w1111ng to st&7 in the home after delivery.
Homes under religious auspices, or those set up
to serve a particular group, should define their
admission policies olear\7. In general, polio7
should state that no application will be rejected because ot age, raoe, color, religion, legal
residence, prior marital status, prior pregna1_1cy,
or economic status, including ab111ty to pay.l
The etx mate:rni ty homes

ot th1a study have no admission

restr1ct1ons in regard to age, race, prior marital status, and.

ability to pay.2

Five ot the homes have no reatr1ct1ons tor

rel1g1on or legal res14eDOe; 1n one home preference 1s given
to Cstholio gtrls trom the aroh41ooeae.
th1ld welfare, Standard,e ••• , p .. 49.

2r~t1onal Couno11 on Illeg1t1macy, iia

o4t.
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General Characteristics of the 'Unwed Mothers
Identifying Information of the Population
In view ot the lack of admission restrictions in
regard to race, age, religion, legal residence, economic

atatus, marital status, or previous pregnancy, a description

ot the social background characteristics ot the unwed mothers
in the maternity homes 1n this study is relevant.

In considering the distribution of unwed mothers
according to race, Clark 'E. Vincent found the. t the proportion of Negro to White unwed mothers varied. sigt1ifieantly
according to the situations in which they 't<Tere attend.ed.

Almost 80 per cent of the county hosp1 tal unl-red mothers
were Xegro but less than 15 per cent of those attended in

maternity homes and private practice were Negroes.l

Table 2

ahows that only S per cent of the total population of um4'ed
mothers in the six maternity homes of the present study are
Negroes.
1

Vincent, 02, cit., P•

58.
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TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF UNWED MOTHERS BY RACE AND NA'l'ERNITY HOME

VIaternity Home Populations

aaoe

White

A

B

c

D

E

F

N

23

15

16

25

J

oriental

1

l
0

Total

27

16

Negro

Total

26

16

121

0
0

1

2

0

0

0

0

7
1

16

26

28

16

129

Per Cent

9J.8
.5.4

.a

100.0

The young age of unwed mothers is often emphasized in
popular literature.

Compare.t!ve d.ata show that younger unwed

llothers tend. to seek maternity home care while old.er unwed
mothers tend to live alone or with friends a.nd are attended by

a physician in private practice, so they ordinarily avoid sta-

t1at1os.
Table J shows tha.t at the time of this study hJ per

oent of the unwed mothers of all six maternity
teen years old or younger.

ho~~s

were seven-

Th1s proportion is strikingly similar

to the findings of Vincent's study-, in which 42 per cent of the
UDWed mothers of the maternity home he investigated were
1

•'-nteen years old or younger, while only 29 per cent of the
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unwed mothers in the county hospital sample were of this age
grouping, and only 18 per cent of the unwed. mothers attended
1
bY a private doctor were seventeen years old or you.nger.
Table

J shows that in comparing the ages of the unwed mothers among
maternity home populations. considerable differences oan be
noted.

In maternity home

~A~,

four-fifths of the residents are

seventeen yee.rs old or younger, while in homes "B" and "F" only
about one-fourth of the unwed mothers are of this

~ge

grouping.

In home "E 11 , one-third of the unwed mothers are tl'ienty-one years
or older, lthioh is the largest proportion for this oldest age
grouping among all the maternity homes.

TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF UNWED MOTHERS BY AGE AND MATERNITY HOME
Age

r

i

I
A

B

c

D

E

F

17 and younger 1 22
I
18-20
I 32
21 and older

4
10
2

7
6
3

10
11

5

10
9
9

3
9

4

16

16

26

28

16

I

Total

Maternity Home Populations

I

I

'

N

Per Cent

I

I

Total

i
I

27

1 Ibid., pp.
60-62.

25

41.4
37.2
19.4

:129

100.0

.56

48
~

I

l

~

~--------------------------------------------------·
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BJli61on
Although the six maternity homes have no admission
restrictions regarding the religion of unwed mothers, the tact

that they are cperated by a RorG.a.l'l Catholic

com~nlntty

women and that some are associated with the diocesan

of re11g1ouE
C~tho11o

sootal Service Bureau result 1n a great proportion of thepopul,ation being of the Catholic religion.

Table

1~ shm"Ts

that ?4

per cent of the total population ot 129 unwed 1nothers identify
themselves as Catholic, 23 per cent indicated that they belonged
to a .?rotest;lnt denomination, and. 3 per cent stated they had no

religious preference.
'fABLE 4

DISTRIBUTION OP UNWED MOTHERS BY RELIGtOUS
AFF'ILIATICN A:r.iD i-!AT1RNI'rY HOt,~E:
Rel1g1ous
Affiliation

Maternity Home Populations

Total
i
T

A

B

c

D

.e

F

I

!

N

Per Cent

j

Catholic
Prete s tant;
1o Religion

14

14

9

4

2
0

Total

27

16

16

27

14

0

0

l
0

2
0

16

26

28

16

10
6

10

J

JO

4

I 129
1

.....

9.5

73.6
23.)

3.1

100.0

Table 4 indicates a s1gn1f1eant difference between the
proportion of Catholic residents 1n homes

"A"

and "E".

In

xnaterni ty home "A • only about on.e-ha1f of the population 1s
CatholiC,

~·rhile

in home

1

'1!: ", -almost the entire population is

catholic, reflecting the admission policy of this home of g1v1ns preference to Catholic unwed mothers.
~~gal

Residenge
No precise provision was made on the quest1o:nnn1re to

the unwed mothers to determine their legal residence in relation
to the location of the maternity home in lih1oh they are residing
However, the response stating ho1·1 far the fami 1y residence

o~

the Ul'lwed mother is from the maternity home e;i ves an approximate

indication of whether or not the resident is frof.l the 1oca.1 area
TAB!JE .5

DISTRIBUTION OF UN'rlED MOTH'8RS BY FAMILY
RESIDENCZ AND !i.ATS:RNITY Ho:•flf

Distance of
Pamily Residence
from i1atern1ty

Home

Within .50 miles
SC..loo miles
Over lvt r:dles

-

-

Total

r-1a.tern1 ty Home Populations
A

B

c

15

1
2

B

4
(1

27

13
16

D

n:

F

1

24
1

6
4
6

28

16

;)

4
21

16

26

.

3

1
""

Total
N

55

I

i

I
I

Per Cent

42.6

18
56

14.0
lt·3 .4

129

100.0

~~------------,
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n.s Table .5 shov:s, there
enc.et: tUilOrJ8 the

rerd.d.e:nt~

!U:·e

considerable differ-

cf the six honea in rr;p;c:.rd tc

the distance of their faJt.ily • s hon:..e fro: . the :ma.ter!:1 t;r
hon:.e.

In

}.~.one

~~x;:''

more tha.rt four-fifths of the resioents

are fror... uitili:n fift.;,· mi1es cf the

r_~atern1ty

home, renect-

ine the heLle's e1.dmiss1on policy of g1Vil1[: preference to

girls from the local archd1.ooeset whtle in homes

"'1" and

"D" the fa.nily residence of fonr-fifths of thf'! unwE-d nothern
is over one hund:r:ed miles

fro~

the rna terni ty home.

In e;an-

er-a.l, differnnces unc11.,r; the hones mrty be relr::tted to the
geog1·aphio lootl'tion of the ma. tarni ty hornf-1, the d.ens 1 ty of

population in the local area, and the availability of maternity horws in surroUJ'!din.,:; a.reas.

'iable 6 indioa.teB the type of ho1ue

cci:U:.lUYli ty

Which 'the residents of each maternity home C<Jme.
erJ.Ces a:c.orJ.C; the populn.tio!:s

<:)f

f:coru

The differ-

the horr.es rr:..:''l.Y reflect the

differences in the section of the country ar~d. the s1ze of

TABL'.L

6

DISTRIBUTION OF UNWED
COHMUNI'!'Y A'N'D

me

MOTH~RS
MAT~RN!TY

Bi TYPE OF
HOlvrE

Total

Maternity Home Populations

of Home

community

rarm,

B

c

D

7

4

4

4

8

5

6

5
3
27

ra.nch, or

tm·m
Small to medium
size oity
s~.sll

Large ei ty (CM>r
500.0CO)

Suburb of large
eity

Total

!

I

Per Cent

F

N

1

1

21

16.3

7

lJ.

6

36

2?.9

5

11

14

7

'51

39.5

2

1

4

9

2

21

16.3

16

16

26

28

16

1129

100.0

I

BK1tal Status
The marital status reported by one hundred and twenty-

•1x of the one hundred and. twenty-nine unwed mothers was that

ot single-never-married.

Of the three unwed mothers who reported

being separated or divorced, two were from home

'D':, and one was

1

trom home *'F.,.
Pregnane~

l£ev1ous

Six or the one hundred. and twenty-nine respondents repOrted haVing had a previous pregnancy, one each from homes "B",

ttxl",

and

"F",

and two fro'!D. ho!l!e

"E",

which supports the tact

\hat the homes do not have a restriction regarding the admission

86

of unwed mothers who have had a previous pregnancy.
gucation
The distribution on the educational attainment or the
unwed mothers in the maternity homes can easily be misinterpreted it age and occupation are not considered.

The tact that

43 per cent or the population is under eighteen years old, and
that 62 per cent or the population report that their main occupation 1s that or a student, explains to a great extent the
taot that 50 per cent or the population are not high school
graduates as Table 7 shows.
TABLE 1
DISTRI~UTION

Hlgheat School
Years Completed
8th or less
Some high schoo1
High school
graduate
lome college
College graduate
or more
Total

.....

OF UNWED MOTHERS BY EDUCATION AND MATERNITY HOME
:
Total
Matern1t7 Home Populations !
'
'

A

B

c

D

E

2

0

1

5

8

2
9

13

4

6

3

5
5

4
3

9

10
J

1
10

1

1

0

0

2

1

27

16

16

26

28

16

--21
0

0

p

N Per Cent

3.9

0

I
II

6g 46.5
26

20.2

33

25.6

s

).9

129 100.1
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According to Table 7 homes

"A• and •p• show the greatest

oontrast of educational levels among their residents.

In home

.,. over four-fifths ot the unwed mothers have not yet completed
high school, which is related to the data showing that tourtttths are under eighteen years ot age; whereas, in home

•p•

abOUt two-thirds ot the residents have had at least some college.
!be distribution of unwed mothers in each educational level as

ahown in Table 7, with no control tor age or occupation, is very

atailar to the distribution ot unwed mothers trom a maternity
hoae in Vincent's research. 1
ptnpat1on
The occupation ot the unwed mothers who reside in the
particular maternity home influences the type and extent of
educational and job program ot the homes.
According to Table 8, in home

'h• population

0

A11 almost nina-tenths of

identity themselves as students, whereas, in homes

... , lip;", and "F" only about one-halt of the resident: unwed
aothers are students.

Table 8 indicates that 62 per cent ot

"- total population ot unwed mothers responded that their main
•oupation was that of a student, which compares strikingly with
Y.lDOent•s research in which 61 per cent of the unwed mothers in
~ aaternity home claimed that their occupation was that ot a
1~4ent.2

1~ ••

2 Ibid.
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TABLE 8

DISTRIBUTION OF UNWED MOTHERS BY OCCUPATION
AND MATERNITY HOME

-

Maternity Home Populations

Main
occupation

-

student
Professional,
technical
ottice, sales
Service work
Unemployed
Total

Total

A

B

c

D

E

F

N

24

8

10

18

13

7

80

0
2
0

s

2

0

4
2

1

1
0

0

2?

16

16

4
3

1

:;

0

7
2
0

11

0

9
:3
0

26

28

16

129

6

Per Cent

62.0

4.7

31

24.0

1

.8

a•.s

100.0

Family and Social Background
lome Situation
A common opinion that unwed mothers are from broken
hoaea 1s not supported by current research.

In a research study

b,r Clark E. Vincent, after controlling for social background

lar1ables, 1t was found that 35 per cent of the sample of unwed
..thers res1d1ng in maternity homes came from broken homes as
IOilpared

with a sample of single-never-pregnant females of whom

)1 Plr cent came from broken homes. 1
1

Ibid., pp. 11?-18.

~~---------------------------.
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Table 9 shows that only 23 per cent or the one hundred
and twenty-nine unwed mothers are from broken homes.

This in-

oludes homes in which one or both parents died, or those in
wnioh the parents were divorced or separated.
TABLE 9

DISTRIBUTION OP UNWED MOTHERS BY HOME SITUATION
AND MA'l'ERNITY HOME

I Maternity Home Populations
Home
Situation

I

Total

j

I

!i A

B

c

D

E

p

I
i

I

N

Per Cent

'

i,

Unbroken
Broken by death
Broken by divorce
or separation
NA

19
3

13 11
2
3

21
2

21
:3

:3

4

0

'

98
16

76.0
12.4

:3

; 14

10.9

13

i

I

4

! 1

1

2

i
I

I

I
!

I

i

Total

I

.a

I

27

16 16

26

28

16

1129

I

100.0

In regard to the relationship or the respondent to any

brothers or sisters in her family, it may be noted in Table 10
that 33 per cent of the total population or unwed mothers are the

-

r~~--------------~
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oldest of tw·o or more children 1n the 1r family, and that 1n home

11 •• rive-eights of the unwed mothers are the oldest or the only
ohild in their family.

TABLE 10
DISTRIBUTION OF UN'.iED MOTHERS BY ORDINAL
POSITION IN PAMILY AND MATERNITY HOME

Maternity Home Population
Sibling
aelat1onsh1p

()Dly

child

oldest child
lidd.le range
ycnmgest child

Total

A

B

1

1

145

§

27

16

2

c

D

2

6
5
)

3
9
10
4

16

26

Total

E

F

N

1

3

11

a

13

6

28

42
16

Per Cent

a.s

42
54
22

,2.6

129

100.0

1.9
17.1

The family and social history or the unwed mothers in
~ia

study will be further described

~

indicating the respond-

ent's ethn1c1ty. the birthplace of her parents, the education
&Dd

occupation of her father, and. the religious preference of

her parents •
bbuoitz

The main ethnic background o't the unwed mothers is shown
ln Table 11.

In home "C" more than halt the population is ot

German descent.

In home •D" one-third of the unwed mothers claim

91
German ethnicit;r and one-foUrth

Anr,lo-Sa~on.

Hoi:'le "E"

sho~fS

that one-third of the popul.a. tion 1s ot Slavic descent, and hon ~
"''" reports that one-halt o-r the residents are ot Frenoh or1g1tn.
The concentration

or

these Particular ethnic groups in each o1

the tour homes noted, corrfJBponds to the common knowledge of t

~·

toncentration ot these per~ioular ethnic groups 1n the city i~

wb10h the maternity home is located.
'rABLE 11

DISTRIBUTION OF UNWED MOTHERS BY ETHNIOITY
AND MATERNITY HOME
Matern~ty

Ka1n Ethnic
Jaokg:round*

Genan
Irllh
Pnnoh
lla•

ADslo-Saxon
I'-11an

lparl1sh
&tr1oan or Asian

loandanavian
NA

...

Total

A

B

7

4

3
1

J

2

D

B

9

9

~

3

2

0
0
0
1

1
0

J

c
4

2

l
4

Home Populations

0

2
l

1

J

0

0
2

27

16

16

0

*See Appendix III
lll each category-.

r~r

0

2
2
0

7

2

9

1

Total

c nt

F

N

1

.35
19

0
0

27.1
14.7
13.2

11

8.5

4
7

17
12

Per

9 • .3

2
2
1

1

2

10

1

2

0

0

7
6

0

l

2

1
1

9

7.0

28

16

129

1oo.o

l

26

~
.,;

7.8
s.4
4.7
2.)

the nationality groupings includE ~

~~----------------------~
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Respondents were asked to indicate the birthplace or
their parents, in view or the theory or cultural oonrliot as

related to the social adjustment ot children whose parents were

bOrn in a foreign country.

or

the one hurldred and twenty-nine

unwed mothers, six reported that both parents were born 1n a
tore1gn country, and eleven responded that only one parent was
bOrn 1n a country other than the United States.

Table 12 shows

that the home which has the greatest proportion of respondents
~oae

both parents were born in a foreign country is home

~A".

l'ABLE 12

1

DISTRIBUTION OF tJNWi!D MOTHERS BY BIRTHPLACE OP
PARENTS AND MATERNITY HOME
'

Matern1 t:r Home Populations

Birthplace of
Parents
loth in u.s.A.
OnlJ one 1n

Pore 1gn

oa.mU"y

Both in f' ore 1gn

country

"HA.

-

Total

Total

A

B

c

D

E

F

N

22

1:3

15

24

24

1:3

111

86.0

1

:3

0

1

:3

:3

11

4.7

:3

0

1

1

1

0

6

8.5

1

27

16

16

26

28

16

Per Oent

1

.e

129

100.0

r-~----------------~
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-

sooio-Bconomic Status

An approximation of the socio-economic status of the

respondent is taken from her family of origin, and is measured
according to the education and the occupation ot the respondent'&
rather since the maJority of' respond.ents are students ..

Table 13 shows that 69 per oent of the respondents•
tathers have at least graduated trom high school.
ha8 the greatest !)roport1on

ot

Home

-s•

respondents whose fathers d.1d

DOt graduate from h1P'h school.

•:-!•

Home

has the greatest pro•

portion of respondents whose fathers have attended or graduated
troll college.
TABt;g

DISTRIBUTION OF

13

MOTHERS BY

U~~ED
MA~RNITY

'EDtJO.ATION AND

FATHBR~S

H0?-1E

11ghest school
reara oomple ted
by Unwed
Mother • s Father

A

B

0

D

E

F

N

8'h or less

4

2
1

0
j

J
4

5
6

J
J

19

8

2

7
4

8

6

5

5

3

6

2
2

28

21.7

0~

6

1

l.j.

6

1

5

1

1

31
4

24.0
j.l

16

26

28

1~

129

100.0

lome high school
ll&h school
graduate

a..

college
College graduate
or more
lA

-

-

To tat

Maternity Home Populations

2

1

27

16

Total

17
jC

Per Cent

1).2

14.7

23.3

pz

Ts.ble 14· 1nd1ea.tes that over one-half of the respondoooupa.tior~,

ents' fa.thers are engaged in ''white-collar"

that

11 , professional, technical, managerial, off1o1al, office,
sales, Homes "B" and "F" show the greatest proportion of
"white-collar" occupations .9JI.long ell the homes.
TABLE 14

DISTRIBUTION OF UNWED
OCCUPATIO!~;

oocupat1on of

!

M0~1ERS

BY

A!.'D MA'l'ERtTITY

A

B

c

D

E

.,

N

7

6

1

6

4

4

28

21.7

3

6

25
17

19.4

15.5
4.7

Protess1onal,
technical
Jlanager1al,
off1c1al

Ott1ee. sales

Skilled trad.e s
Sea1- and unskilled labor
other

NA

Total

Total

Maternity Home Populations

Unwed Mother• s

rather

FATH~R'S

HO~

3

1

4

3

7

3

2

I+
3..,

1
2

4
0
2

0
1

27

16

16

26

'

4

3

..I

2

7

7
6

0,.,

)

5

....

20

l
2

1

6
9

28

16

129

~

)

21.t-

Per Cent

-

13.2
18.6

7.0

100.1

r~~-------,
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For the purposes ot this study, respondents are
41 v1ded 1nto just two social classes, according to the education and the occupation of the respondent's father. "High"
consists of respondents whose fathers have at least graduated
trom high school and are employed 1n a
tion, and

~Low"

~1te-oollar"

occupa-

consists of all others.

Table 15 demonstrates that home "B" has the

~reatest

proportion of respondents from the high socio-economic class,
and that home

·~·

has the highest proportion of respondents

trom the low socio-economic class.
TABLE 1.5

DISTRIBUTION OF UNWED MOTHERS BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC
STATUS AND IR.ATERNITY HOME

Batern1ty Home Populations

looio-Eoonom1o
, Status

High
Low

NA

Total

A

B

c

D

4'
....

F

13

10

7
7

14
12

11
16

9

16

26

12

6

2

27

2

16

1

28

Total
N

Per Cent

64

7

60
5

49.6
46.5
3.9

16

129

100.0
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J!11s1ous Aff111atton of Parents
The combined religious affiliation of both parents ot
the respondent is seen in Table 16.

This data corresponds to

the religious affiliation indicated by the residents of each
home as seen in Table 4, which shows that of the total population from the six homes, 74 per cent of the unwed mothers
are Catholic.

Table 16 shows that both parents of 60 per cent

of all respondents are Catholic, and only one parent of 17 per

oent of a11 respondents is Catholic.
TABLE 16

DISTRIBUTION OF UNWED MOTHERS BY PARENTAL
R~LIGIOUS AFFILIATION AND MATERNITY
HOME
Religious
Atf111at1on of
Respondent's
Parents
Both Catholic
Both Protestant
ODe Catholic, one
Protestant
Obi Catholic, one
no religion
0118 Protestant,
one no relitJ;lon
loth no religion
NA

-

Total

r.".~&

tern! ty Home Populations

Total

A

B

c

D

E

F

N

11

12

8

5

:;

13
9

24

2

0

10
2

?8
21

15.)

3

2

3

2

4

4

18

14.0

2

0

1

1

0

0

4

).1

2

r

v

0

0

....~

0

1
0

c

0
1

2.)
1.6

2
~

27

16

16

26

0

28

0

16

2

Per Cent

60.5

3

2.:3

129

100.1

CB'A.PTER IV
ANALYSIS CF FINDINGS ?On ENTIRE

POPtJI~T!CN

ThiS chapter will describe how the total population
11 distributed with respect to selected character1st1cs of the

unwed mothers.

Data will consist

mothers' q.u.estlormaires.

or

responses fron the unwed

The areas desoribecl 1:111

1nc1u~l~ ~

characteristics related to family life, factors associated
with the respondents• pregnancy out-of-wedlock, measures of
mental health, psychological a.rA. social correlates of :-:?:nt?.l

health, the unwed mothers' view of the services and atmosphere

ot the .m.a terni ty

home •

unwed mothers com.e to the maternity home with a con.-

•'•llation of social and family experiences, both happy arld. sad,
1n their background.

The atmosphere in a family !s rt!le.ted. to

the happiness of the parents' ms.rriap:e.

In Table 17, 53 • .5

per cent of the unwed mothers described their parents'

m~rr1age

u belng above average 1n ha'Op1nes~; ~9. '5 per eent, avera~;
llbd 1.5.5 per eent, below average 1n he.'t)p1ness.
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TABLE 17

DISTRIBUTION OF UNWED MOTHERS BY DESCRIPTION
OF PAlUNTS' MARRIAGE

Description of
Parents• Marriage

Frequency

Extremely happy
Happier than average
Average
Not too happ7
NA

33
36
)8

Total

Per Cent

2.5.6
27.9
29.5

20
2

15.5

129

100.0

1.6

Religiosity
The frequency of church attendance, and for Catholics
alao the reception of Communion, of the unwed mother anA r1er
parents, is used to measure the atmosphere of religiosity in

the unwed mother's family.

The data shown in Table 18 suggest

that unwed mothers who are high 1n religiosity come from homes

1n which the parents are high in religiosity.

Data from the

~edium" and "Low" categories indicate that the parents of the

respondents are more lax in church attendance than their
daUghters.

~~--------------~-r
~
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DISTRIBUTION OF tn.'W'ED MOTHERS BY B~tiGIOSin
AlvD H!.LlGI03l·I'\: CF PAinl'.TS

Unwed
'?requency

B1gh

I

24.c

42

)2.6

45

'

"" '3

23.)

.,.·

~4.9

J9.S

51..,

.~.

lCC.c

Per Cent

)C

41.1

129

Total

Frequency

Fer Cent

31

.SJ

f! e<li ~.t"m
!,oW

Parents

~~others

II

129

~

.)

tco.o

·*·x111s table combines the degrees or rel1f!:los,.ty for
catholios, Protestants, and those who affl11a.te w1 th no :re11•
cion. :rhe cr1te:'1a used. tor each category may be found in

APpendix III, columns 46, 4?, 48.

degree c!' re11g1os1 t;r of the um:ed.
mental health.

relationship

~other

and her degree

ot

'J:he hypothesis 1a that there '!:'fill be a negative

~t~~en

the degree of re11:1os1ty of the unwed

that a :nora rel1~1ous person who tra:ns(;retsses sex norms will

e%per1enoe more anxiety resulting in a lower feeling-state ot
•ntal health, and a. less religious person trill 11ot exper1enee
1

-

UCh creat guilt tee11r~a.

But :r&ble 19 shows that reepo:ndenta

llho score lc:·r 1u ::e.lig1usity •lsu score the lowest in mental

100

health, which is e. relationship opposite to that stated. 1n

the hypothesis.

Those

u~~d

mothers who are medium in reli-

giosity so ore highest in mental health.

An.d the ,<Treatest

proportion of respondents who are hlgh i!:l re11!!1osity, hgve
a. meditl!:l degree

or

mentAl hAq_1 th.

A noderate d.eFree

or

reli-

giosity, then. seems to eontribnte to the mental health of
umt'ed mothers <lur1ng thts time of thern:r:>Y in the mp,.tern1 ty home
It 1s rAcogn..tzed by the "'"11"1 ter

th~..~.t

different cr1 teria

ni.~ht

be used to measure religiosl ty wh1oh m:tght ;rield. different

resu1. ts.
'l.lA.BLE 19

UNWED

Degree of
Health

MOTHB~RS

!·!ent~l

BY RELIGIOSITY Al\1) JVIEN'l'AL Hd:AL'rH
(p11R CENT)

Degree of Religiosity
!11gh

High
Medium

l1ed1um

":!1

Tot;"\.1

j_,c111;r

57

4J
26

2.5
39
36

Total

100

lCO

1.00

lOC

K-NA

(37)

(53)

(36)

(126)

Low

24

19

·'):"?
,._
(

46
27

lC·l
Concept of Religion

The unwed mother's concept of re11g1vl"l influences her
P"rt1c1PP-tiot1 ir the orp;nn1zec spiri tm:,l pl'o,·:ram of the Catho110 me..ternity home, and the potential VR.lue

sr~~

0~r1ves

from

the Christian atmosphere itself.

In an open-ended. question,

the unwed mothers were asked what

reli~ion

meant to them,

Ot

~nentioned.

the

the 129 respondents, 24.0 per cent specifically

word "God." and. indicated. that to the?I! religion :nea.nt a positive, personal relationship and oommun1eat1on with God; 31.0

per cent specifically mentioned the word "God" but did not 1nd1oate a personal relationship with God; another )l.v per cent
did not mention the word "God" but sugg-esteo thqt to them religion implied positive concepts as faith, values, etc.; 4.7

per eent responded with a ne".:';e.t1 ve concept to1·rard reliR:1on 1n
their life; 9. 3 per cent did not a11swer the question xhich may
have been

~08.use

their attitudes to't'rard. religion l';ere ambiva-

lent or negative.
l"Ypes of Schools Attended

1

It was expected that those respondents whose educational
background r1as entirely in Catholic sehools r,..rould re-port a lower
4egree of mental health because of the trad1t1o~~1 stress on sex

aora1s 1n Catholic schools, and respondents who ~'lere educated in

•om.

PUblic and. some Catholic sehools, or entirely in public

IOhools, would report a higher degree of ntental health.

'l'able 2
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tnd1oates that those respondents whose educational background
.as entirely in publto schools show the greatest proportion
having a high degree of mental health as well as the greatest
proportion having a low degree of

ment~l

health.

Respondents

,mo attended only Catholic schools show the largest proportion
haVing a rnedium

d~!!gree

partiallY supported

by

of

m~nt!!!!.l

hee.l th.

The

ex~etat1on

is

the data within the category of respond-

ents whose e<h1c2.tional background tms only in Catholic schools

tor there is a slightly greater proportion who have a low degree than a high degree of mental health.
be

These data are to

considered in relation to the fact that 74 per cent of the

population are Catholic.
TABLE 20
UNWED l<IOTHERS BY TYPE OF SCHOOLS ATTENDED AI\tD
r~NTAL

Mental
Health

~~!T)

Types ot Schools Attended
Catholic
only

High
Medium
Low

HEALTH (PER

16

6:;
21

Catholic
& Public

Public
only

26

32

49

Total

27

25

35
33

45

100

Total

100

100

100

N

(19)

(53)

(57)

28

(129)
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Noral <.lffenses

offen.EeB, the ur.n,Jed mcther indicated. 1.vhich one she thoue:ht
··~~s

.~.-1·
1.;.:1 0

1'or"'t
t"'i"'·"'
....
..::0 '
4<1.;,
'•

H

C.L

"'~er""o
.~. .).
!:"
.;;>

could

,~'. o

•

n:r" t1"'e
-

21.7

1
" -?c;
-

•"

f

~er

res,""
.. onde.nts
V

-

ce::t selected.

"to use poison gas on enemy cities during warn; ?c.8 per oent

indicated ••not to go to Church 11 ; 16.3 per cer1.t chose "not to
pay a poor employee a living

~fage";

11.6 per cent selected

"to have sex relations outside of marri?ge "; ::1nd 3.1 per eent

did not answer the question.

A study on moral values among

college students by Rettig found that moral transgressions

ot

social justice, wartime practices, and economics were more
severely judged by young people as l!TrOM than those of sex

or organized. religion,

'tlhel·e~u;

oldel" people tended to judge

aoral offenses of cex c.r.d. organized re11g1o:n r1cre harshly,
1nd1ca.t111e thPt moral values of youth are more elosely related

to vnlues ot their peer group than to the m.orPl Wtlues of the1

parents .1
The d.a.te. of the present study support

R~tti~· s

f1:nd1 ngs

ln regard. to young people, for 6:;.1 per e~nt or the 129 unl'red
IIOthers chos~ moral transgressions aga1r..st e1 ther soe1a.l jus-

tloe, represented by "to hate Negroes "J or wartime practices,

1 Solomon Rettig and Benjamin Pasamanioh, »Change 1n
lo
l'lll Values Among College Students' A Factorial Study, •
. .r1cap. Sooiolct)ical Review, XXIV (August. 1960),

550-55.

[~--------------~
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indicated by •to use poison gas on enemy cities during war•J

or against economic justice, represented by "not to pay a
poor employee a living wage."
~others

It was thought that the unwed

might choose to judge sex offenses more harshly be-

oause of their guilt feelings, but the data do not substan-

tiate this expectation.
Sex Knowledge
It has been assumed by some persons working with
unwed mothers that girls having a greater amount of knowledge
about sex and reproduction before becoming pregnant will experience more self-censure as unwed mothers and, therefore,
have a lower degree of mental health; whereas. girls having

a lesser knowledge of sex would not judge their being pregnan' out-of-wedlock as harshly and, therefore, have a higher
4egree of mental health.

Data on the amount of sex infor.ma•

•ton known by the respondent one year ago was obtained from
~•ponses

to a nine-item index.

Table 21 shows that there is

some support for the assumption in the partial correlation

between the respondents• amount of sex knowledge and their
4egree of mental health, for unwed mothers who are high in
leX knowledge have a greater proportion having a lower degree

•t mental health than unwed mothers who are low or medium in
lex knowledge.

But respondents who have a medium amount of

liz knowledge score highest in mental health, while those who

~~------------~
lOS
pve a low amount ot sex knowledge have the greatest propor-

tion ot respondents who are medium 1n mental health.
TABLE 21

UNWED MOTHERS BY AMOUNT OP SEX KNOWLEDGE
AND DEGREE 01' MENTAL HEALTH

-I)lgree

ot

Mental
Health

Beapond.enta' Amount ot sex
Knowledge

Blah

Total

Medium

Low

25
42
33

l~

21

sa

21

2?
4.S
28

Total

100

100

100

100

N

(24)

(?7)

(28)

(129)

High
Medium
Low

29

The source trom which the majority ot unwed mothers
~oeive

most ot their information about sex and reproduction

ia trom other girls or boys, wh1oh bears out the expectation
that it would not be trom their parents.

The 129 respondents

are distributed as tollowa aooording to the main source ot
tbe1r sex knowledge•

other girls or boys, 42.6 per cent;

aother or tather, 25.6 per cent; reading, l4.o per cent; school

llaaaea, 12.4 per cent; brother or sister, 2.3 per oent.
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Factors Associated with the Respondents•
Presnanoz OUt-ot-Wedlook
The unwed mother's adjustment in the maternity home
sa1 be

influenced by characteristics associated with her re-

lationships with her parents, with the alleged father, and
with her plana tor the tuture in view ot her present condition of being pregnant out-of-wedlock.
Month ot Pregnancy
The distribution ot unwed. mothers according to their
aonth of pregnancy shows that 14.0 per cent are in their sixth
aonth or less; 14.7 per cent are in

th~1r

seventh month; 17.1

per cent are in their eighth month; 42.6 per cent are in their
ll1nth month; 7. 0 per cent are overdue; and 3. 9 per cent are
post-partum.

Because of the ema.ll number of respondents who

are overdue, they will not be correlated separately to see if

they experienced greater negative feelings.
Parental SUpport
The unwed mother who has the supportive understanding

ot her parents has an advantage over the girl who is rejected
'b7 her parents because of her pregnancy out-of-wedlock.

A.

sreat number ot respondents, 88.5 per cent, reported that at
leut one ot their parents knew about their pregnancy and was
helping them.

The parents of 5.5 per cent of the unwed mothers

thew about their daughter's pregnancy but were not helping.

lC?

onl1 4.7 per cent of the

rea~ondents•

parents were unaware

that their daughter was an unwed mother9

a~A

1.6 per oent

414 not answer thla question.
A relati ve17 new praotloe in soelal oaaework 1• famil7
0 ounse11l'IEh in which the 11'141vtdual tully member's problem

t• considered aa a tu.tl;y problem and counseling is extended
to all members ot the tully ae a group.
1 ought

The present stw!y

to determine to what extent a modit1ed form of tam117

oouneellr..g was tunottoning ln the matern1 t;r home, at'ld to see
if the unwed mothers who had at least one family member in-

volved ln counseling haft a higher degree

unwed mothers who had no family member in counseling.
11:u47, it the

fami~

In th1a

member has only been seen once b7 the na

po:ndent•s sootal worker, this 1a assumed to be an interview

nat t rather than aotual oounaelirlg.

ot the 129 reapot'.tdents,

)8. o per cent report that ne1 ther parent nor any other member

ot their tam117 has ever been seen by their soolal worker;

34.1 per cent 11'141ca'ta that a tully member haa been seen once;
10.9 per cent state that twice a tam117 member has beel'l ooun-

•1•4 by their aoolal worker, and 17.1 per cent respond that a

tamtb member has been oou.Meled several times.
It was hJ'pothestced that unwed mothers whose tam117
zteoelved caaework ooutUtellng wtll be higher 1n mental health

thal'l unwed mothers whose tam111' has not been counseled.
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fable 22 shows that there is a slight correlation, for unwed
mothers whose family has been counseled have slightly greater
proportions of higher

and.

medium degrees of mental health, and

a lesser proportion of low mental health.
lhOW

some support for the hypothesis.

Therefore, the data

Am.ong respondents whose

tamilY member received counseling, a greater proportion have
a high than a low degree of mental health, and among unwed
mothers whose fam117 has not been counseled, a greater proportion have a low rather than a high degree of mental health.
TABLE 22

UNWED MO'l'HERS BY INVOLVEMENT OP FAMILY IN
COUNSELING AND MENTAL HEALTH (PER CENT)

l Extent of Counseling to
Mental
Health
Family Member(s)
ot Unwed L
Mother
I' rJO t
Counseled
Twice or More
Counseled

l

Total

J

High
Medium
Low

I
I
l

!

!

27
4.3
.30

28
50
22

L

I

l

27
4.5
26

i

Total
N

100

(9.3)

100

(36)

l
i

I'

100

(129)
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At the present time there 1s no program of group
theraPY for family members of unwed mothers in

any

of the six

maternity homes, so all the responses to this question were
negative.
Alleged !'ather
It is now recognized that in many oases the unwed

rather, as well as the unwed mother, is in need or and desir-

ous ot counseling for the future behavior and relationships
ot the father himself, to give better service to the mother
and to make better planning

tor the child.

However, few

aatern1ty homes or social workers reach out to any extent to
lnvol ve the alleged father in counseling.

Of

the total res-

pondents, 8).7 per cent report that the alleged rather was
DITer seen
he

by

their social worker; 10.1 per cent respond that

was interviewed onoeJ and 6.2 per cent state that the

alleged father was counseled twice or more often by their
social worker.
A hypothesis ot the research 1s that unwed mothers to

Whom the alleged father either denies paternity or admits it
. ~t is unconcerned, and unwed me~ers who did not 1ntorm the
alleged father about the p~egnanoy will have a lower degree
ot mental health than unwed mothers to whom the alleged father
&4aits paternity and is concerned.

Data in Table 2) do not

IUpport this hypothesis because it indicates that when the
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alleged father is unaware or unconcerned, a greater proportion
ot the unwed mothers have a high and medium mental health and
a lesser proportion have low mental health.

Therefore, there

a positive correlation between unwed mothers to ~hom the
11
alleged father is unaware or unconcerned about her pregnancy
and a high degree of mental health.

A negative correlation

exists between unwed mothers to whom the alleged father shows
eonoern and a high degree of mental health.

TABLE 2.3

MOTHERS BY ATTITUDE OF ALLEGED
FATireR AND flffiNTAL HEALTH (PER CENT)

U~~D

Mental
Health
of Unwed
Mother

II
I

Alleged Father's Attitude
Total

Concerned

Unconcerned
or Unaware

26
.35

28
51

44

Total

100

100

lCO

N-NA

(49)

(79)

(127)

High
Medium

Low

I

J

!

.39

21

28
28

Another consideration is what the unwed mother's plans
~ regarding her future relationship with the alleged father

aa4 whether variations in plans are related to variations in
'-sreea of mental health.

It was expected that unwed mothers
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wno planned to marry the alleged father would. have a higher
degree of mental health and those who desired never to see
the alleged father again would have a lower degree of mental
health.

Responses in whioh the

unwe~

mother desired to con-

tinue in a friendship relationship with the
were not anticipated by the writer.

alle~ed

father

But the data do not

support the expected relationship, for Table 24 shows that
those unwed mothers who desire to maintain a friendship relationship with the alleged father have the greatest proportion high in mental health, while those unwed mothers who
desire to marry the alleged father have the least proportion
high in mental health, and the greatest proportion medium
and low in mental health.

It seems that the social and psy-

chological factors that lead to an untred mother desiring a
friendship relationship with the alleged father could be related to factors associated with a high degree of mental
health.
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TABLE 24
fJIOTHERS BY FUTURE RELATIONSHIP WITH
ALLEGED PATHE:B AlU) MENTAL HEALTH

U~'WED

-Mental

I

Future relationship with Alleged
!'ather

Health
ot unwed !
Mother
! None
I

-High

Medium

LoW

Total

N•NA

!

II
I

i'

I
I

Total

Friendship

Marriage

Other

52

44

100

25
47
28

J8

17

27

JO

4J
29
29

100

100

100

101

(72)

(26)

(23)

35

(7)

28
28

(128)

Plana tor Baby
It is often thought that all unwed mothers who reside
ln a maternity home always place their baby tor adoption.

Of

the 129 respondents, 81.4 per cent plan to place their baby
tor adoption; 11.6 per cent intend to keep their baby; and

?.o per cent t1ere undecided at the time. Research and experience show that some tew mothers do change their plans after
the baby is born, or sometimes those who attempt to keep and
•are tor their baby tind they are not able to adequately do
ao, and resort to placing the child tor adoption.
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Social Disapproval
Si1we one reason that an unwed. mother comes to a

aatcrnity home is to keep others from
nsnoY, an effor.t

w~s

knowi~:

about her pree-

made to determine what person in her social

world the unllffld m."ther fe1 t

~1ould

most disapprove of her preg-

aanoY out-of-wedlock, and if possible, she would greatly desire
,0

keep this person from knowing about it.

The distribution

ot 129 responses indicating which persons the unwed mother
would most not want to Jmow about her pregna.noy were#

relatives

aetghbors, or friends in general, 36.4 per oent; parent(s),
19.4 per cent; grandparent(s), 1?.8 per cent; brother or sister,
10.9 per cent; employer or teacher, 4.7 per cent; l=l1.1 others,
?.8 per cent; and 2.3 per cent stated that they d.idn.•t oars who

Jmew.
Measures ct Mental Health
Since the concept ot mental health used in this stu47
ll the individual's subjective feeling-states, the individual's

4egree of mental health 1s measured by indicators

or

the extent

&D! balance of the respondent's positive and negative feelings.

Positive and Negative Feeling Indices
To determine a score on positive feelings, respondents
lldlcated how often last week they felts

"on top ot the world,"

~tiou1ar17 excited or interested in something,• Mpleased

~r----------------------l-14-------------------------,
so~ethln.~,

•bOut M.v1ng accomplished

one oomp11nfH'lted you on something

• and tfproud because some•

yQU h~tt!

done."

The score on negative tee1tngs was

m~asured

by the

trftC!Uenoy w1 th wh1oh the respondents 1n~.ioat'Jd they experlenoed

the to11cw1ng five teet1ng-atates tast weeks
~mote

from other people,"

"depresned or

•very lonely or

unh~~py,"

..0 restless :;.roll couldn't s1 t long 1n a oha1r,"

~red,"

•vaguely un•

easy about something w1 thout lmow1:ng why."

In the ti:rat two oolumna ot Table 25 the ctlatr1but1on

ot -positive and

feelings are shown separatel7 in 4e-

neg~t1ve

srees or high, medium, end low.

The third column shows the

balsnoe or pos1t1YD and negative feslings
the respondent•s pos1t1ve

reel1~~

aooordin~

level was

~eat~r

to whether
than, equal

this baln.noe of positive and negatlve feeling-states 1s tftken

lrs this study as the respondent's degree of mental health.
TABLE 2.5
DISTRlBU'tiON 01" UNWlJ;D MV.t'l:HS:Rt> BY UEGrtEB OF
UJD 1r:!G.ATIW Fi?~!~I~S (RR ~NT)

De~ree of
PeelingStates

l

lU.r:;h

I

Medium

Low

1'ot..~1

-

-

1

l

I

Positive
Tnd~x

19.4

Etalance o"f

Negative
Ind.ex

62.8
17.8

22.5
58.1
19.k

toc.o

lCC.O

(129)

rosrrr~

(129)

Positlve and

r~egatlve '?eel1:r~s

27.1
4.5.0

27.9

100.0
(1?9)
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Happiness Level
Another indicator of differing levels of mental
health is the reply to the questions

"Taking all things

together, how would you say things are these days?

Would

you say that you are very happy, pretty happy, or not too
happy?•

As was anticipated, the response distribution of

levels of happiness among the unwed mothers is quite different from that of the Gurin and the Bradburn research studies
among the general population which employed the same question.

The Gurin study of 1960 used a national sample of

residents of small towns, and the Bradburn study used a
aample ot residents in tour Illinois towns which differed
in economic prosperity, 1 Table 26 shows that only 7.0 per
oent of the unwed mothers reported being "very happy,"

and

•• many as J 5 per cent reported. being "not too happy, " which
i• almost in direct contrast to the percentage responses reported for these two categories tn the Gurin study in which

lS per cent reported being •very happy, " and only 10 per
oent said they were "not too happy,•

The distribution of

'Pretty happy" tn all three studies is very similar,
1Bradburn, OR. cit,, p, 8,

Gurin, op. ott., p.

s.

~~--------------------l-16~------------------------,
TABLE 26
DISTRIBUTION CF THREE RESEARCH STUDIES
BY LEVELS OF HAPPINESS (PER CENT)

-

Research Studies

x,evel of
sapp1ness

Gur1n

-

iI

very

haPPY
rretty haPPY

Jot too happy

I

i

I
I

i
i

Total

Bradburn

24

Unwed ('Iothers

~
10

59

17

7
.58
3.5

99

100

lOC

(2006)

(129)

(2460)

The distribution of happiness levels among the unwed

110thers is correlated in Table 27 with the three lewls of

..ntal health as determined by the balance of positive and
•sat1ve feelings.
~,.

The hypothesis is that unwed mothers who

more positive feelings than negative feelings will re-

JRt a higher degree of happiness.

Because there are only

9 tales in the "very happy" category, these will be combined
With the "pretty happy" category.

Respondents *'high" in

-.ntal health have more positive than negative feelings.

The

·tata 1n Table 27 indicate that there is a strong correlation

'-'-een happiness levels and degrees of mental health.

The

lftateat proportion of respondents who report being •very

laappr• or .. pretty happy" are high in mental health, and the
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greatest proportion of respondents who report "not too happy"

are

1ow in mental health.

Of the JS unwed mothers who are

high in mental health, 92 per cent report being "very happy"

or •pretty happyf whereas or the unwed mothers low in mental
healtht only 39 per cent report being "very happy" or npretty

on the basis of this over-all positive correlation,

haPPY•u

the hYPothesis can be accepted.
TABLE 27
U!IJ'W'"ED :MOTHERS' DEGREES OP MENTAL HEALTH
BY HAPPINESS L'!VELS (PER CENT)

Degree ot Mental Health

Level of
Happiness

Total
High

Very happy
and pretty

happy

lot too happy

92

66
J4

100

100
(58)

8

Total

Medium

(3.5)

Low

39
61

66
35

100

100

(36)

(129)

Correlates of Pszcholoiical Wetl-Be1ni
The Bradburn and Gurin mental health studies show that
~ety,

worries, job adjustment, and social participation in

~ environment are associated directly and indirectly with

•ntal health.

The responses indicating these concepts will be
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hown by distribution and by their relation to the respondents•

yary1ns degrees of mental health.

Anxiety
A person having anxiety symptoms ts generally consid•
ere4 to

be

experiencing psychological distress, that is, a low

degree of mental health.

The unwed mother's degree of anxiety

11 measured by the number of symptoms she checked as having
eXPfarienced in the past week.

Table 28 indicates that there

11 a partial, negative correlation between anxiety and mental

health.

The

~atest

proportion of respondents who are high

ot respondents who are

1n mental health are low in anxiety.

M41um in mental health, there is almost an equal percentage
who

have high as have medium anxiety.

But of those low 1n

..ntal health, a slightly greater proportion of respondents
have

low anxiety, rather than the expected high anxiety.

There

11 a partial correlation within each category of anxiety and
..ntal health.

Among those high in anxiety, the greatest pro-

portion have medium mental health;

among those medium in anx1e

'be greatest proportion have a medium degree of mental health;
ot those low in anxiety, the greatest proportion are high in
.. ntal health.

Tnerefore, the data give some support to the

hrPothesis that there will be a negative relationship between
the degree of anxiety ot the unwed mother and her degree of
llllltal health.
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TABLE 28
U~n,JED ~·~OTHBRS

BY DEGRE.S OF ANXI'STY
AlJD 1'1"SNTAL HEALTH (PER CENT)

-

I

Anxiety Index

Degree ot
Mental Health

!

High

Medium
LoW

,

\

N

i

Total

High

Medium

Low

17

53

.;o

23
52
25

lJ

27
45

100

100

100

100

(30)

(75)

(24)

i

Total

I

54

33

28

(129)

tn the Bradburn study, there is a negative relationship between
anxiety index and the respondent's level of happiness or
•ntal health. 1
Uw

Worries
For a person to have an active concern over problems
lbloh touch his lite is judged as compatible with mental health,
'-' to be in a troubled state of mind otten over problems is
lbdioative ot distress rather than psychological well-being or
•11ta1 health.

As

would be expected, unwed mothers who t"aoe

._ reality of their situation have many problems on their minds

-

1

Bradburn, op, cit., pp. 28-29.
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1n regard to their present pregnancy and the future of themselves and their babies.

Degrees of worry among the unwed

mothers were based on the number of' 1tems they said were on
their minds often the past week.

From the data in Table 29

no over-all pattern of correlation emerges between worries and

or

mental health among the unwed mothers.

those who are high

in mental health a slightly greater proportion have a high

rather than a low degree ot worries.

Of those who are medium

in mental health, the greatest proportion are low 1n worries.
Of those low in mental health an almost similar proportion are

high and medium in worries.

It was expected that as the unwed

mother•s degree of worries decreased• her level of mental health
would increase.

This expectation is only partially supported by

the correlation which appears among the 38 respondents who are
low in worries, tor 29 per cent of these respondents who rate
low in worries have a high degree of mental health and 53 per
oent have a medium degree of mental health as compared with 18
·per cent who rate low in mental health.

And,

medium 1n worries, the greatest proportion are

ot respc:nients
~•dium

in mental

health; whereas, among respondents h1gh in mental health, as
many have high as have low mental health.

In the Bradburn

research the intensity of worry 1& negatively related to mental
health. 1
1 Ibid., p. Sl.
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TABLE 29
UNWED MOTHERS BY WORRIES AND MENTAL HEALTH

(PER CENT)

Worries Index

Mental
Health

Total
High

:P-1edium

Low

23

29

Jl
38
Jl

45

32

18

53

27
45
28

Total

100

100

100

100

N

(35)

(56)

(38)

(129)

High
Medium
LoW

I

Job Adjustment

Among men, job adjustment and marital adjustment are
two general areas which are related to psyohologioal well-being.

Unwed mothers have negative feelings arising from deviance from
normal marital satisfaction.

When unwed mothers derive satis-

taotion from the performance of a Job while in the maternity
home, this can contribute much to their feeling of well-being.
Table 30 shows a partial correlation between job satisfaction
&Dd mental health.

The unwed mothers who have a high degree ot

.. ntal health are much more likely to be high in job satisfaction, which includes satisfaction with the kind of work they

are doing, their supervisor, and the job in general.

But the
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respondents who rate medium in mental health are most likely to
be

loW in job satisfaction, and those who are low in mental

health are just as likely to be medium as low in job sat1stact1on.

The data give some support to the hypothesis that ther

11 a positive relationship between degrees of job satisfaction
and degrees of mental health among the unwed mothers, but do not
g1ve an overall correlation between job satisfaction and mental

health.

UN~.iED

A~"D

HOTHERS BY JOB AD.TlJST'f<!E!l'JT

MEr:TAL HEALTU (PER

Job satisfaction Index

Degree of

Mental Health

Total
High

High
Medium
Low
Total

CEr...~)

43

Medium
2:3

Low

5
69

44

29

28

100

101

100

(57)

(27)

:33
24

49
:30

100

(49)

27

(127)

The t1nd.1:ngs of the Bradburn study show a very strofl-~::t. correla-

tion betwee..-;u JO
· b sa.t"',.s f ae ti o:n and d.egree o.f h.app 1 ness. 1
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Participation 1n the Environment
It is recommended that maternity homes promote means
tor the unwed mothers to maintain some contact with the outaide community, so that they do not retreat into the oaternity
home institution and completely sever relationships with the
outside society which they will eventually re-enter.

or

In view

the concept of social rehabilitation, a hypothesis of this

atudy is that the unwed mother's degree of participation in
the social environment outside the maternity home will be positively related to her degree of mental health.

Contrary to ex-

pectations, Table 31 suggests that the greatest proportion of
respondents who are high in mental health are low in social
participation.

or

respondents who have a medium degree of

aental health, an almost equal proportion are high as are medi

ln soo1al participation.

The expected correlation appears amo

those who are low in mental health, tor the greatest proportion
are also \ow in social participation.

hlgh

soci~l

W1th1n the

o~tegory

ot

participation, most unwed mothers are medium in

••ntal health.

Among respondents medium ln social partto1pat1on

a definite correlation emerges, tor the greatest number are ot
..41um mental health, with a much lesser number of respondents
equally dlstrtbuted in high and low mental health.

Among unwed

IIOthere low in sootal participation, the greatest number are

also low 1n mental health as was expected.

In general, there is

~~------------------------·
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a partial correlation between social participation and mental
health giving only some support to the hypothesis.

The Eradbur

studY found that p1!irtic1pat1on 1n the environment and social
interacticn are not related directly to happ1ness, but rather
are related only tc positive feelings. 1
TABLE Jl
UNWED MOTHERS BY PAB'l'ICIPATION IN 13:NVIRONfltfflNT
AND MENTAL HEALTH (PER CENT)

Degree of
Mental Health

Social Participation Index

I!

High
High

:r-~edium

33

2.5

43

100

101

100

(30)

(69)

(JO)

51

Total
N

Low

Low

25

27

53

Ivied1wn

20

Total

27

45

24

28

'

100

(129)

Social Interaction
An indication of the unwed

mother's interaction within

the maternity home is measured by the respondent's felt relat1onehip with her group mother and social worJ{6r, how she feels

aoet people there like her, and the degree to whioh she feels a

P&rt of the ~roup
l

or

girls in the home.

Ibid.' p. 46.

~-------------------------.
The

~rou~

mother and the soe1a1 worker are the key adult

persons for the unwed mother in the

mat~rn1ty

home.

When the

unwed mother feels she has a good relationship with them and
reels free enough to communicate with
oess

is promoted.

It

the~,

1f-~ hy~.Jothesized

theraryeut1o pro-

th~

th9.t there

~,:111

'be

9.

posi-

t1 ve relationship between the degree of "close" relationship

which the unwed mother feels

to~4ard

her groun mother or social

worker and her level of mental health.

Because there were so

tew ''very close" responses, these 't·Tere combined ,.fl'i th those i!l
the nclose h category.

And

similarly,

11

distant 11 relationship

responses were combined. with those 1n the "not close" category.
Table 32 shows that there ia a
ween the
and

1~nwed

mother's

stron~,

re1at1onsh1~

p9.rtial correlation bet-

with both her

~roup

mother

social worker and her mental health, thus givin,.:, support to

the hypothesis.

ot the respondents high in mental health, the

greatest proportion reported a elose relationship with both
their group mother and social worker.

Among unwed mothers who

are medium 1n mental health, the greatest

pr~portion.

reported a

•somewhat olose" relationship with their social worker a~ t~s
expected, but the greatest proportion in this

•oloee" relationship with their group mother.

~':rOUp

reported a

Of responde11.ts

Who are low in mental health, the greatest proportion reported

• •not close" relationship with their group mother and social

•arker, which lends support to the hypothesis.

Of those

~~----------------~
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respondents who report

a.

"olosen relationship, although the

greatest number have a medium degree of mental health, a greate
number he. Ye a high than a low degree of menta.'l health.

Of thos

unwed mothers 'tfho report a "somewhat close., relationship, the
greatest number are medium in mental health.

Among those who

report a "not close" relationship, al thou.eh th., e;reatest number
have mediun1 mental health, a greater

n~~ber

are low than are

high in mental health.
TABL~~

32

UNWED r·WTHttRS BY ll~LATio;·.JSHil? v1ITt1 GROUP ~!OTH'~R

AND SOCIAL \-!OR.iG:R BY ~Sl\iTAL HEALTH (P~R ~:NT)
Nent~l

Health

Relationship

Close
High
r~ed.tum

Low

~ith

Group !!other

31

52

17

Sa!!et~t

Totel

Relationship 't·ri th
Social i·!orker
Somet<rh~i t

Not

Close ClOSE

tn

JO

18
ll·2

30

39

CloSf'

27

45
28

Close

34
45

:?3

Total

Not
Close

19

46

i-}4

21

22

37

27
45
28

Total

100

101

99 100

100

101

100

100

N

(!12) .

. (54)

(33) 0.29)

(29)

(4:::)

(54)

(129)

-

In ge11e:ral, the unwed. mothers felt that most people 1n

the maternity home accepted and liked them.
ents, l4.c per cent felt that they

~mre

Of the 129 respond

liked ftvery much"; 54.,

per cent, "pretty much"; 27.9 per cent, "somewhat"; and

r
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j.9 per cent felt that they weren't liked too much.
one of the main focuses in the concept ot therapeutic
milieu is to aohteve a high degree of group cohesiveness and
feeling of group membership among the residents.

The

hypo-

thesis is that there will be a positive relationship between
the degree to which respondents feel they belong to the group
and their level

ot mental health.

In Table )), high group

membership includes respondents who indicated that they •really
feel a part ot the group, • medium refers to respondents who
•relt they were included in the group in most way-a.,'" and low
·group membership includes respondents who felt they were
"included in the group 1n some ways but not in othero, " or
those respondents who felt they "really didn't belong" to the
group.

Prom

the data shown in Table )), the hypothesis can be

accepted, for there is a strong, positive but partial correlation between feelings ot group membership and mental health.
TABLE ))
UNWED MOTHERS BY GROUP MEMBERSHIP AND MENTAL

Mental
Health

Peeling of Group Membership
High

Medium

Low

28
42

Total

39
52
9
100

N

(44)

14
4o
45
99
(42)

High
Medium
Low

)O

100
(4))

HEALTH
Total

27
45
28
100

(129)
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As uas expected, of respondents who are high in mental health,
the greatest proportion are also high in their feeling ot group

me:wbership and a small proportion are low in group membership.
cf those unwed mothers who have a m.ed.iun:; degree of mental health
the correlation differs somewhat from the expected, for the
greatest proportion are high rather than medium in group mem-

bership.

Of' those low in mental health the correlation is stro

for the greatest proportion are also low in feeling of group
membership while only a very small proportion report being high
1n group membership.

Among respondents high in group member-

ship, data show that the greatest number are medium in mental
health, which is the one cell which prevents the correlation
from being over-all.

Of respondents medium in group membership

the greatest number are also medium in mental health.

Among

unwed mothers low in their feeling of' group membership, the
greatest proportion are also low in mental health.
The

nwed ~1othe
Home a

1'.1atern t

Social Services
It has been noted. from the data of' this study that there
is a. definite oorre1at1on between the respondent's
group membership and her :'Dental health.

f'eelinc~

ot

Pa.rt1c1pat1on in group

therapy sessions oan serve to promote interpersonal relationships and strengthen group bonds, in addition to its other

r
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therapeutic effects.

Of the 129 respondents, 61.2 per cent

reported that they had attended group therapy during the last
week.

A large number of unwed mothers apparently do not avail

themselves of this service since group therapy ie held at least
weekly in five of the homes, and in most cases attendance 1s
voluntary.
Individual casework counseling at least every two weeks
would meet the rehab1lative needs of most unwed mothers in
maternity homes.

Only 41.1 per cent of the total population

responded that they had received individual counseling from
their social worker within the past two weeks.

This is most

likely related to the tact that the size of the caseloads for
the social workers is large, according to the responses on the
administrators' questionnaires.
Purpose of the Maternity Home
To discover the unwed mother's image of the maternity
home in View of her social adjustment there, respondents were
asked what they considered to be the primary purpose ot the
maternity home.

The writer sought to determine whether the

unwed mother viewed the maternity home only according to one
of its former goals, tor example, as a place for seclusion,
for physical care, for moral rehabilitation, to keep busy, or
if she saw its purpose as also including some of the present
goals of a maternity home, for example, to help her become a

r
1)0

better adjusted person; to benefit by the group living experience; to plan for her future; to meet her religious, emotional
phYsical, and educational needs; to
theraPY available, etc.

have

counseling and group

Of the total population, 49.6 per cent

mentioned at least one of the present rehabilitative goals of
maternity home services, )9.5 per cent indicated only one of
the former goals, 8.5 per cent included all other responses,
and 2.3 per oent did not answer the question.
pose

The stated pur-

of a Catholic maternity home is to offer the unwed mother

a broad flexible program to meet her spiritual, physical, emotional, social, educational and recreational needs.t

Length

o~

Residency in Maternity Home

If a substantial number of unwed mothers had been reliding in the maternity homes less than two weeks, this tact
would influence their view of the home and the effect of the
ea.1ronment and the services on their psychological well-being.
Bcnrever, only 14.7 per cent ot the 129 respondents reported
that they- had been in the home leas than two weeks; 3:3.3 per

oent had resided in the maternity home from two to six weeks;
2? .1 per cent had been there from seven to twelve weeks; and.

24.8 per cent had lived in the home more than twelve weeks.
1

Raymond, op 1 c&t., p.l, and Healy, op 1 O\t.

r
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Residents• Evaluation

o~

Maternity Home

The unwed mothers were asked to indicate what aspect

ot the maternity home enrtromaent or services they felt was
Of the total population, 18.6 per cent

most helpful to them.

indicated that being with and talking with other unwed mothers;

17.8 per cent mentioned the help ot one or more statt members;
14.7 per cent suggested the understanding, helpfUl, aooepting
and.

secure atmosphere in general; 10.9 per cent mentioned

lp1r1tual benefits;

a•.s

per oen.t indicated learning about

physical care during pregna.no;y; 7.8 per oent mentioned the Jobs
or activities which keep them busy; another 7.8 per cent suggested counseling or group therapy services; 3.9 per cent said
that they found nothing helpful; ?.O per cent included all

other responses; and 3.1 per cent did not answer the question.
A large percentage of unwed mothers mentioned items which are
a11ociated with the theory of therapeutic milieu as being most
helpful to them during their residence 1n the maternity home.
SUggested Improvements
Improvements tor the maternity home suggested by the
Z.lpondents included the following categories which are listed
1n the order of the 1r frequency s a greater number and more
~led and suitable activities; improvements in group therapy

or counseling with social worker; food more suited to a diet

1)2

tor

p~gnant

womena better phyatoal tao111t1es or equtpaent;

iJlprovementa 1n start, auoh aa more atatt membera or better

relattonsh1pa between atatt and the g1rlst leas str1ot rule•
regarding hours and 487• that ean be spent outside the mater•

n1 ty home; and more oona14erat1on ot the glrls tor one another.

u

mtlllY

as 16.3 per oent ot the 129 reaponctents stated that

theY could thlnk ot no lllpnvementa wh1oh would be nett t unwed
aothers oomlf)g to the maternl ty home 1n the tuture, and 14.7
per oent dld not anawr the question, wh1ob ma;v 1nd.lcate that
tiler had no part1oular oomplabtts or suggestto:ns
Milt&.

tor 1mproft•

CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF FINDINGSJ CORRELATI0!7
OF PROGR.M1S OF MATERNITY HOMES
'.VITH TH~ NENTAL HEALTH OF
RESID!UJT UNWED MO'l'HERS

In this chapter selected characteristics of the
maternity homes are correlated with the mental health ot
the resident unwed mothers in an attempt to find indices

ot the maternity home program whloh show the greatest correlation with the residents' mental health.

~ps11on

ts used

to measure the nature and the direction ot the relationship
with the characteristics of the maternity homes as the inde-

pendent variables and the mental health of the unwed mothers
as the dependent variable.
These indices will then be used as criteria to determine the degree ot therapeutic
homes.

environ~ent

ot the maternity

The maternity homes will then be divided into two

groupings, according to Whether they have a high or a low

therapeutic environment.

Finally, selected questionnaire

'-&ponses from the unwed mothers who are residents ot the
homes having more therapeutic environments will be compared
to responses from those who are residents of maternity homes

having less therapeutic environments.
l)J

1:34
Cha;acter1st1cs of the~aternitl Homes
and the Mental Rea1t ot Resident
Unwed Mothers
In order to determine 1f there is a relationship
between the d.1ffer1ng programs and environments of the six

maternity homes and the mental health of the resident unwed
mothers, differing characteristics of the maternity homes
as reported on the questionnaires received trom adm1n1atra,0rs will be correlated w1th the residents• various degrees
of menta.l health as reported on the questionnaires rece 1ved

from the unwed mothers.
Type of Social Service Institution
and Mental Health
The two matern1 ty homes which are an independent,

residential facility will be considered as single-function,
aoc1e.1 service institutions, while those maternity homes wh1oh

are und.er the sqme roof as 'lnother agency or service will be
eons1dered as multiple-function institutions.

In Table

34,

according to the epsilon measure of association, there appears
\o be e. correlation between the type

or

soo1e.1. service insti-

tution ln which the unwed. moth~rs reside and their de~ee ot

mental heat th.

Unwed mothers who are residents of

ful'let1on :T.9tern1ty hornes report a 1m.;er degree

or

s1n.~1e

'!'!lenta1 health

\han unwed mothers from multiple-function ~aternity hom~s.

r~~------------------------~
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TABLE

.34

TYP~

OF SOCIAL S'!RVICE nrsTITUTION BY
MEf\'TAL HEALTH OF RESIDt\'1\iT Ul"'wRD
:"'IOTH~RS ( PB:R Ct£NT)

-Mental .Eeal th
ot Resident

unwed

Type of Social Service
Inst1tut1ol'l

Total

e

!" otllers

Single-

funet1on

-

r.1u1 t1ple-

function

50

~~

26

27
4.C:..,
28

Total

100

100

lOC

N

(42)

(87)

B1gh
Meaium

LOW

19

Jl

-12
+ 5

(129)

!hl• is considered a negative relationship since it was expected

that unwed mothers residing in single-function institutions would
ba,. a higher degree or mental health, in view of the recommenda-

'lons for maternity homes as stated in Chapter ).
I1~ormal

Educational Activities
and Mental Health

It is hypothesized that residents from maternity homes
laaving a greater number of regularly-scheduled, informal, eduoa•tonal activities will report a higher level of mental health
than residents from homes having fewer suoh activities.
)5 •howa that there is a positive

Table

relationshi~ between the amount

•t eduoational activities and mental health1

those unwed mothers

r~~----------------~
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rrom maternity homes offering many ed.ucationa.l activities are
•or~

likely to

hav~

n htgh

der~ree

and less li:rely to have a

10w deq;ree of mental health in comparison to urrtred mothers from
11!£1.tern1 ty homes offeri:n.g fenqer info::rnal educe.tion~l act1 vi ties.
TABLE

35

IN'FOR!1AL ~DUCATIO!~AL ACTIV!T~S C? r1ATE'iNITY
HJN'S EY M~t."ITAL H:~AL'l'H UF R3!3!lY:.:NT U!Jll~D
MOTHERS (PER CENT)

*only five maternity homes reported on this item.
Therapeutic Job Assignments
and. !•1ente.1 Health

The maternity homes' programs of job assignments for the
1lmfed mothers

will be correlated with the mental health of the

18B1dents, since work assignments are considered to be an intelral Part of fostering a therapeutic community.

Because the

ktbls of assigned jobs are very similar in the maternity homes,

r~----------------~
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the homes will be diVided according to the average number or
hours which the unwed mothers are required. to work per week.
Table :36 shows that there is no direct correlation between the
amount of time spent per week in work assignments

in the mater-

nitY home and the mental health or the resident unwed mothers.
TABLE )6
THERAPEUTIC WORK ASSIGNMENTS AND THE MENTAL
HEALTH OF RESIDENT UNWED MOTHERS
(PER CENT)

Health
ot Resident
umred Mothers
~ental

I
II

lledlum
Low

Total
N

I

!

Total

1.5-28

I
i

28
42

i

)0

26
48
26

27
4.5
28

100

100

100

(.53)

(76)

(129)

I

I

I
I

J

e

I

7 or less

\

11gb

Work Hours Required by Home
Per Week

+2
+4

Resident Government and Mental Health
A hypothesis or the study is that residents trom materal'.y

homes having a resident government program will report a

~•r level ot mental health than residents from homes which
to not have a resident government program.

However, th1s

r

1)8

hYPothesis is not supported by the data as

eho~~

in Table 37,

tor no direct correlation appears between the existence of a
resident government program and the mental health of the resident unwed mothers.
TABLE

.37

RESIDENT GOVERNMENT PROGRAM AND THE MENTAL
HEALTH OF RESIDENT UNWED MOTHERS

(PER CENT)

Mental Health
ot Resident
unwed Mothers

Maternity Homes

Total

e

26

27
45

+S

29

50

Total

100

100

100

N

(87)

(42)

(129)

High
Medium

Low

Resident Gov•t.

No Resident Gov't.

29

42

24

28

+.3

Start Psychiatric Consultation and
Besidenu• Mental Health
Since psyoh1atr1o consultation for starr is considered
by some experts as the key taotor in promoting a therapeutic

milieu, this aspeot or the maternity home program is now correlated with the residents• mental health.

study is that residents from maternity

A hypothesis ot this
ho~es

having psychiatric

or psychological consultation tor staff will report a higher

r.
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degree of mental health than residents trom homes which have no
Table 38

psychiatric consul tat ion for starr.

shot\fS

that there

18 no direct correlation between the existence of psychiatric
or psychological consultation tor the maternity home staff and
the mental health or the resident unwed mothers.
TABLE ,38

PSYCHIATRIC CONSULTATION FOR STAPF AND MENTAL
HEALTH OF RESIDENT UlrdED MOTHERS (PER CENT)
Mental Health
of Resident
unwed !';others

Maternity Homes
Han
Consultation

Do not have

consultation

28

25
48
27

45
28

Total

100

100

100

N

(85)

(44)

(129)

llgh
Med1um
Low

•

Total

28

44

27

+.3
+1

Staff Meetings and Mental Health
Weekly staff meetings are considered in Chapter 3 to be
• basic means toward increasing effective service to the unwed
aothers in the maternity home setting.

-.re woUld be

It was expected that

a difference in the mental health ot residents

~ maternity homes which have weekly staff meetings and those
boa homes which do not have them.

However, Table 39 indicates

r
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that little difference emerges when the degrees ot mental health

ot unwed mothers are viewed according to whether or not the
-.tern! ty home in Which they reside has weekly start meetings.
TABLE 39
STAFF MEETINGS AND THE MENTAL IGALT3:

Of RESIDENT UN'vlED l.fOTHERS
(PER CENT)

Mental Health
ot Resident
unwed Mothers

Maternity Homes
Have weekly
Start meetings

Do not have weekly staff meetings

28
44
28

48
27

Total

100

100

N

(85)

(44)

High
Medium

Low

Total

e

27
4S

+3

25

+1

28

100

(129)

Qual1t1eations of Social Caseworkers
and Mental Health ot Unwed ;1others

The proteas1onal skill ct the social caseworker is con-

aldered significant in the therapeutic rehabilitation ot the
individual unt'fed mother.

In v1ew ot this assumption., tt i.s

hypothesized that residents from reaternlty homes who receive
1ndtv1d.,1e.l counseling from highly qualified social workers u111

report

A.

hi~her

d.egree of' mental h"!al th th!i.n umred mothers from

maternity homes having less qualified social workers.

If all

r.
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the oa.sewcrkers ...mo counsel girls at a 11'.,'1tern1 ty home h!'lve

either a -

, or have some graduate tra1n1ng 1n soctal work

and ere under a qual1f1ed supervisor, that maternity

ho~e

oons1dere4 to have a highly qual1t1e4 casework starr.

1s

Aocord-

1ng tc the data p:resented in '.rable 4o. the hypothesis aa stated
auat be rejected.

A negative correlation appears between a

hlshlY qualified casework start and the mental health ot ras14ent unwed mothera1 that 1e, unwed mother• Who are counee1e4
b1 highly qualified oaaeworkere report a lower degne ot mental

health than unwed mothen trom matern1 ty homes who are counaele4

by

less qual1t1ed aoolal oaaewcrkera.
TABL!!: 40
QUALIPICATIONS OP SOCIAL CAS'EWOBK STAPP
AND TH.i~ MEN'!AL BEALTJI CF RESIDENT
UNW~D M~RS (Frt CEN"!')

Jlen'-1 Health
ot Resident

I

I

casework statt Sen1138 Home

Ulawet1 Mothers

l

qual1f'led

tees
qual1t1ed

I
I

21
47

37

lUshly

B1ah
Kectlum
tow

-

T

I

i

•

Total

I

31

~l

Total

lOC

100

N

(70)

(4J)

-16

21
4)
!

'0

100

(llJ)

+
I

s
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Qual1f1oat1ons ot Group Therapy Leader and
the Ment~l Health of Unwed Mothers
The effectiveness of

FrOUP the~PY'

or group oounsel1ng

ln the social-psychological rehabilitation process is highly
dependent upon the skill of the group therapy leader.

Prom

thiS assumption, it is hypothesized that residents of maternity
hom•• which have weekly group therapy conducted by a highly

trained group worker will report a higher level of mental health
than residents

ot maternity- homes not having a

group worker.

This hypothesis as

stat~d ~ust

highly trained

he rejected ao-

oording to the data. shown in 'l'able 41.
TA~L:!

&.!

QUALIPICATIONS OP GROUP THERAPY LEADER
AND THE MENTAL HEALTH OP UNWED
MO'!HBBS (PER CENT)

Mental Health
ot Resident
Uawed Mothers

Group Therapy Leader

I
l

Total

e

;

I

:Highly
i qualified
I

Less
qualified

'

l1ch

J4

31

27
45
28

l

Total

100

100

100

1

N

('?0)

(59)

{129)

Low

..

21
47

42
24

lle41um

-13
l

I

+ 7

~~----------------~
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There appears to be a negative correlation between the qualifications of the group leader and the mental health of the
unwed mothers in the therapy group; that is, the unwed mothers
who are led in group therapy by a leader highly trained in
group work are leas likely to be high in mental health, as
compared to unwed mothers haVing a less qualified group therapy
leader.
Con§1detatioi: of Soo1o-eoonom1e
cias~and

Age

From the preceding correlations of selected charaoter1stics of the maternity homes with the residents• mental health,
there emerges a pattern of three maternity home characteristics
whioh show an unexpected negative correlations

the type of

social institution; the qualifications of the social casework
1tatf; and the qualifications of the group therapy leader.

Data

on these three characteristics will be further investigated to
aee if differences in age or in socio-economic class of the un-

wed mothers m1ght account for differences in their degree ot

mental health.
Soo1o-econom1o Class

In her study, Leontine Young presents the oonolua1on
that those unwed mothers whose family 1s from a hi~ber sooio•
economic status are more emotionally disturbed than those from

r~~-------,
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a loi-Ter soo1o-eeonom1e status .1

However, in the present stu.cly,

T8.ble 4?- shot·Is that there is 11 ttle evid.enee or a correlation
between socio-economic status and the r1ent!ll health of the un-

wed nothers.
TABLE 42

UNWED MOTHERS BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS
AND fvlENl'AL HEALTH (PER CENT)

!

High
Madiurr.

Low

Total

!
I

Total

e

-5

II
I

50

4C'

2?

32

26
45
29

I

100

100

100

(64)

(60)

(124)

II
I

I
i

N

Low S8S

High S'CS

Mntal Health

l

28

23

I

-5

Age
Another conclusion from Young's study was that older

1Umlarr1ed mothers o.re more emotionally disturbed. than younger
onaa.

2

Table 43 suggests that data of the present study do not

IUpport this conclusion, for unwed mothers who are 18 years and

•14er are more likely to be h1gh 1n mental health than unwed
aothers who are under 18 years, less likely to be medium in

-

1

Young, op. o1t.

2

-

Ib1d.

mc 11ta1

:1e~ttt1,

~.nd s11t~htly

tess ltkely to be low 11'1 mental

Thus, Tnble 43 ::lo~s shoN that there Etppears to be some

health.

eor!'~leti.on 1x~t1;·reen

o ;:a

~nd.

the

~Kn'lt:--.'1.

he'llt!1 of the 1rnwAc'.

TABLE 4)
UZ.IW'ED MOTHERS BY AGE AND MENTAL HEALTH

~ental

i

Health

of Unwed
Mothers

Age Groupings of Untfed Mothers
I

I

Under 18

I

I

18 and Older

21
50

29

Zi27

Total

lOC

100

N

(52)

(7))

H1gh
Medium
Low

e

Total

i

I

I

I

i
l!

I
I

I

27

-11

28

+ 2

45

100

1

{129)

S1noe age is found to be correlated with mental health•

the three oharaeter1!!t1os of the nt9.tern1 ty homes which are negatl~ly

eorre1ated with the ree1dents• mental health will be

fUrther investigated with n control for age.

Control for Age
Table 44 shows that when age is held constant, the
OZ01g1nal relationship ~m1ch l';as shotfn in Table )4 remains sub•tant1ally unchanged 1n the partial tables; that is, residents
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of single-function naterni ty homes tend to report a lo"\-.rer degree
of mental health than
runction

amH!d

mothers

"'l'·rho

are residents of mult

ir~titutions.

TABLE 44

TYPE OF MATERNITY HOME AND ftf!NTAL HEALTH

OF

R~SIDENT U~D

MOTHERS WITH

COt'TROL FOR AGE (PER CENT)

Mental

Age of Unwed Mothers

1

or'~--------------------------~---------------------1

Health
Res1d~nt
~

Unwed

Under 18

I

:tt;others

lI Type

18 and Clder

of rt.atern1 ty Home

I

!. Single.

function

Multiplefunction

I
I

18

23

I

-5

20

26

1+9

I

100

100

(1'7)

(39)

1

I

I

High
Medium

i

i

Low

I

'!'otal
N

47
35

51

Singlefunction

I

!

I

•

Type of Maternity Home

e

Multiplefunction

1

~7

. .;.17

28

27

+ 1

100

100

(2.5)

(48)

52

35

When the variable of age 1s introduced in Table 4.5, the
·original negative

relatior~hip

between the qualification of the

casework staff of the maternity home and the mental health of
the residents as was shown in Table
unchanged.

4o, remains substantially

With a control for age, unwed mothers who are
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residents of maternity homes having a h1ghl7 qualified social
088ework

staff are still less llkely to report a hlgh degree

and more llkely to report a low degree of mental health than

unwed mothers trom maternity homes having a less qualified social
oasework staff.
TABLE 45
CASEWORK STAPP OP MATERNITY HOME AND MENTAL

HEALTH OP RESIDENT UNWED MOTHERS WITH

CON'l'ROL POR AGE (PER CBNT)•
Age of Unwed Mothers

Mental
Health of
Resident
Unwed

Mothers

!

i

I

!

Under 18

18 and Older

I Qualifloationa of
\

!

'

le

Casework Staff

'

Hlghl7
Quallf1ed

Qualifications of
Casework Staff

I

r

Less
I
Qual1t1ed.

Hlghl7
Qualified

e

Less
Qualified

l

Blgh
Medlum

I

Low

15
52
:33

i!i27

-16
+ 6

26
44
)0

47

-21

24

+ 6

100

100

(4))

(17)

29

I

Total
N

I
!

100

100

(27)

(26)

r

I

*Only flve homes reported on thls character1st1c.

i

~~~------------------------~
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The original nega.t1 ve relationship between the qual1f1oattons of the group therapy leader and. the mental health of the

unwed mothers as was seen. 1n Table 41, remains substantially unobang&d when controlled. for age.

'l'able 46 suggests that unwed.

aothers trom maternity homes in which the residents have group
~raPY

with a highly

group leader, are still more

qualif~ed

likelY to report a lower degree and less likely to report a high
4agree of mental health than residents of maternity homes who
ha?e group therapy with a less qualified group leader.
TABLE 46
QUALIFICATIONS OP G:llOUP TB!RAPY LEADER AND
MENTAL HEALTH 01' RESIDENT UNWED MOTHER
WITH CONTROL :FOR AGE (PER CENT)

Age of tJnwed Mothers
l

18

Under 18

liental

'i

,_d

I
Qualifications of'
! Group Therapy LeadC!!tr

lealth

ot

I others

l1ah

114ium.

Low

Total
K
~

l --

j

l

-

I

i

1

1

i

I!
I

!

Highly
Qualified

15

Less

•

i

Qua1if1ed 1

52
33

28
48
24

100

100

(27)

(29)

i

1•1)
i
1

!+
9
i

!
;

I

I

I

and.

Older

Qual1f'ioat1ons of
Group Therapy Leader
Highly
Qualified

Less
Qualified

26

40
37

44

30

23

100

100

(43)

(301

I

e

-14

I

+ 7
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Index of the Theraflutie Environment
ot the Matern__ Homes

z

The three selected variables of matern1t7 homes, t7pe

ot tnstitution, qualifications ot social casework staft, and
~·
1

qualifications ot the group therap7 leader, will now be

samined in their relationship to each other.
Table 47 shows that or the tive maternit7 homes report-

ing on social casework, the single-tunotion maternit7 homes are

aore likel7 to have a highly qualified casework atatt than the,

aaternity homes which are a part ot a multiple-function social
llrTice institution.
TABLE

TYPE OF

~~TERNITY

47

HOME AND QUALIFICATIONS

OP SOCIAL CASEWORK STAPF (PER CB:NT)

I! T7pe
Qualit'ications
ot Casework
ltatt
l1shly quali-

fied

Lees qualified

-

of Maternit7 Home

Singlefunction

Multip1etunotion

100

)9

Total

2.5

0

61

7~

Total

100

100

100

N

(42)

(71)

(113)
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The relationship of the type of institution 1n which
the six maternity

are housed with the degree of quali-

hO!::les

fications of the leader of group therapy in the homes is seen

1n Table 43.

are

The data here indicate that maternity homes which

single-function institutions are more likely to have a

highlY qualified group therapy leader than those which are a

part of a multiple-function institution.
TABLE 48

TYPE OF MATERNITY ROME AND THE QUALIFICA'riONS
OF THE GROUP THERAPY LEADER (PER CENT)

Qual1rioations
ot Group
Therapy
Leader

Type or Maternity Hom.e

Total

Singletunotion

Multiplefunction

100
0

32
68

46

'l'otal

100

100

1.00

N

(42)

(8?)

(129)

Highly
qualified
lAI I qualified.

54

The data 1n Tables 47 and 48 lead the writer to believe

\hat among the matern1 ty homes studied, those which are single~tion institutions are more likelY than those which are

•onneoted to mult1ple-tunotion institutions to have highly
'Ual1r1ed social casework and group therapy starr.

Therefore,
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the variable of type of institution would be spurious, and

antecedent to a highly qualified starr; that is, a maternity
home 1;,>Thich is a single-function institution l'Tould create the

oondi tiona

by

t!Qhich a qualified staff would be more readily

employed.

Consequently, from the original pattern of the three

onaraoteristios of the maternity homes which indicated a strong
negative relationship to the mental health of the resident unwed
aothers, only the two characteristics concerning the degree of
qualifications of the social casework staff and the qualificat1oDI of the group therapy leader will be taken as an index of
the degree of therapeutic environment of a matern1 ty home.

Of

the five maternity homes reporting on both characteristics,
those which have a highly qualified social casework staff also
ha.e a highly qualified group therapy leader.

Therefore, sel-

ected responses from unwed mothers who are residents of the
three maternity homes having these two characteristics will be
compared to the responses of unwed mothers from the two mater-

alty homes not having these two charaoteristios.l

Correltt1on o( the fbt£aP!ut&o JnV1rogmept ot
l~tern1ty Home with the Responses from the
fttsident Unwed Mothers

tnt

In the following correlations of the therapeutic environ
..nta with responses trom the resident unwed mothers, the term
1 .,_

1

The one matern1t7 home not reporting on social casework

..tt 1s necessarily excluded.

pr
~----·-------------------------------------.
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"Group I" r.;ill refer to

:resid~!lt~

of :natern1 ty

ho!!le~ prov1~1ng

a hi8'h therapeutic e11"!rirol"l!!lent; that 1e, hAVin,c- highly qur..\11tied. cnsl.n>Tork staff and group therapy leader.

The term

"Group II .. will d.es1enate the maternity homes providi!lf:,

~

lo'!!T

thert'tpEmtio en.vironment; that is, having less qualified social

caseittork staff and group therapy leader.

Control for Age

There is a substantial difference between the residents
ot Group I and Group II homes in age but not in socio-economic
1tatus, according to Tables 49 and

so.

Therefore, 1n the cor-

relations following these Tables, age will be held constant.
TA..."qLE 49
THEBAPJ~UTIC

ENVIRONMENT OF MATERNITY

HOt•IES AND tilE SOCIO-ECONOi>1IC

STATUS OF US IDEm'S (PER CENT)

Socio-economic
Status

I

Maternity Homes

l Group
1

I

Total

Group I I

'

High

48
52

44

Total

100

100

N

(67)

(41)

Low

56
100
(108)
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T!!ERA~UTIC 'P'}T'tJT.R0~:!1\m,NT

0'? MAT1l:~NI'r'Y
HO!>!E AND THE AGE OP RESIDEI\'TS
( F'~R C"' ~"!' )

!:ental Health and Therapeutic

Environment

'Oat~.

are shown in
~a1dent

relati:ng to the two main hypotheses of this study
~ble

51 which eorrelates the mental health of the

unwed mothers with the degree of therapeutic env1ron-

•nt of the matern1 ty homes.

~-~~--------------------~

~- _ _ _ _ . - - - - - - - . ,

rr

1 )lJ
TABI£ .51

MENTAL HEALTH OF RESIDEN'l' UN\'IED MCTHEBSAND
TTr1:BAPETJTtC T<:NV!RO~~NT 01' MA.Trr'l1NITY
HOMES, WITH CONTROL FOR AGE
(FI:'!l ~~'T)

-

Age of Unwed Mothers

~~ental

Health of

Under 18

aesident

18 and Older

unwed

J(others

Maternity Homes

Matern1 ty Homes

l

Group I

Jl

15
52

!1gh
Ked1um

Low

Total
N

Group II

e

Group I

26
44

-16

Group II
47

JO

29
24

100

100

100

(26)

(43)

(17)

3J

42
27

100

( 2 '?)

+ 6

I

e

I -21
I
I + 6

I

I
J

Unwed mothers from the maternity homes with a more therapeutic
environment are lese likely to have a high degree of mental health
Ul4 more likely to have either a medium and a low degree of mental
health tha.n unwed mothers from the maternity homes having a less
\herapeutic enVironment.
The data here support the first main hypothesiss

that

'here is a relationship between the differing programs and thera~Ut1c environments

ot the maternity homes and the degrees of

..nta1 health ot the resident unwed mothers.

-

r.-------------------------~
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However, the data do not support the second main hypothesis as it is stateds

unmarried mothers residing in maternity

homes which have a more therapeutic environment will report a
higher degree of mental health than unmarried mothers residing
1n maternity homes with a less therapeutic environment.

The

writer will attempt to discover an explanation for this unexPected result.
Correlates of Mental Health and
Therapeutic ~nvironment
Selected responses from the unwed mothers• questionnaires as presented in Chapter IV will now be examined according

to the two groupings representing the differing therapeutic env1ronments of the maternity homes.

These responses were selected

either because they showed a high correlation with mental health
or because they showed a partial correlation and were indicators
ot characteristics which were found to be significant sooialpaychological correlates of mental health in the Bradburn study.
lf•gonses Showljt a Hish Correlation
__ t_ Mental Hea~h
Table 52 shows that even when controlled for age, the
original negative relationship between the therapeutic environlent of the maternity home and the residents' relationship with
the group mothers remains substantially unchanged; that is,
Ubwed mothers from Group I maternity homes which have a more

-

p

:·.
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therapeutic environment are less likely to report reeling a
•olose• relationship with their group mother a.n.d more likely

to report a •not close" relationship 'tfith her, as compared w~th
the responses ot residents from Group II me,tern1 ty homes.
TABLE

52

THERAPEUTIC ENVIRONMENT OP MATERNITY HOMES AND
THE

R~SIDENTS t

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE GROUP

MOTHER, WITH A CONTROL POR AGE
(PER CENT)

'-alth among unwed mothers from Group I maternity homes, tor the

r..11ng

of a olose relationship with the group mother was shc.?wn

______________________,-----

--.....-..

r~~----------------------~
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to

highly correlated with a high degree of mental health in

be

Chapter IV.
The unl<red mother's relationship td th her social worker

was seen to

be

highly related to her degree of mental health.

'L'etble .53 shows that when age is held eonsta:rtt, the original negative relationship between the therapeutic

or the

env1ro~~ent

maternity home and the residents' reported. relationship with
their social worker varies in the partial tables; that is, it
remains substantially unchanged for unwed mothers under 18 years,
bUt for unwed mothers 18 or older, there is a

char~e

in the di-

rection or the dif'ference between the percentages of those reporting a "close- relationship.
TABLE

THERAPEUTIC ENVIR01-111ENT OF

53

~!ATERNITY

H0£11ES AND THE

RESIDENTS' RELATIONSHIP WITH THEIR SOCIAL
WORKER, WITH CONT.ROL FCR AGE (PER CEl\'T)

Unwed
Mothers '

Relationhi
• P w1 th
their
Social
Worker

r

'

Age

.
1
1
1

Und.er 1 8

-

N

I

I
'j

18 and Older

r-------------1------------i
Total
I ~r,aternity Home
Maternity Home
Residents

Residents

~--------------------~--------------------~
l

Close
Some "W-hat
close
Not close

Total

r

of Unwed Mothers

Group 1

Group II

26

:35

JO

4!~
I
I

I

38

27

1(;(;

100

(27)

(26)

1
·

!

Group I

e

i -911

l+l7 .

I

l
:

.
I'

23
28

49

lOC
(4:3)

Group II I e
I

18

59
23
lOC

(17)

I +s
I
i

!+26

I

I
I
i

i

j

26
35
39

1100

I (117>

closer examination of this datA shows that among the unwed
aotbers over 18 years, the differences

bet~~en

Group I and

arouP II in percentages of those reporting a "not close n relationshiP does not change considerably, but there ts a sub1tant1a1 shift among those in Group II homes from reporting a
•otose" to a ••somewhat close• relationship, for which the writer
hal no explanation.

Table S4 shows that there is a negative relationship
between the therapeutic enY1ronment of the maternity home and
residents• feeling ot group membership, and when controlled

~

tor age the relationship remains substantially unchanged.
TABL~

S4

'rHERAPEUTIC S:NVIRO!OO!NT OF MATERNITY HOMES AND
TR'! aESIDf:~'TS' GROUP f>iEJ.IfBERSHIP, WITH
CONTROL FOR AGE (PER CE~"T)

V..d
Jlo\hers•

'l

Age of

1

r.eting
ot Group ',
lleaber- I
:

1

llf;h
11141um

Lew

l

Total

-

.....

I

N

18 and. Older
'l'otal

r·:a ternt ty

Maternity Rome

Home
Residents

I

I

I

I

Under 18

1

Ship

Unwed Mothers

Group I
11
44

44

99
(27)

Residents

Group II ji

27
lS
)8

Group

1·16

44

I+ 6

3)

100
(26)

•

II
I

23

Ii

100
(4))

I

•

Group II

'76
18
6
100
(1'7)

-32

J?

+27

33

)C

100
I

:

(113)
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unwed mothers from Group I maternity homes ":d th a more therapeutic environment are less likely to report feeling a high
degree of group membership than uzrned mothers from Group II
maternity homes.

This result is consistent w1th the finding

of a lol·rer degree ot mental health among Group I residents.
The writer is not able to explain why there is a

lo~~r

feeling

of belonging to the maternity home group among the residents
who have a more skilled group leader, since one a1m of a group
leader is to effect group cohesion and mutual support among
the members.
~oc1al-;s:ohofig1oal
Ment!l_Hea_~h

_t

correJates

Table 55 shows that with a control for age, residents
ot Group I maternity homes are more likely to participate in
•he social environment outside the maternity home than are

residents of Group II maternity homes.
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TABLE 55
THERAP'3:UTIC ErNIRONMENT OF MATJ;RNITY HOMES AND
Th"'E RESIDENTS' PARTICIPATION IN THE SOCIAL
ENVIRONMENT OUTSIDE THE HOME, WITH A
CONTROL FOR AGB (PER CENT)

-unwed

f{others'
Part1c1patton
111 the
social

i

!I
I

1

Ked1um

Low

Total

1

:.:atern1 t;r Home
Residents
!

!'
l

i
[

'

II

ot Unwed rvrothers

Under 18

'

1nv1ronment

B1gh

Age

l

/Total

ty Home
Residents

l~aterni

I

J

I

Group I

Group II

e
i

37

.56

7

! 100
(27)
I

1.5

50
3.5

100

'+2.5
i

!-28
j

1

!

Group I

Group II ' e

18

23
60
16

47

35

I

(26)

i

'+5
I
I

!-19
!

l

l

l

!

24

I

55
21

!

'

!

100

100

(4J)

(1'7)

I

N

I

18 and Old.ar

100

I

(113)

!
I

\

This supports the expectation that residents

i

I

or

a more

ther~peu

t1o environment would have greater participation in the social
environment outside the maternity home, but at the same time 1t
does not necessarily contradict the findings that Group I resi-

4ents are lower 1n mental health, 1n view ot the conclusions of
\he Bradburn study that participation in the social environment
11 not directly related to mental health, but rather is related
\o positive feelings.

-
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In Table .56 there appears to be a perfect, negative
correlation between the therapeutic environment of the maternity
homes and the degree of job satisfactiorl among the residents.
TABLE 56
THERAPEUTIC ENVIRONMENT OP MATERNITY HOMES
AND

~"R'E

RESIDENTS' JOB SATISFACTION1

v1rrH A CONl'ROL POR AG3 (Prm CE'tl.lTJ

Age of

Unwed.

I

Hothers

Resident

unwed

Mothers•
Job Satisfaction

Under 18

Total
Maternity Home
Residents
Group I

High
Medium
Low

•:rotal
'f\;

~·

1.8 and Older

Group II

31

Naternity Home
Residents

•

.so

-19

8

+19

Group I

Group III e

38
)8

59

?4

3g

100

100

lOC

(26)

(42)

(17)

42
27

42

100
{26)

4;2

-21

4c
18

+lB

100

(111)

With a control for age, res1dente of Gronp II ho!lles having a less
therapeutic environment are more likely to have

~

high degree and

less likely to have a low degree of job satisfaction than unwed
motht\rs of Group I homes.

The data do not bear out the expecta-

tion that residents within a more therapeutic envirorunent will

experience greater job satistaot1on, but this finding is

compatib~
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with the report of higher mental health of Grcup II unwed mother&
111

vie~r

of the Predburn report in ?Thieh job satisfaction ts re-

lated to a high cl,ec:ree of mental heelth, and job d1ssat1sfaot1on
1s related to increased negative feelings.

A perfect negative relationship between the therapeutio
env·ironments or the m.atern1 ty homes and
the residents is shown in Table

symptoms among

anxiet~·

57.

TA:B.I.E 57
THERAPEUTIC ~NVI!lONMEN'l' O't MA'rERNITY HOMES
AND THE RESIDENTS' ANXIETY, WITH A
CONTROL FOR AGE ( PEB CENT)

Age of Unwed Mothers

Resident
Unwed
Mothers'
Anxiety

18 and Older

Under 18
~1atern1ty

Ho!D.e

I'::at·e:rn1 ty Home

Residents

Residents

Group I

e

Group I

26
70
4

19

+7

:;o

23

-19

1.?

'I'otal

lOC

N

(27)

lOC
(26)

High
Medium

Low

-

Group I I

58

Tota.~

Group II

51

12
53

100

100

(4j)

(17)

35

e
+18

-16

Unwed rrothers f?om Group I homes having a more therapeut1o

2)

sa

19
100
(llJ)
env1ro~~

ment are more likely to be high 1n anxiety and less likely to be

r
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lo~·~

c:rcu.;;., !! n::.e.terni ty

comJ,nared to unV<red :r:::others frcrn.

::~s

in ar.xiety s;r-r..:ptor:s,
hot'~eE.

':he date. are consor:.e.nt

firA.1nt; of e lm:er dct;ree of n:eutal

he~.l th e;;:r}C~';

l i i th

the

the resiclents

of G.rcup r tw.ter11ity hot:J.es, in viet-: of the negative relationship between anxiety and mental hes.lth round in the Srad.burn
study, and to some extent in the presetlt studj·.

Acccrdine to the data in

Tabl~

58, unwed mothers from

Group I maternity homes are more likely to report a high 1ntensity of worries arA less likely to report being low in worries

than Group II unwed mothers.
'l'ABLE

58

THERAPEtn'IC ENVIRONMENT OP MATERNITY HOMES
A~'D

Th"'E RESIDENTS• DEGREE UF WORRIES 1

WITH A COl-JTROL FOR AGE

Unwed
Mothers•
~gree of
Wol"ries

Na.ternity Home

High
Hediu.m

37

Lo-v;

30

46
:35

100
(2?)

~.rotal

N'

Maternity Home

Residents

Residents

Group II

)J

Total

18 and Old.er

Under 18

Group I

CE:I!."T)

of Unwed Mothers

Age

Resid.ent

(P~B

e

Group I

Group II

30
47
2j

18
47
)5

100

100

lCO

(26)

(4J)

{17)

19

+18

.. .5

e
+12
-12

27
44

29

100

(llJ)
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Although there appeared only a partial relationship in the
present study between worries and mental health, the cla.ta ot
Table 58 are consistent w1th the findings ot the Bradburn
study wh1oh did show a negative relationship between worries
and mental health.

r

CHAPTER VI
SU!•HtfARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

In summary, the present study has been concerned with
the relationship between the differing therapeutic environments of maternity homes and the mental health of the resident

unwed mothers.
Introduction
In Chapter I, pregnancy outside rnarriRge was considered as a deviation from the mores of our society.

n1erefore,

persons involved with such births are subject to a social
stigma which involves social and emotional problems and consequently effects their mental health.

It was pointed out

that although unwec mothers, in general, constitute a crosssection of the female population, only ten per cent come to a
mf.!!.terni ty

hom~,

RO

e.ny !!'aterni ty ho!ne popu!e.ticn !",.'?..y reflect

select social character1.stios.

It was noted that there is no

one set of factors ca.usirJ.,:t:; out-of-l'redlock pregl:.n.ncy, but :nultiple fs.ctors i1h1ch differ with each eirl.
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The goal of the maternity home has changed from that
of a shelter

~or

custodial care and moral reformation to that

of a therapeutic group-living residence, whose program and
services focus on meeting the total needs of the unwed mother
as an individual during this time of crisis and thereby assisting her 1n a rehabilitation process which will enable her to

plan for her future life and. to re-enter society if1th dignity
and purpose.

The general problem area was concerned with unwed
mothers who come to a maternity home displaying varying emotional and social reactions to their situation.

Staff of the

home often wonder what elements in the girl's social background
or what aspects of the

environme~t

most influenceial in effecting her
her stay in the home.

or services of the home are
degre~

of 'nental health during

The specific problem investigated in the

present research was the mental health of unmarried mothers in
six selected maternity homes.
The review or existing literature related to this problem focused on unmarried mothers, maternity homes, and mental
health.

This survey inoluded an examination of literature con-

cerned with

A

changing focus on the causes of illegitimacy, with

empirical studies of maternity home programs, with empirical
studies of urn1ed mothers, and on mental health studies among
the general population.

No research studies which investigated
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the mental health of unwed mothers in a maternity home setting
were discovered by the writer.
Theoretical considerations in the review of literature
included that of the therapeutic community which uses the total
interpersonal environment which is scientifically manipulated
as the major therapy in social-psychological rehabilitation.
This theory was first developed and used in regard to psychiatric patients in a mental hospital.

Articles on the theory ot

therapeutic community as applied to a residential home tor emotionally disturbed boys and a maternity home were reviewed.
Theories on the primarY group and in the sociology of religion
were also related to the present study.
The examination of the literature and the specific
problem led to the formulation or several research questions
which were investigated and answered in the present study;
(1) Is there a difference in the level of mental health ot the

resident population of unmarried mothers in different maternity
home environments?

(2) Do unmarried mothers residing in mater-

nity homes which are considered to have more therapeutic services
report a higher degree ot mental health than unmarried mothers
from maternity homes with fewer therapeutic services?

(3) Is

there a relationship between the present degree of mental health

·ot the unwed mother and the involvement ot her family 1n casework
counseling services?

(4) Do those unwed mothers who report that
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theY feel a close relationship with their group mother or social
worker also report a high level ot mental health?

(5) Does the

religion ot the unwed mother help her to adjust to her present
social and emotional crisis of pregnancy out-of-wedlock?
The stated purpose of the reseetreh was to investigate
the questionJ

Is there a relationship between the differing

programs and enVironments of the six maternity homes and the
degree of mental health ot the resident unwed mothers?
The research questions led to the advancement of a
series of tentative hypotheses.
stated as;

The two main bypotheses were

(1) there is a relationship between the differing

programs and therapeutic environments of the maternity homes
and the degrees of mental health of the resident unwed mothers;
(2) unmarried mothers residing in maternity homes which haTe a
more therapeutic environment will report a higher degree ot
mental health than unmarried mothers residing in maternity homes
with a less therapeutic environment.
Research Design
Chapter II discussed the research design ot the study.
The population consisted of the administrators and all the resident unwed mothers ot six selected maternity homes at the time
the questionnaires were administered.
were chosen because they are operated

These maternity homes
by

the same religious

community and have both similarities and differences in their
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physical environment, program, services and start.
Data tor the study was collected by means of selfadministered questionnaires mailed to the group mother to be
given to the resident population of the six maternity homes
and a self-administered questionnaire sent to the administra-

tor ot each home.
One research instrument used was the questionnaire
designed

by

the writer trom sources in the fields ot mental

health, unwed mothers, and maternity homes to gain knowledge
of the degree of mental health of the

~d

mation on the correlates of mental health.
this questionnaire 1ncludedr

mothers and inforAreas covered 1n

identifying information on the

respondent; her family and social history; indicators of the
degree ot her mental healtht indices on anxiety, worries, and
Job satisfaction to measure selected psychological correlates

ot mental health; indicators ot social interaction and social
participation to determine some social correlates of mental
health; items relating to persons immediately concerned with
the respondent's out-of-wedlock pregnancy; items indicating
her view of the services and environment of the maternity home.
Pre-tests were conducted in each matern1 ty home, yield·
ing a total ot t1tty responses.
constructed and administered

by

The final questionnaire was
the group mother to the resident

unwed mothers in a group setting in t1ve homes and by the writer
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1n one home.

Responses from the six homes were 129.

A second research instrument used was a questionnaire

designed by the writer from sources recommending minimum standards and desired goals in maternity home service to measure the
program, services, and degree ot therapeutic environment in each
maternity home.

Areas covered in this questionnaire were:

psychiatric consultation, staff meetings, and an in-service
program for staff; resident government; social casework; group
therapy; therapeutic work assignments; informal educational
activities; an accredited educational program; medical services;
religious services; psychological testing, vocational guidance,
legal counseling and financial assistance when needed; the education and experience of the administrator, caseworkers, and
group mothers.

The index indicating the therapeutic environ-

ment in the maternity home consisted of the items regarding the
degree ot qualifications ot the social casework start and of the
group therapy leader.
Responses were received trom administrators ·ot all six
maternity homes, with one questionnaire incomplete.
In general, the analysis was designed to correlate differ•
ing degrees of therapeutic environment in the maternity homes as

indicated from items on the administrators• questionnaires, with
~h~

questionnaire responses ot the resident unwed mothers.
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The analysis first described and compared the six
maternity homes.

Then identit'ying information and social and

ramily background characteristics were compared to see if there

were any significant background differences among the resident
unwed mothers from the different homes which might account tor
a.

difference in their level of mental health.

Next the levels

of mental health of the total population were cross-tabulated
with the other responses on the unwed mothers• questionnaires

to determine those which have the highest correlation with

mental health.

Finally, in Chapter V the degree of the thera-

peutic environment of the maternity homes was correlated with
selected responses from the resident unwed mothers.
Description of the Six Maternity

Ho~es

The physical setting, services, programs and staff

ot

the six maternity- homes were d.esoribed. and compared. in Chapter
!TI.

Only

two of the maternity homes are single-function in-

stitutions, the other tour are part of a multiple-function
social service institution.

Ber}ipes apd programs
l·1edical services provided by all the homes are adequate.
In

~1ve

homes each unwed mother receives social casework oounsel-

trtg, but the frequency of the counseling d1fters with each home

and among the clients within each home.

All six homes have group
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counseling for their residents.
least weekly.

Attendance is required by two homes and is
In three homes the leader ot

voluntary in the other tour.
group therapy

Five homes have sessions at

1s trained in group dynamics, while in the other

three, the leader has no graduate school training in social
work or 1n group work.
Only tour homes have a residents • council to participate

with the adm1n1strat1on 1n the house government; three

homes have weekly assembly meetings for all the residents.
The stx homes have a program

for all residents.

ot therapeutic job assignments

In two homes the residents work from two

and one-half to seven hours per week, and in the other four

homes they worlr trom titteen to twenty-eight hours per week.
All the homes arrange jobs in the areas of housekeeping, tood
service, and cler1oal wcrlr, wh1le additional job areas result

from the available opportunit1es and needs of the individual
home.

The six homes have an aocredited high school educational

program; but only two homes have qualified teachers conducting
classes in the home, wh1le the others use the correspondence
method.•

The frequency and type ot tntormal educational activities vary with each home.

Only two ot the five homes reporting

have at least tour educational activities which are regularly
scheduled weekly or bi-weekly.

In regard to the religious
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program, four homes reported that the chaplain offered pastoral
counseling to the unwed mothers in addition to his conducting
religious services.
64m1nistratiop and Staff
To promote staff interaction and integration, various
methods are utilized

by

the maternity homes.

Pour of the s1x

homes have weekly staff meetings, and one has a monthly staff
meeting.

Two of the six homes have psychiatric or psycholog-

1ca.l consultation for their staff weekly, one he.s it three

times a month, and another has it monthly, while two homes have

no such consultation.

Pour of the six homes have some type of

in-service training program tor the staff.

In considering the qualifications of the six maternity
home staffs, it is noticeable that some staff members are
lacking in the appropriate professional training.

One admin-

istrator has a MSW degree, one has a B.N. with one year of
graduate school in social work, two have a

~.N.

and a

B.s.

in

Nursing Education, and one has education in business administration.
Only five homes reported on social casework services.

In all five homes the supervisor of social casework met the
Professional standards of education and experience.

Among the

f1Ye homes, eight of the thirteen caseworkers have a MSW degree.

r
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In three of the fi va homes, all the social oaseworlters on the

staff meet at least minimum professional standards.

In four

homes, the social workers' oaseloads exceed thirty, the recommended maximum for a full-time caseworker.

or

the eleven group mothers from the six homes, seven

have been educated in the nursing field which is significant
1n relation to the present theory of de-emphasis on the medical
aspects of the unwed mother•s pregnancy and focus on her soc1alpsyoho1og1oal needs.
General Characteristics of the
Bes1dent Unwed Mothers
The social background characteristics ot the entire
population of urn4ed mothers were next described in Chapter III.
Ninety-four per cent of the population under study were of the
wh1te race.
and

In age, 43 per cent were seventeen years or

37 per oent from eighteen to tlrenty years old.

younge~

In one home

four-firths of the residents were under eighteen years,

~m1le

in tv.ro other homes only one-fourth t-rere under eighteen years.

The d!stanoe from the maternity home to the family residence of the unwed mother was within fifty miles for 4j per eent

ot the respond.e:nts, and. was over one hundred miles for another
43 per oent.

The ra.ot that 4) per cent ot the population was under
eighteen yee.rs old and that 62 per cent were students, largely

r
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explained. the fac,t that only 5C per cent of
hit!:l1 sohcol e::;raduates.
hie~

th~

popul~~t1on

\-¥ere

In one horne or,_ly one-fifth had oor1pleted

school; whereas, 1n another home two-thirds had completed

sone college.

Of all the unwed mothers

~mo

were not students,

24 per cent were employed in office or sales work before coming

to the maternity home.
Seventy-six per cent of the respondents came from unbrolren homes, 12 per cent fi'om homes broken by death, and 11

per cent from homes broken by divorce or separation.

Responses

on sibling relationship show that 33 per cent of the unmarried

mothers were the oldest child in the family, 42 per cent were
in the middle range, 17 per cent were the

yo~~st

child, and

8 per cent were an only child.

The distribution of the ethnicity of the respondents
from each home reflects the concentration of particular ethnic
groups 1n the region in which the particular maternity home is
located.

The five ethn1o groups most frequently named by the

unwed mothers as their main ethnic background were s German,
Irish, French, Slav, and Anglo-Saxon.

The parents ot e1ghty-

stx per oent of the unwed mothers were born in the United States.
Fifty-four per cent of the respondents• fathers were
engaged 1n "white-collar" occupations, and 19 per eent were
,employed in skilled trades.

Responses on the highest educational

attainments of the respondents• fatherA weres

2) per cent

g:r?.duated from high school, 22 per cent had some college, and
24 per cent graduated from oollege or more.

en the basis of

the occupation and ·the education of their fathers, fifty per

cent of the respondents were considered to be of high socioeconomic status and 46 per cent of low status.

one home had

five-eighths of its residents of high status, while another
home had only about three-eighths of its residents of high sootoeconomio status.

'.rhe parents of 60 per cent of the respondents

were both Catholic, and the parents of 16 per cent, were

b~th

Protestant.
Analysis of Findings for the
Entire Population
'Xhe distribution

or

the total population on selected

charaoter1stios end the correlation of some of these variables
with the unwed mothers' degree o'f mental health were treated. in
Chapter

rv.

The areas explored weres

factors related to the

family life or the unwed mother, variables associated with the
unwed mother's pregnancy out-of-wedlock, measures of mental
health, ar...d. the urnred mother's vieli of the services and atmos-

phere

or

the maternity home.

In regard to degrees of religiosity, a similar proportion of respondents and their parents rated high, while 7 per
cent more parents than respondents rated low in religiosity.
Respondents who rated a medium degree of religiosity scored
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hi.:.';hest in mental health.
l'lhose education

~;as

'I'he expectation that respondents

entirely in Catholic schools

lfOUld

report

a. lol';er degree of nlental health 'tms only partially supported
by the data, and needs to
~ber

be tested further because of the few

of oases in the present study.

In a five-item listing, the greatest proportion of
respondents chose .. to hate Negroes w as the

~rorst

moral offer..se

and the least proportion chose "to have sex relatior.s cutsid.e

of rnarriae;e,u imlicating that these unwed mothers, as other

young people, tend to judge offenses against social justice

more harshly than sex offenses.

There appeared a partial,

negative correlation between amount of sex kno1-rledge a.nd degree
of mental health.
Data on factors related. to the respondents' out-ofivedlock pregl".!f!.ncy shoi•7ed that 43 per cent of the urn,red. mothers
-:~ere

in

th~ir

ninth month of

pregn~tney.

As mar,y s.s 88 per cent

reported. that at least one of their parents krte't1 about the preglt9.noy and t·ras helping them, a.l though 72 per cent indicated that

lleither parent nor f;.ny· other member of their fa:r.ily had been

cour..seled by their sooin.l t'lorker,

~.r:h1ch

su.ggests tho.t man.v

parents rr.tl.Y be cUsposed to frun1ly ccur.seling.

Ds.ta shm,red that

urnved mothers l'those faJnily member had been eou11Seled., had sreatel'

Proportions of high and medium degrees of Bental health and. a
lesser proportion of low ~ental health.

Of
atle,_:-;·~d

the tot'll reSptJnde!ltS,

31~.

per cent reported tha.t the

f"ith'9r wg..s never seen by their social r'for1ter.

t1 v>! correlation appeared
allezed. father was

una~qare

~t~·1een

A posi-

unwed lllothers to whom the

or unconcerned about her pregnancy,

and a hig·her d.egree of mental health.

Unwed mothers who d.esired

to maintain a friendship relationship with the alleged father
haVe a grea.ter proportion high in mental health than un't!led
mothers who planned to marry the alleged father, or those who
wtshe~l

never to see him again, which was an unexpected f1 nd1ng.
The population was distributed into the following de-

grees of mental health, according to the balance of the respondents• positive and ne~ative feelings:

per cent, medium; 28 per oent, low.

27 per cent, high; 45
A strong correlation existed

between feeling states of happiness reported by the respondents

and their degrees or mental health.
wed mothers reported being "not too

A greater percentage .of unhapp~"

and a lesser per-

centage reported being •very happy,• but a similar percentage
reported being "pretty happy," as compared with two other rehareh studies employing the same question with a sample of the

general

po~ulation.

In considering psyoholog1aa1 correlates of well-being,
a Partial, negative correlation was found between anxiety and

mental health.

The data ~ave only slight support to the expecta-

tion that as the unwed mother's degree of worries decreased, her

, '?0

.:

~·

"'

Selected sce1a.l factors were mea.Sui·ed
th~:r

are correlated with '-lental health.

e:nerged.

~t\'-;een

~nv1rr:>n::uent

tr.)

d.eterm1ne tt

A. oartial correla.ti.on

the respondent's social part1e1pa.t1on 1n th"

outside the :tllltern1 t:v

hom~

e.nd her mental

h~~.lth.

g.nd. '!ttss especially apparent amont:· those who rated low 1n rtlental
hea.tth..

:rr.

reEcard to the unwed ruothers' social

1nt~raet1on

I
I

l'Iithin the maternity horne, a stroM, positive, bl1t partial rele.tionship et'l.erged between the um:eti mother• s relattcnship with
nar sroup nwther and social worker and her .mental hea1th 11 the
,q;reatest correlations

health.
1n tl'le
th~!.t

emer~1np;

amonp: those who were low 1n lll.enta

l'he respondents in<"'ioated that, in
~J5l.ternity

gen~ral,

most people

homfll li!<"'d the,-, with only 4 per cent feeling

they l'.reren't liked too muoh.

correlation appeared between the

A stro:ng. positive. bUt l)art1
r~•pondents•

feelings of group

membership and their degrees of mental health.

Only sixty-one per cent ot the unwed mothers yeported
that they had attended group therapy during the past week, eo
many apparently did not avail themselves of this opportunity.
Although individual casework counseling for eaoh unwed mother

is recommended at least every two weeks, only 41 per cent of the
total respondents had received individual counseling from their

I'

18,.)

social worker v.rl thin the last t·w-o weel<S.

This is probably re-

1a.ted to the social workers' excessive oaseloads.
Correlatiol'! of Pro.q;ra.ms of Maternity
Homes

·~'lith

the 'f.':ental Health of

Resid.ent Unwed. Mothers
In Chapter

v, the differing programs of the

~aternity

homes were correlated with the mental health of the resident
unwed mothers, which led to determining an index to measure the
therapeutic environment of the maternity homes.

Then, selected

responses from the unwed mothers who are residents of homes hav1ng more therapeutic environments were compared to
residents of homes
Find1~~s

havi~J

respon~es

from

less therapeutic environments.

showed that unwed mothers from s1ng1e-tunat1on

maternity home inst1 tutions reported a

lo~ner dJ:~gree

of

ment,~;~1

health than residents of multiple-function maternity homes, which
1s considered a nega.ti ve relationship.

A posi t1 ve re 1a.tio:nsh1p

was evident bett'leen the amount of in.formal, eduoat1onal a.oti vities offered

by

a maternity home and the d.egree of mental hea.lth

of the resident unwed mothers.

No direot correlation was found

bettoJeen the amount of time required for 'V'tork assignments tn the
maternity home and the residents• mental hee.lth.

Neither did any

d1reet oorrelt?l.tion appear between the existence of .~ resident
govern~ent pro~ram

in the mRternity home and the unwed mothers•

degree of mental health.

thA

~x1st~noA

of psychiatric consultation for staff or a pro-

.·;·rA.m of Nee"kly staff reeetir1gs, and. the mente.l health of the

resident un11.red

moth~r~.

A ne,,·e.ti ve rele.tionship emerg-ed bet-

·i.<·een a hi?;hly qualified casework staff and the n:ental health
of resident un"t<red IDcthers.

A negative relatiorJ.ship also was

seen between. homes ha,ring l'reekly group

ther.~.p~r

conducted by a

highly tr:sdr1ed group leader and the mental health of the

r~si-

dents.
In an. atten:pt to develop em 1r1d.ex for measuring the
therapeutic environment of the maternity home, the three charn.cteristics which showed

~l

negative correlation with the resi-

dents• mental health {type of institution, qualifications of
casework staff, qualifications of group therapy leader), 1-·•ere

further explored using controls for socio-economic status and
for age.

Since only age was found to be correlated with the

respondents' mental health, 1t was held constant in all further

correlations.

l:Jhen the control for age :.,ras introduced, the

three maternity home characteristics shor•Ting a
tion

~ri th

changed.
~rariable
?..

ne~t1ve

correla-

resif'!ents' menta.l health remained substantially unFr01:1 cross-tfl.bulations, the

urit~r CCl"lCh.tded t~at

the

of type of 1 r~sti tution v-ra.s sp"J.rious €md. antecedent to

Therefore, the txo chsr:?..cteristics

hi2)1l;y- qualified ste.ff.

concerning the degree
of oualif1cs.tions of the social casework
~

strf!' a:nd nf thE"' ~::."'o·J.·:; t1",:"!'8p:cr lt~.0aer '''M"e ta'":"P.i'l 2:~ P.n index
c:f ~he

stud.y.

th"ll"\Jneutic envtromloT1t of

-?.

r,:aterni ty

h01'11~

ln this

::-:elected. r2npons.:..s f'rmJ umred. mot'!'lers ;1ho are rettidenta

cf the three :11a terni ty homes havins these chn.r•:"'.cteristtcs
t~1en

";'i~re

con9rtred to the responses of umved mothers from the twu

::-1:?-terntt:r

?w:n~s

11ot h9.v1ng these

t~,ro

chs.racteristios.

Correlations indio:lted that there

r,..~~s

ne:_::r1t:tve relqtionship bet'i<;een the dep:ree of

ar, unexpected,

ther,..,,p~utic

;yent of the r.-;aternity home and the resnond.entB'
ht~nl th.

·There

~:as

de~~ree

environof mental

also a negative relationshi ~) bettmen the

therapeutic environ"ner:t of the maternity hcn:e .>J.n1 the resi3'?nts•

relationship i{itl:1 their :;:roup :toth.er.

1'he :.rel,Jtionsh1p bet-.;·;reen

the therapeutic environment of the n1atern1 ty home and the res1-

d.ent8' relationship with their social i(rorker vo.riec., that i;:o,
tt was a. negative relationship for ttose umler 18 y-enrs, and
for those over

V~,

except in the one o.o:::.ter-:ory of those reporting

·:;. "close tt relationship in which the correlation. -v·m.::: positive.
A negati Ye re ta.tionshi'i' :?.lso 't'esttl ted

;·~hen

the therapeutic en-

'f.rircnment of the mBtern1 ty home ;·;ras corrclsted
de21ts• feelin.'7 of

~oup

1•i1 th

the res1-

membership, for '\lrhich the -:·n-1 ter ha.s no

explanation.

IJ:"hcre e:::er0;ed a positive re1PticnDh1p

·-:!ents • particip.<J.tion in the env1!'o1-::.::.ent

bet~··een

out~ ide thr:;

the res:'l.-

mRte:rn.1 ty

:·1'>'l'e anct the therapeutic environment of the mnternity home.

A
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strong, negative correlation appeared between the therapeutic
environment ot the maternity home and the degree ot job satisfaction among the residents, and also with the degree ot
anxiety experienced by the residents.

Lastly, a negative re-

lationship was also seen between the therapeutic environment

ot the matern1 ty home and the intensity ot worries reported
by the residents.
CoMl:US1qg

The writer has attempted to interpret the unexpected
negative correlations emerging between the therapeutic environment ot the home and the residents• mental health and correlate
of mental health.

The degree ot therapeutic enVironment ot the

maternity homes ia Judged in this study according to the criteria of the qualifications ot the social caseworkers and the
group therapy leader.

It was found according to these criteria

that residents ot materni t;y homes rating a high therapeutic
environment reported a lower degree ot mental health than the
residents ot matern1tT homes having a low therapeutic environ-ment.

Although this result was unexpected, a possible inter-

pretation and explanation of this finding emerges when selected
responses from the

~d

mothers• questionnaires are compared,

according to whether the unwed mothers are residents ot a mater
nity home having a greater or a lesser therapeutic environment.
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aesidenta ot the maternity homes having a more therapeutic
environment are counseled by more highly trained social
workers and group therapy leaders.

In counseling the unwed

mother, a caseworker or a group therapy leader attempts to
haVe her race the tull reality ot her problems and her present
situation which would consequently bring to the surface anxiety,
tension, worries, guilt, and other negative feelings.

There-

tore, it appears to the writer, that the more highly skilled the
caseworker or group leader is, the more the unwed mother in
therapy is likely to be experiencing negative feelings.

In

general, therefore, those unwed mothers in a more therapeutic
maternity home would tend to experience more negative feelings
during this time of active therapy.

Since in this study the

degree or mental health is based on the balance ot positive and
negative feelings ot the individual, the unwed mothers in Group
I maternity homes with a high therapeutic environment would be
likely to ha._ a lower degree ot mental health even it their
poaitive feelings were as great as or even somewhat greater than
the positive feelings ot unwed mothers in Group II maternity
homes with a less therapeutic enVironment.
Data ot this study show that in considering some correlates or mental health which previous studies showed to be
~"elated

to increased negative feelings, such as worries, anxiety,

and Job disaat1staotion, the residents ot more therapeutic

-
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maternity homes have scored higher than those trom less
therapeutic maternity homes, while at the same time, on the

social participation index which is related to increased
positive feelings, residents from the more therapeutic homes
rated higher than residents trom the less therapeutic homes.
Therefore, the writer concludes that when the balance

ot positive and negative feelings is thus used to measuze mental health while individuals are currently in therapy, although
those unwed mothers expressing greater negative feelings than
positive feelings will be rated as currently haVing a lower

degree ot mental health, they actually are more likely to
achieve a higher degree ot mental health or social-psychological

adjustment in the future trom this more skilled therapy, because
they were led to recognize and to work through their negative

feelings which were broUght to the surtaoe under the guidance

ot a therapeutic counselor.
not include

any

However, the present study does

such follow-up measurement ot unwed mothers'

mental health to prove or disprove this hypothesis.
Hypotheses:

Confirmed. or Re jeoted

It is oonsid.ered. by the 1<rri ter that the date. presented

d.o support the first mu1n hypothesis of this stud.y--that there
1.6 a

relationship between the differing progra.ms

and.

therapeutic

environments of the maternity homes o.nd the degrees of mental
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health of the resident unwed mothers.

However, the data do

not support the second main hypothesis as stated -- that unmarried mothers residing in maternity homes which
therapeutic environment will report a

hi~1er

~mve

a more

degree or mental

health than unmarried mothers residing in maternity homes with
a less therapeutic enVironment.
It is believed that the following secondary hypotheses
as advanced in this thesis have been supported to either a
great or a slight degree by the data presented•

(l) that

residents from maternity homes having a greater number of regularly-scheduled, organizational activities will report a
higher level of mental health; (2) that unwed mothers whose
family received casework counseling will report a higher degree
of' mental health than unwed mothers whose family has not been
counseled; (3) that there will be a positive relationship between the degree of .,close n relationship Which the unwed mother
feels toward her group mother and soo1al worker and the unwed
mother's degree ot mental health; (4) thAt unwed mothers who
have more positive teellngs than negative feelings will report
a higher degree of happiness; (5) that there will be a negative
relationship between the degree of anxiety ot the unwed mother
and

her degree of mental health; (6) that the unwed mother's

degree ot participation in the social environment outside the
maternity home w111 be positively related to her degree ot
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mental health; (7) that there will be a positive relationship
between the degree to which

respor~ents

feel they

belol~

to

the group in the maternity home and their level of mental

health.
In view of the data presented, it is considered nee·
essary to reject the following secondary hypotheses as advanced
in this thesis;

(1) that residents of maternity homes which

have weekly group counseling conducted by a trained group
worker

~rill

report a higher level of mental health; (2) that

residents from maternity homes wh1oh have a resident governn1ent \<rill report a higher level of mental health; (3) that

residents from maternity homes having psychiatric or psychological consultation w111 report a higher level of mental health;

(4) that residents in maternity homes who receive individual
counseling by qual1t1ed social workers will report a higher
level of mental health; (5) that there will be a negative relationship between the degree of religiosity of the unwed mother
and her degree of mental health; (6) that unwed mothers to whom
the alleged father either denies paternity or admits it but is
unconcerned, and unwed mothers who did not inform the alleged
father about the pregnancy will have a lower degree of mental
health than unwed mothers to whom the alleged father admits
paternity and 1s concerned.

Implications of the study
'lbe

conclusions of this study are intended to refer

primarily to the six selected maternity homes and their respective resident popul.at1ons at one point in time, May, 1967,
and are not intended to be representative of the feelings,
opinions, and activities ot the average resident population
of any of the maternity homes.

It is hoped that the findings

will be of some value to the start in evaluating their programs and enrtronment in reference to the responses of their
residents.
be

However, it is possible that the findings could

true of other maternity homes with similar populations and

enVironments.

The writer recognizes that the findings may add

to research knowledge in the field of mental health, tor many
correlations ln regard to the measurement ot mental health and
the soo1al-psycholog1oal correlates of mental health are consistent with the findings ot the Bradburn study. 1 Also, it
may have some implications in the fields of illegitimacy and
child welfare since comparisons have been made with previous
studies in these fields.

The fact that the index used to

measure the therapeutic environment of the maternity homes was
the qualifications ot certain staff members, is related to
Major Jane Wrieden•s conviction that a maternity
1

Bradburn, op, O\te

~ome

is only
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as good as its stafr.l

Since this study found certain

characteristics commonly regarded as necessary to achieving
a therapeutic community to be unoorrelated with the unwed
mothers' mental health, the findings may also be relevan·t
to applications of the theory of therapeutic community to
certain types of residential rehabilitation centers.
Limitations
This study does not exhaust all possible phenomena
relating to the subject area, but is confined to an investigation of the stated purpose of the research.

Neither is

this study an attempt to measure mental health at any level
of psychological depth, nor does 1t propose to discover the
causes of mental health.

Therefore, it is recognized that

the use of a different instrument to measure mental health
may yield different results.
The selected population is a limiting factor in itself.
Another limitation is recognized ln the fact that the writer
was able to administer the questionnaires and observe the staff
programs, activities and the unwed mothers in one of the selected maternity homes, but not in the other five homes.

It is

further acknowledged that there were undoubtedly uncontrolled
1 wrieden, •To Strengthen • • • ,•

p. 5.
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variables present which may have influenced the findings.
There is also a limitation involved in the limited knowledge
and experience of the

l~iter

1n the fields of social work and

psychology, and the inevitable subjectivity operative 1n the
research.
Recommendations tor Further Research
The complex nature of the variables involved in the
degree of therapeutic environment in the maternity home as
related to the level of mental health of the resident unwed
mothers is deemed worthy of further research.

Despite its

limitations, the present study is still recommended for replication as a follow-up study 1n the same maternity homes, as
initial research in other maternity homes under Catholic auspices, and in any other maternity home whether under private
or public auspices.

Such replication would further test the

findings and correlations of this study, and hopefully result
1n greater empirical verification.

A question was raised by

the research findings which could be investigated in a future
study:

why did the residents of the maternity homes having a

more highly trained group therapy leader report a lower feeling
of group membership than residents from homes with a less qual-

ified group leader?
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In conclusion, it is suggested that the staff or the
maternity homes might reflect on the nine items of the index
used to measure positive and negative feelings, and attempt
to discover and then to increase those aspects ot the maternity home environment which would be related to the promotio
of positive feelings among the resident unwed mothers.

·~·------------------------------------------------------------,

APPENDIX I
STUDY OF GIRLS LIVING IN MATERNITY

HO~ms

You are one of more than 200 residents of six different maternity homes located in Illinois, California, Texas,
Missouri, Alabama, and Louisiana who have been chosen to
participate in this study.
This research is designed to give important information on the ideas, feelings, and attitudes of girls in the
atmosphere of a Catholic maternity home. Among the group of
girls with whom you are now living, some girls find one activity or plan most helpful to them, while others feel that
something else is more meaningful to them. By answering all
the questions on this questionnaire, you will be helping us
to better understand the feelings of girls who come to this
maternity home in the future, so we can help them to adjust
to their situation better and benefit by living here during
their pregnancy.
Feel free to answer these questions exactly the way
you feel because no one will ever know whose answers they are,
since you will not put your name anywhere on this questionnaire. However, you are asked to answer each question very
sincerely so we will be able to obtain information which is
true of a girl in a maternity home setting. If you do not
understand a particular question, you may ask your group mother
tor help. The answers to these questions will be tabulated
together and will be written up something like this: •Thirty
per cent ot the girls in the six maternity homes who reported
that their parents knew about their pregnancy and wanted to
help them, also reported that their parents had not been interviewed by their social worker.•
After you finish, if you have any comments or suggestions about any of the questions or about this maternity home,
Please write them in the space at the end or on the back of
the last page •
192
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Most or the questions can be answered by drawing a
circle around the number tor the answer of your choice.
After each question there are instructions in parentheses
which you are asked to follow very caretullys
A.

IF THE DIRECTIONS READ .,CIRCLE ONLY ONE NUMBER,"
THEN PLEASE CIRCLE ONLY THE ONE ~UMBER w1iiCH BEST
DESCRIBES YOUR ANSWER.

B.

IF YOU CHOOSE TO CIRCLE THE NUivlBEB NEX:.f TO "OTHER"
FOR ANY QUESTION, THEN SPECIFY WHAT YOUR REAL
ANSWER IS BY WRITING IT IN ON THE LINE PROVIDED.

C.

IF THE DIRECTIONS ASK YOU TO •ciRCLE ONLY ONE
NUMBER ON EACH LINE ACROSS," PLEASE CHECK TO SEE
THAT YOU HAW CIRCLED ONE NUMBER IN EACH ROW
ACROSS, AND ONLY Of.J"E NUMBER IN EACH ROW. FOB

EXAMPLE•
2.3.

How pleased would you be to work in the
following jobs? (Circle one number in
each row across.)
Not
Very
Somewhat pleased
pleased pleased at all

A. SWitchboard operator
B. Beautician • • • • •
c. School teacher • • •
D. Typist • • • • • • •

• • •
• •

•

• • •
• • •

1

CD
1
1

<2)
2
2

®

3

~
3

The completed questionnaires will be sent directly to
me and I will tabula.te the answers and then write up the results in a research report. A summary report will be sent to
your maternity home.
Thank you very much for your generosity in cooperating
with this study by giving your sincere answers to these questions. May your desire to help others grow, a~A may God bless
Your lite with peace and happiness.

i
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j

The following is a list of things some people d.o.
Please tell how often, it ever, you did each of
them LAST WEEK. (Circle one number in each ro~1
across.)

~t

at
all

A. Participated in any
games or sports • •
B. Went out 1n a ear,
bus, train, etc. •
c. Ate in a restaurant • • • • • • • •
D. Went out to the
movies • • • • • •
E. Went out shopping •
F. Head the newspaper
G. Listened to or
watched a news
program • • • • • •
H. Attended a sports
event, lecture, or
cultural event outside maternity home
r. Talked on telephone
with family or
friends • • • • • •
J. Visited with family
or friends • • , •
K. Wrote or received
letters • • • • • •
L. !<let any people you
never met before •
2.

Several
Once times

-----

~i~

or
more

I

I:WRITE
DO NOT

ITHIS
IN
I COLUMN
I

I

I (1)_

0

1

2

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

0
0

0

1
l
1

2
2

2

3
3
3

0

1

2

o

l

2

I

(2)_

(3)_

I

I
' (4)

o

1

2

3

I-

c

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

I

0

1

2

3

~iith1n the last TWO WEEKS have you had individual
counseling with your social worker? (Circle one
number.)
Yes • • • 1
No

• • • 2

(5)_

(6)

-
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;.

i'
I

the LAST w:EK have you attended a group
counseling or ,:;roup therapy session? (Circle
orce nu.nrber }

Juri~;

I

11fl1liiE
I 'l'HIS

Yes • • • 1
No

4.

i CC'TT T"N~><T
II

• • • 2

1

'~,l2:EK

Not
at
all

A. On top of the
world • • • • • •
0
B. V'ery lonely or
remote from other
people'? • • • • •
0
c. Particularly excited
or interested in
something? • • •
o
D. Depressed or
unhappy? •

• • •

F.. Pleased about

having accomplished something? • •
F • Pored?

• • • • •

onoe

-

I <7>_

Daily
Several
or
times
more

-

2

(8)

1

2

(9)_

1

2

0

1

2

0
0

1
1

2

1

2

1(13)_

1

2

I(14)

'
i

1

2

1(15)_

1

2

0

-

3

(10)

3

(11)_
(12)_

i

I

something without
• •

II

1

G. Proud because someone complimented
you on something
you had done? • •
0
B. So restless you
oouldn't sit long
in a chair? • • •
c
I. Vaguely uneasy aba.Jt
knolring why?

·,.LNPJ.~V

I

We are interested in the way people are feeling
these days. The following list describes some
of the ways people feel at different ttmes.
Please indicate how often you felt eacn 1tlay du:r:·ing the r s·r t-IEBK.
(Circle one number in each
ro~'r across
HOtV CF·j:r~l~ I..JlS·l'
I;ID YUU Iii"~]::~L"

DO NC'l'

J<16)_
I
i

Ii
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1

1e.ltins

~.11

DO NOT
;JRITM:

th1 !lf:?'S to;:;r;ether, ho\,'J 1-"0Uld. you 'Say

IN

th il1.("8 are these day·s--would you say you ~:re
very hap'Oy, pretty ha:p'!)y, or not too h~:>PY?
(Circle one number only)

THIS
COLUNN

Very happy • • • 1

(17)_

Pretty happy • • 2
Not toe ha.?PY • 3

6.

(19)_
(18)

What do you consider ·to :)e the }'rirc.a.ry Purpose
of this ma:cex·n1 ty horu.e ?

(20)

-

fcllo't'ring list describes several th1r.~¢s
people are sometimes concerned about. ?lease
indicate how often each thing was on your m1r.t.d
~sr :;;~i~i.K by circling one number in the row
across for each item listed.

1· The

A, r.r,oney or financial
debts
:a. Hy job • •• •• •• •• •• ••
c. A suecessful
:marr1a.ee

• • • •

•
D. 't.iforld cond1t1on.s •
E. Dee.th • • • • • • •
F. Ny health • • • • •
G. Ly relationship
't'Yith God • • •
•
E. hy family • • • •• •
I, Dating boys • •
•
J. School • • • • •• •
K. Ability to make or
1~eep friends
•
L. ty fn.ture goals• in •
life. •
•
M. f.Iy baby •• • •• •• •• ••
fr • Pacir.i€: people after
leaving here •
o. Other (specify) •• ••

Not at
all

Sometimes

Of' teD

0
0

1
1

2
2

0
0
0
0

1
1
1

2
2
2
2

1

II

0
0
0
0

1

2

i

1
1
1

2

1(21)_

&:;

2

I

0

1

2

0

1

0

1

2
2

0
0

1
1

2
2

...

I
I

I

I(22)
II

!

-
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8.

How often LAST WEEK did you have any of the
following thingsa (Circle one number in each
row across)
Not
at all
A. Dizziness • • •
B. General aches .
and pains • • •
c. Headaches • • •
D. Muscle twitches
or trembling •
E. Nervousness or
tenseness • • •
F. Rapid heart
beat • • • • •
G. Trouble getting
to sleep at
night • • • • •

9.

10.

1 or 2
times

Nearly
Several all the
times
time

0

1

2

3

0
0

1
1

2

2

J
J

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

J

0

1

2

J

0

1

2

How satisfied are you with the kind of work
are assigned to do in the maternity home?
(Please circle one number)
Very satisfied • • • • •
Somewhat satisfied • • •
Somewhat dissatisfied •
Very dissatisfied • • •

DO NOT

WRITE
IN
THIS

COLUMN

(23)

-

(24)_

you
1
2

I(25)_

J
4

How satisfied are you with your supervisor or
the person to whom you are responsible for your
assigned job? (Circle one number)
Very satisfied with her
(or him) • • • • • • • • 1
Somewhat satisfied • • • 2
Somewhat dissatisfied •
Very dissatisfied • • •

'

-

(26)

r
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11.

DO NOT
WRITE

Taking all things together, how do you feel
in general about the present job which is
assigned to you in the maternity home?
(Circle one number)
Very satisfied with it ••
Somewhat s~tisfied with it
Somewhat di.ssatisfied. with
Very dissatisfied with it

IN
THIS
COLUMN

• • • • 1
• • • • 2

it

(27)

. • :3

• • • • 4

I

-

(28)_

12.

~~at have you found most helpful to you at this
maternity home?

(29)

13.

What does "religion" mean to you?

(30)_

14.

In your opinion, which of the following do you
think is the worst thing a person might do?
(Circle only one number even. it you have a
difficult time deciding between two items)
To hate Negroes • • • • • • • • • 1
To have sex relations outside
of marriage • • • • • • • • • • • 2
Not to go to Church • • • • • • • 3
Not to pay a poor employee a
living wage • • • • • • • • • • • 4
To use poison gas on enemy
cities during war • • • • • • • • 5

(31}_

15.

16.

Up to now, how many full weeks have you been
staying at this maternity home? (Circle one
number only)
Less than two weeks • • • • • • • 1
From two to six weeks • • • • • • 2
From seven to twelve weeks • • • 3
Longer than twelve weeks • • • • 4
In what month of your pregnancy are you now?
(Circle one number only)
6th month or less • • • • • • • • 1
~th month • • • • • • • • • • • • 2
th month • •
• • •
• • • •
9th month • • •• • • • • •• •• • • •
overdue • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5
Post-partum • • • • • • • • • • • 6

a

-

<J2L

-

(3:3)
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17.

DO NOT
WRITE

Have you had any pregnancies before this
one? (Circle one n~~ber)

!N

THIS

Yes • • • • • • 1
No • • • • • • 2

CQLUMt-1

{34)
18.

19.

20.

21.

How would you describe your present relationship with your group-motheT at the maternity
home? (Circle one number)
Very close • • 1
Close • • • • • 2
Somewhat close. 3
Not close • • • 4
Distant • • • • 5
l~Tculd you descr1 be your present relationship with your social worker? (Circle one
nun=ber)
Very close • • 1
Close • • • • • 2
Some~rhat close • 3
Not close • • • 4
Distant • • • • 5

-

I (35)_

HO't'IT

In general, how do you feel that most people
(Circle on~
number)
They seem to like me very much • • 1
They like me pretty much • • • • • 2
They like me somel'rhat • • • • • • • 3
They don't like me too much • • • • l¥
They don't like me at all • • • • • 5

,{36)

in the maternity heme like you'?

you feel that you are really a par·t of the
group of girls in the maternity horne?
(Circle one number)
I feel really a part or the group • 1
I feel included 1n the group in
most ways • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2
I feel includ.ed. in some -ways,
not in others • • • • • • • • • • • J
I don't feel I ree.lly belong • • • 4

Do

I (37)_

I
I
I

I
I
1

I

I

<38 >
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22.

DO NOT

.A:re both your pA.rents eltve o.nd livinr. together
at the present time? (Circle only one number
and fill in any blanks in that statement)
Yes, both parents are alive and living
together at the present time • • • • • • •
No, my father died l'-rhen :r 'tlras _years
old and my moth.cqr didn't remArrY • • • • •
No, my father died when I was _
years
old and my motner did remarry • • • • • •
No, my :mothe-r died when I was _:rears
old and my father didn't remarry • • • • •
l.Yo, my mother died when I was _
years
old ~nd my father did remarry • • • • • •
No, my parents were d1 vorced or separated
ill'hen I was
years old and I 11 Ve
't"71th

-

••••••

No, both my parents died ~hen I was
years old and I live 't'lith

2).

-------

WRITE
, IN
. THIS

1
2

3

(39)_

4

5
6

• • 7

Were your pnrents born in the Unite-d States or 1n
another country? (Circle only one number and fill
in any blank in that statement)

Both parents were born in the United
States • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1
Both parents were born in another
country (where? ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2
one parent was born in the Untted. States
a.nd the other parent 1-ras born 1n another
country (where?) • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3
24.

coumN

\\1hat do you consider your main natior12:.litY" h0..ekground (other than American)?

--------------------------------------------QUESTIONS 25 TO 32 REFER TO QUQ:S'l,ICNS ABCUT yoUR PARENTS.'
IF YOUR MOTHER OR FATHER IS DECEASZD AND YCU a:~'\.VE A
STEP£40THER OR STEPFATHBH TiiEN A:NS:mR r.CH'2 FCLLO~'>~I~G
QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR S'I'EPPAREN'r. BUT IF ONE o:S BOTH
OF YOUR PARENTS ARE DEC'SASgo AND YOU DOl~'T F..A"J"ff. A
STEPPARENT, THEN ANSWSR. THB QUESTIONS ABOUT yotffi DECILASED PARENTs

(40)_

7>t r:((l'

:; 5.

Pten~e !nd:tcnte the ht:-r:.est !·r·~df: ~.n sc.bcr;.l
'h'h1eh ,Y cur ;~ether r.:;r;d ~r(~~.i:t:" f~~th~r h8V~ COr:! ...
plet~d by c1ro11nt;; only one rumber und.er

en~

..,?ather'' and

I!c~
T~:·Is

number under urothern.
;~ather

'\other

Grad.~ or l~ss • • • • • • • •
:3ome h1gh schoo 1 • • • • • • • •

1

1

"

2

:'iraduated frorr hirr:h sohool

• • •

)

So:n.e eolleg:A • • • • • • • • • •
Graduated frorr ooller;e or tHore •

4
5

8th

26.

(.J;:tJ".r?

\vh..r.tt 1s (or
rather?

'11-T!iS)

(42)

~

5

the main occupation c·f your

(4))

------------------------------

2?.

To -sme.t rel1g1ous denom1mt1on do your paren.ts
belong'/ (Circle one number only)
~th n:.:other and father e.re
Catho11o • • • • • • • • • • • • l
Beth mother and father are

Protestant

• • • • • • • • • • •

1

(44)_

I

I
I (4.5)

cne parflltnt 1s Catholic n:nd the

other is l"rotestn.nt • • • • • • •
ether (speo1f~t)
• •

28.

About how often d(~S {cr (!d) :lour mother and
father attend ehuroh, a.r.d if Cathct1c a.bout hou
otten did they rt'lh~IJ\1Yt~ CO!:Z':n:m!.or:.'? (Flense circle one number in et.~eh ro·,.; noross which reft-.:;rs
to their religion; note that there are tt1o 1 tems
to o1role for each Catholic parent)
'weekly 2- J
:.':nee r.l Fevr times
or
times
month ~ year
more

If father is
Ca.tho11e, attends r.."huroh
It father 1s
Cathol1e. reee1ves Canmurlor~
If mother 1s
Catholic, attends Church
If mother 1s
catholic, receives ~union

or less

a month

{;,

('

1

4

2

1

4

2

1

4

":!
~'

(46)

(47)

4

2

1

-
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DO NOT

·~v-eekly

or
more
If father is
Protestant, attends Church
If rr:other is
Protestant, attends Church

29.

How

~'i'ould

woulCI. yen

2-3

Onee

a month

month

times

a

Few times
a year
or less

,..,

!~,

3

K.

1

4

3

2

1

pa:I'ent~ • marri,s:re-tt is (or ~ras) (C1rele one number)
Extremely happy • • • 1
IIapp1er than average • 2

(48)

-

(49)

-

;vou describe your

• • •

3

Not too hFJ."PP3'" • • • •

4

AveraE}9 •

• • •

I

Do your parents ltno~1 about your present pregnancy?
(Circle only one number)

~

No, both pat"ents a.re unavare of it • • • • • • 1
Yes, both parents 1n10i'7 and are helping me • • 2
Yes, both parents know but are not helping me • .3
Yes, both parents know but orly one parent
is helping me • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Yes, only one of

my parents know~ Pnd 1~

helping me • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Yes, one of my parents knows but is not
helping me • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Other {specify)
.31.

WRITE
IN
THIS
COLUMN

• .. 4

I

I

i<.So)_
!
1

• • .5

.,

• • 6

Have e 1 ther one or both of your pare11tG, or anotlr-,e:;:o
member of your fa'TI1ly been itl.tervi~wod. or counseled
by your social \-mrker? (Circle one frl.JJ!Iber)
No • • • • • • • • • 1
ur1oe • • • • • • • • 2

·Twice

• • • • • • • J

Several tildes

• • • h

(51)_

DO NOT

33·

;4.

Have either one or both of your parents, or another
member of your family attended a group counseling
session at the maternity home? (Circle one number)
No • • • • • • • 1
Once • • • • • • 2
Twice • • • • • 3
Several times • 4
Has the father of your baby been interviewed or
counseled by your social worker? (Circle one
number)
No • • • • • • •
Once • • • • • •
Twice • • • • •
Several times •

)6.

WRITE
IN

THIS

COLUMN

(52)_

1
2

3

4

(53)_

How does the father of your baby regard the fact
that you are pregnant? (Circle one number)
He does not know about my pregnancy • • • •
He denies he is the father of my baby • • •
He admits he is the father and is concerned
He admits he is the father and is
unconcerned • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Other (specify)

35.

are your future plans
of your baby? (Circle one
I plan never to see him
I plan to just continue
I plan to marry him • •
Other (specify)

~bat

I
I
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J2.

I!

• l
• 2
• 3

I
1(54)

-

• 4

5

in regard to the father
number)
again • • • • • • • • 1
dating him • • • • • 2
• • • • • • • • • • • 3

4

What are your plans for your baby? (Circle only
one number)
Keep baby • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1
Adoption • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2
Other (specify) - - - - - - - - - 3

(55)_

! (.56)

2o4
37·

Where did you {"et most of your informs"tion about
sex and reproduction? (Circle only one number)
I1other or father • • • • • • • • 1
Brother or sister • • • • • • • 2
School classes • • • • • • • • • 3
Other girls or boys • • • • • • 4
Readir...g • • • • • • • • • • • • 5
Movies or T.V. • • • • • • • • • 6
Other (specify)
7

How much information on the following topics related to atx and reproduction did you know about
.-o.-NE..._.YE;;.;J::..~'ARF-~A;;;;;G.....
O? (Circle one number in each row
acrossrNone Some Much
Z~enstruation •
0
2
l
• • • • • • •
w~ere babies come from •
0
1
2
• •
Sexual intercourse • • • • •
0
2
1
Venereal disease • • • • • •
0
2
1
Contraceptives • • • • • • •
0
1
2
Orgasm • • • • • • • • • • •
0
1
2
!llasturbation • • • • • • • •
0
l
2
Pleasure of sexual relations
0
2
l
Difficulty of controlling
0
2
1
sexual desires • • • • • • •
0
1
2

DO ~:OT
WRIT'S

r r,;,,

THIS
COLUl'iN

(57)_

-

39.

(59)_

What is the htshest grade in school which you have
completed? (Circle one number)
8th grade or less • • • • • •
Some high school • • • • • • •
Graduated from high school • •
Some college • • • • • • • • •
Graduated from college or more

o.

(58)_

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

1

2

J

4

(60)

-

(61)

-

5

What kind of schools did you attend for this
education? (Circle one number only)
All Catholic schools • • • • • • • • • • • 1
Some Catholic and some public schools • • 2
All public schools • • • • • • • • • • • • J
Other (specify)

------------4

I')C'·5
·... '".

D'J FO:.'T

4·1.

\11?.t l'ta~ yo1.tr rn~.1n oooupa.tior; before you beeatne

p:r.egneJ-.t?

(Circle one

~.u~her)

Student • • • • • •
Job (specify NhPt)
Other (specj.fy)

42.

•

• • •

44.

4;.

46.

IN

• • • • • • 1

2

J

What is the size of the to1rn or. o1ty from
you come? (Circle one number.)
A farm or a ranch • • • •
• •
A small town • • • • • • • • • • •
A small to medium size city • • • •
A large city (over 500,000) • • • •
A suburb of a large city • • • • •

.

4·J.,

l·;!=tr·r;s

How far is your family's residence from.
maternity home? (Circle one)
It is 't'Ji thin 5C miles • • • • • •
It is between 50 and 100 miles •
It is farther than 100 miles • •

(62)

'l'h1oh

1

• • 1
• • 2

• • J
• • 4
• • 5

(63)

this
• • • 1
• • • 2
• • • J

To ~rh1ch racial group do you belong? (Circle
one nunbe:r)
~~ite
••••••• 1
Negro • • • • • • • 2
Oriental • • • • • • 3
To which religious denomination do you belong?
(Circle one number)
Catholic • • • • • • 1
Protestant • • • • • 2
Jew • • • • • • • • 3
Other (specify)
-4
Indicate how often, if at all, you did any of the
folloitrlng religious practices about ON'S mAR AGO.
(Circle one number in each row across according
to your religion; if Catholic, note that there
are numbers to circle for two items)
Weekly 2-.3 timef.; Once a
Few times a
or l!l.9l.'e a month month
Year or less
If Catholic,
attended Church 4
.3
2
1

(64)

-

(65)

-

(66)

-

(67)

-
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DO NOT

vraiTE
Weekly 2-3
Once
or
times
a
more
a mCI'lth month

47.

4

2

1

It Protestant,
attended Church

4

2

l

(68)

It other religion,
attended Church

4

2

1

(69)

3

What is your present marital status?
number)

(Circle one

!

(70)

What is your relation to any brothers or sisters
1n your family? (Circle one)
I'm an only child • • • • • • • •
I'm the oldest ot the children 1n
our family • • • • • • • • • • •
I'm the youngest of the children
in our family • • • • • • • • • •
I'm in between the oldest and the
youngest ot the children • • • •

49.

THIS
COLUMN

If Catholic, received Communion

Single (never married) • 1
Other (specify) • • • • 2

48.

Il?

Pet>T

times
a yea.r
or less

• • •• 1
• • • • 2
• • • • 3

( 71)

• • • • 4

In which or the following age groups are you?
(Circle only one number)
15 years old or younger
16-17 years old • • • •
18 to 20 years old • •
21 to 24 years old • •
25 to JO years old • •
31 years old or older •

• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •

• • • • •

• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •

1

• • 2
• • J
• • 4
• • 5
• • 6

: (72)_
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50.

c l't2f.t ::.ertHm

your present

::.:r..1ul~.

yen

r:::-:t ""'?.!'1t tel lrn•);-.? ~~tout
1nclud1ng someone ~o

rr~czt

pre~nancy,

T

m1ght know but you wish he or she didn't kllOw?

(Indicate their relationship to you, not their
neighbors, father, aunt,
teacher, employer. eta.)

name, for e:xamplt:n

(73)
.51.

i1lhat

improvements would you suggeat 1n tn1a

maternity home which could be of benet1 t to girls
who will be coming here in the tuture?

(74)_
(75)_

1(?6)_
(77)_

APPENDIX II
SOURCES OF QUESTIONS USED ON QUESTIONNAIRE
TO UNMARRIED MOTHERS

1.

This is an index of 12 items which is intended to measure

the degree to which the respondent has participated in the
social environment outside the institution of the maternity
home.

This is related to the hypothesis that a higher degree

of social participation will be associated with more positive
feelings and indirectly to a higher degree of mental health.
The question is confined to asking how often the respondent
did any of these things "last weekh since the questionnaire
is limited to measuring her degree of mental health at a point
in time in her current life situation.

The items are adapted

from the social participation index in the Bradburn study.
2.

This question seeks to determine if there is a difference

1n the degree of adjustment between those respondents who have
had casework counseling within the
have not.

la~t

two weeks and those who

It 1s judged by the writer that for most girls this

ind1 vidual counseling at least b1.-weekly is d.es1rab1e as an
integral part of the rehabilat1ve program of the maternity home.
208
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Responses to this question may (Will) also be used to determine the frequency of counseling among the unwed mothers in
the six maternity homes.

J.

This question which asks if the respondent has attended

group therapy during the last week is based on the theory
that this is necessary for the adjustment of the residents to
group living in a therapeutic group milieu in the maternity
home.
4.

This is a nine item index designed to measure the respond-

ent's subjective feeling states which are conceptualized as
having positive and negative poles.

The items are those used

in the Bradburn study and they were chosen to represent a wide
range of pleasurable and unpleasurable experiences.

The inter-

correlations show that the items tend to form two clusters of
positive and negative feelings, and on this basis two indices
were constructeds

items A.

c.

E. and G. forming the positive

feelings index, and items B. D. F. H. and I. forming the negative feelings 1nd.ex.

The scores on these indices will be cor-

related with the self-reports on happiness, within the oonoeptual
framework of the balance of positive and negative feelings as
leading to degrees of mental health or happiness.

Ths hypoth-

esis is that girls who score high on positive feelings and low
on negative feelings w111 report a high level of happiness.

210

5.

The response to this question will be taken as a partial

indicator of mental health variable in the study, according
to the technique used in the Bradburn study.

The response

to this question -- •very happy, " •prett:" happy, " or •not too
happy,"-- is taken as the respondent's own estinate of her
general level of psychological well-being at this time.

This

question is also used 1n the study, Am.er1eans View Their 1\1ental
Health by Gur1n, Veroff and Feld., 1960.

6.

The unwed mother's idea of the purpose of a maternity home

will be compared to the stated purpose of a Catholic maternity
home in the proposed standards for Catholic maternity homes,
and also to the responses from a research study in which the
administrators of forty-two Catholic maternity homes were asked
this same question.

The word "Catholic" preceding "maternity

home" was omitted after studying the results of the pre-test
responses so as not to emphasize the spiritual role of the
maternity home and thereby bias the answer.

It 1s felt by the

writer that a girl's adjustment in the maternity home and response to the treatment services is influenced by her image of
the maternity home as only a place for seclusion, or also as a
rehabil1tat1on center.

7.

This quest1on is a

~worry•

check list consisting of common

areas of worry used in the Bradburn study and in several other

211

mental health studies, plus some 1 tems tih1eh are of concern
to unv-:-ad

in a maternity home ar, d.eteru;i:ned

1~others

by

items

which were t:-ritte:n 1n 11nder "other" in the pre-test questionnaire and. mentioned

by

some of the unwed mothers in the dis-

cussion following the administering
on items checked

~was

or

the

Scores

pre-te~t.

on my mind often last week" will be re-

lated to levels or happiness with the
ents reporting a greater number of

e~eetation

~orry

that respond-

often" items will be

less happy.

s.

This is a check-list of anxiety symptoms derived from and

used in the Gurin and Bradburn mental health studies.

The list

was submitted to the nurse in the maternity home who confirmed
the fact that these items would also be indicative of anxiety

for pregnant women.

Scores will

be

related to level of mental

health to test the hypothesis that respondents who report many
anxiety symptoms will report a lower level of mental health.
9·11.

These questions compose the job satisfaction index,

adapted from the Bradburn study, t•eferring to the job wh1oh

the girl has while residing in the maternity home.

SCores will

be related

to her degree of mental healt:h with the expectation

that those

h1~h

of happiness.

in job satisfaction will report a high level
A further correlation could be ruade to determine

if the kind of work o:r the supervisor of the nark is more

212

strongly related to the general assessment of job satisfaction.
The

respor~se

fi'Offi

question 10 could also be related to the re-

spondent's level of mental health to determine if her relationship with her job supervisor is significa.nt in her happiness

in the maternity home milieu.
12.

Responses to this question will be ot value to the mater-

nity home staff in obtaining the residents• view of what aspect

of the home or program seems most helptul to them, as compared
to what the start believes shou1d be most beneficial to the

girls and in relation to the theory of therapeutic group milieu.

13.

The unwed mother's present concept or ••religion" 1>1111 be

helpful to the administrator and starr in evaluating the

s~irit

ua.l prop:ram ot the home. a.nd understanding her attitudes

to~ra.rd

organized. relip;ior.,

14.

~roup

prayer, e..nd so fcrth.

The purpose ot this question is to seek to determine how

the un:tred mother judges her out-ot-wed.look pregnancy as a moral

transtsress1on in relation to other kinds of mort'tl offenses such
as against
pract1oes.

or~nized

religion, social ;1ust1ee, e,nd ...!art1me

Also. a correlation eou1.d be t'IMe bto!tween those

respond that the "rorst

thi~~

ra

ner~or.

m'ght d.c

t~

"to

rela.t1o:ns outside mArriage" e.nd the leV'e"l of n1entttcl

SUggesting that this response may indicate deep

~.ave

he~lth,

~11t

which

~rho

sex
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would influence her mental health.

Responses to this question

may be compared to the results of a study on moral values among
college students by Rettig in 1960, in which he found that moral
values of social Justice, wartime practices, and economics were
more severely judged than those of sex or organized religion by
young people, while older people tended to judge offenses against sex and organized religion more harshly.

15. This item was included because it was felt that girls who
have been in the maternity home environment less than two weeks
would not adequately reflect possible benefits of its environment or services.

Also, the various lengths of time which the

girls have resided in the home may be a factor in increasing or
decreasing the level of mental health.
16.

This item was included to see if there was a difference in

the responses of those respondents who were overdue, with the
possibility that this may produce increased negative feelings.

17. The purpose of this question was to obtain an indication
that the admission policy of the maternity home, which has no
restrictions against unwed mothers who have been previously
pregnant, is being carried out.
18-19.

These items were included to measure the felt relation-

ship of the respondent to her social worker and to the group

214
mother as the two key staff members in the maternity home in
order to test the hypothesis that those reporting a "close"
relationship will report a higher level ot mental health, in
relation to the theory that the patient must feel free to communicate her real feelings to the staff to achieve therapeutic
milieu.
20.

This item was included as an indication of the degree ot

acceptance which the respondent feels from most of the people
in the maternity home, which is an element related to her adjustment and social interaction while there.

;I

I

21.

The purpose of this question was to measure the respond-

ent's feeling ot inclusion in the group of residents and the
cohesiveness of the group, according to the group milieu theory,
with the hypothesis that those who feel they are a real part
of the group will report a higher degree ot happiness than those
who feel they aren't included or don't belong to the group.
22.

This item was included to describe the family background

ot the population ot unmarried mothers in terms ot unbroken
homes, homes broken by death, and homes broken by divorce or
separation.

These three categories might also be related to

levels ot happiness.

The form of the question was adapted trom

the research study on

Unma;r~ed

Mothers by Clark E. Vincent.
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2J.

This question was asked to determine if the respondent

was the first generation of the family to be born in the
United States, with reference to the theory of culture conflict, social mores, and social adjustment.
24.

This item is to determine the ethnic origin with which

the respondent identifies herself for a description of the
population.

This could also be related to question 30, on

the parents• attitude toward the respondent's pregnancy in
view of the theory that ethnic groups differ in their attitudes toward sexual mores.

25-26.

These items were included as an indication of the

socio-economic status of the respondent's parents.

In the

Bradburn study, those of a higher socio-economic status report
being more
27-28.

happy than those from a lower status.

These items were included to determine the degree of

religiousness in the home of the respondent according to religious preference and religious practices of her parents.
This will

be

used as a descriptive characteristic or the popu-

lation.
29.

This item was included to determine the degree of happi-

ness in home atmosphere of the respondent, and in determining
how the respondent views her parents• marriage within the

216

framework of her present condition of pregnancy out-of-wedlock.
This item was used in Vincent's study on Unmarried
J0-32.

Moth~rs.

The purpose ot these items was to test the hypothesis

that unmarried mothers whose parent(s) or other family member
supported her and were involved in social casework or group
counseling services would report a higher level ot happiness
than those whose parent(s) were not supporting them nor involved in the counseling program.

JJ.

This item l':a.s included to determine the extent to which

the alleged father was involved 1n the counseling program of
the maternity home and if this is related to the mental health
level of the unmarried mother.
J4.

The purpose of this question was to test the hypothesis

that unwed mothers to whom the alleged father denies paternity,
or admits it but is unconcerned, or unwed mothers who did not
intorm the alleged father of the pregnancy, will report a lower
degree of mental health.

35.

The purpose ot this item was to determine what type or

relationship the unmarried mother would like to have in the
tuture with the alleged father, and to test the hypothesis that
those unmarried mothers who plan to marry the alleged father
will report a higher level of happiness.

217

36.

The purpose of this question was to discover how many

girls actually plan to keep their baby.

37.

This item was included to obtain general

1n~ormation

of

the source from which these unmarried mothers received most
of their information on sex and reproduction, with the expectation that 1t was not from mother or father.

This item

was adapted from Vincent's study on Unmarried Mothers.
38.

This item was included to test the hypothesis that girls

who report having a greater knowledge of sex and reproduction
before becoming pregnant will report a lower degree of mental
health.

The items on this index were adapted from Vincent's

study on Upmarried Mother!.

39.

The purpose of this item was to test the hypothesis that

unmarried mothers who have completed more years of education
will report being leas happy, which would differ from the
Bradburn study and other mental health studies in which it has
been found that persona ot a higher educational level tend to
be more happy.

4o.

~1is

item was included to determine what percentage ot the

girls in the maternity homes attended all Catholic schools, with
the expectation that this grouping would tend to be leas happy
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because of the usual stress on sex morals in Catholic schools.
This hypothesis was actuated from the research study by Greeley
and Rossi on
41.

~e

Education ot

Oathol~c

Americans.

The purpose of this question was to determine the dis-

tribution of occupations among the unmarried mothers.
42-43.

This item was included to compare the distribution of

each home as to the type of community from which the girls come
and its distance from the maternity home for this may influence
the girl's adjustment 1n a group living situation.

Also, the

distance of the family's residence trom the maternity home is
significant in attempting to involve the family tn the counsel•
ing program of the home and in their visiting the girl.
44-49.

These items were included to obtain a distribution of

the race, religious preference, marital status, sibling relationship and age groupings to describe the resident population
of each home.

Item 49, asking the age ,of the respondent, can

be compared to the statement in Leontine Young's book, out of
Wedlock, that older unwed mothers tend to be more disturbed.
46.

'fl1e purpose of this item was to test the hypothesis that

girls who score high in religiosity according to religious
practices of one year ago, will report a lower degree of mental
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he8lth in

pereon i·'iho

v1~w

of the e,ssumptior; that a more religious

trnns~?;rasses

guilt and anxiety.

sex rmrms

~'Till

exper1ence more

The form of this question waa adapted

from the Greeley and Rossi study on the

Egu~~tion

qt catholic

AP1f!£1oans •

50.

'!"his 1 tem l.ras 1nclud,ed to d.eterm1ne which person in

he1· soo1a.l world the respondent felt would most disapProve

of her for being pregnant out-of-wedlock, since one reason

girls come to a maternity home is to keep their pregnancy
secret from others.
,51.

The purpose

or

this 1 tem was to ellable the Ultmarried

mothers ir1 the freedom or this anonymous questionnaire to
suggest improvements in the maternity home which may be bene-

ficial to the staff and administration.

APPENDIX III
CODING AND SCOBING PROCEDURES POR
QUESTIONNAIRE TO UNMARRIED
MO'l'HERS

Col. 1.

Des1gns,tee maternity home:
(1) San Francisco; (2) Kansas City;
(3) Austin; (4) Mobile; (5) Chicago;
( 6) New Orleans

Col. 2. & 3.

Omit (were intendec!. to number eaoh
questionnaire)

Col. 4.

Social Participation Index•
Total score on number ~r time$ respond~nt
participated in the outside environment&
{1) 0-5 times; (2) 6-? times; (3) 8-9;
(4) 10-11; (5) 12-1); (6) 14-15; (7) 16-17;
(B) 18-19; (9) 20-21; (10) or (0) 2?-23;
(11) or (X) 24-26

Col. 5.

'Breakdown of total score as indicated in
Col. 4, into categories of high, medium,
and low in social parti.o1pat1on in the environments (1) Low, 4-9 !>ointe; {?.) Medium,
10-15 points; ()) High, 16-26 points

Col. 6.

Col. 7.

Individual counseling with social ""orker

within last two weekss

(1) Yes; (2) No

Attended group therapy last weeks
(1) Yes;

(2) No
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Col. 8.

How often last week respondent felt •on top of
the world"s (0) Not at all; (1) Once; (2) Several times; (3) Daily or more

Col. 9.

How often last week respondent felt •very lonely
or remote from other people"s (0) Not at all;
(1) once; (2) Several times; (J) Daily or more

Col. 10.

How often last week respondent felt "Particularly excited or interested in something"s
(0) Not at all; (1) Once; (2) Several times;
(J) Daily or more

Col. 11.

How often last week respondent felt "Depressed
or unhappy•s (0) Not at all; (1} Once; (2) Several times; (3) Daily or more

Col. 12.

How often last week respondent felt "Pleased
about having accomplished something•s (0) Not
at all; (1) Once; (2) Several times; (3) DailY
or more

Col. 13.

How often last week respondent tel t "Bored • s
to) Not at all; (1) Once; (2) Several times;
(.)) Daily or more

Col. 14.

How often last w.ek respondent felt "Proud
because someone complimented you on something
you had done•s (0) Not at all; (1) Once;
(2) Several times; (3) Dally or more

Col. 15.

Bow many times last week respondent felt •ao
restless you couldn't s1t long 1n a chair"•
(0) Not at all; (1) Once; (2) Several times;
(3) Daily or more

Col. 16.

How often last week respondent felt •vaguely
uneasy about something without knowing why•$
(0) Not at all; (1) Onoe; (2) Several times;
(3) Daily or more
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Col. 17.

Total score ot hpositive feelings,* that is,
columns 8, 10, 12 and 14, subdivided into
high, medium and low positive feelings$
(1) Low, o-2 points; (2) Medium, 3-7 points;
(3) High, 8-12 points

Col. 18.

Total score ot negative feelings, that is,
columns 9, 11, 13, lS.and 16, subdivided
into high, medium and low negative tee11ngsJ
(1) Low, 1-4 points; (2) Medium, 5-10 points;
(3) High, 11-15 points

Col. 19.

Belt-report ot degree ot happiness• (1) Ve17
happy; (2) Pretty happy; (3) Not too happy

Col. 20.

Primary purpose ot this maternity homes
(1) Responses referring 2.n1x. to one ot the
tormer goals ot maternit~mes, ass a place
tor protection, seclusion or shelter; tor
physical or medical care during pregnancy;
tor moral rehabilitation so •it won't happen
again•; tor religious instruction; to learn
work skills or to work to earn money to pay
tor maternity expenses; to make a plan tor
the baby, respo!Jdent not mentioning planning
tor heraelt; to enable her to •get through•
this pregnancy; to keep her mind ott her
problems by keeping busy
(2) Responses which refer to one or more ot
the present goals ot maternity homes, ass
to become a better adjusted person; to plan
tor my tuture lite; to be with other girls
in a group living experience; to meet more than
just the physical needs ot the girl, as her religious, emotional, educational needs; to gain
self-respect; to help solve personal problems;
to have protessional services such as counseling, group therapy; to realize and acoept the
tact that she 1s pregnant out-ot-wedlook
(3) Responses which were positive but general
and not able to be oategorlzed as referring
to either the former or the present goals ot

22.3
maternity homes, alu to help the girls; to
adjust to pregnancy; to take care of the
girls

(4) Others

"Not throw religion at you"

Col. 21.

Worries indexs Total score of items worried
about "otten• during past weeks (1) o-1 points;
(2) 2 points; (:3) :3; (4) 4; (5) 5; (6) 6; (7) 7;
(8) 8; (9) 9; (10) or (0) 10; (11) or (X) 11;
(12) or (R) 12-14 points

Col. 22.

Total score ot items worried about "otten" as
in Col. 21, subdivided into categories of high,
medium and lows (l) tow, 0-4 points; (2) Medium,
5-7 points; (J) High, 8-14 points

Col. 2).

Anxiety indexs Total score on the number of
anxiety symptoms respondent indicated she had
experieneed during the past weeks (1) 1 symptom;
(2) 2 symptoms; ()) ); (4) 4; (5) 5; (6) 6; (?) 7

Col. 24.

Total score ot anxiety symptoms indicated in
Col. 2), subdivided into categories ot high,
medium and lows (1) Low, o-2 symptoms; (2) Medium,
J-5 symptoms; ()) High, 6-7 symptoms

Col. 25.

Satisfaction with kind of works
Question 9.

Col. 26.

Satisfaction with supervisor ot jobs
Question 10.

Col. 27.

Satistaetion with job in generals
Question 11.

1-4 as in

1-4 as in

1-4 as in
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Col. 28.

Job satisfaction indexJ Total scores from
Questions 9, 10 and 11, subdivided into
categories ot high, medium and lows (1) Low,
1-12 points; (2) Medium, 4-6 points; (3) High,
3 points

Col. 29.

What has been most helptul 1n the maternity
homes (it several items were mentioned, the
first one was t~~en as the response)
(1) Staff member(s); (2) Being with and
talking with the other unwed mothers; (3) The
understanding, accepting, helptul and secure
atmosphere 1n the home, with no speo1t1o
mention of the start or the girls; (4) Spiritual benefits; (5) Learning about physical
care during pregnancy; (6) The work or activities to keep busy; (7) Social services of
counseli~, group therapy; (8) Pound nothing
helpful; (9) All others

Col. 30.

What "rel1gion\'l means to respondents
(l) Speo1tioall;v mentioned word "God" and
indicated a positive, personal relationship
and communication with God; (2) Specif1oally
mentioned the word "God" but did not indicate
a personal relationship with God; (3) No mention of the word "God" but post ti ve concepts
as faith, values, a way of lite, a help through
problema; (4) Negative concept ass religion
means nothing, doubt that a God exists, God
isn't in my life

Col. 31.

Worst thing a person might dos
Question 14.

Col. 32.

Length of residence 1n maternity homes
l-4 as 1n Question 15.

Pol. )) •

Month ot pregnancy •

Col. )4.

Arrr previous pregnanoless

l-5 as in

1-6 as in Question 16.
(l) Yes; (2) No

22.5

Col.

35. Relationship with group-mother• 1-5 as in
Question 18.

Col. 36.

Relationship with social worker•
Question 19.

Col. 37.

How people in maternity home seem to like
respondent• 1-5 as ill Question 20.

Col. 38.

Feeling of

Col. 39.

Respondent's home s1tue.t1onr (1) Unbrolten
home, both parents alive and living together;
(2) Home broken by death of one or both parents; (3) Home broken by divorce or separation

Col.

~TOUP

memberships

1-5 as in

(1) High;

(2) t-led.1um; (3) and (4) Low

4o. Birthplace of paren.ts r

(1) Both parents in

United. States; {2) Both pe.rents 1n another

country; (3) One parent in United States and
one parent in another country

Col. 41.

Respondent's main ethn1oitys (1f several
ethnic groups were mentioned, the ftrst one
listed was taken as the response)
(1) Anglo-Saxons English, Canadian, Australian,
Scottish; (2) French or French-Canadian; (3)
Atrioan or Asian; (4) Germa.n, Dutch, Austrian;
(5) Irish; (6) Slav& Polisht Lithuania~
Bohemian, Czech, Russ1an1 (11 Italian; (8)
Spanish or H1spanio-Amer1oan; Mexican, Central
American, South American, Puerto Rican; (9)
Scandinavian; (O) All others

Col. 42.

Education ot respondent's father, highest
grade in school oompletedl 1·5 as in Question

25.

Col. 43.

Occupation of respondent's father• {1) Professional, technical; (2) Business manager, ottioial;
()) Ott1oe, sales; (4) Skilled trades; (5) Semiskilled and unskilled labor; (6) Service worker;
(7) Military service; (8) Not employed
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Col. 41}.

Socio-economic class of respondent's family
of origin, according to father's education
and occupations (l) Low, all others; (2)
High, education; graduate of high school
or more, and white-collar occupation as indicated in Col. 4; by codes, (1) Protess1onal,
technical; (2) Business manager, official; or
(3) Office, sales

Col. 45.

Religious preference of both parents~
(1) Both parents Catholic; (2) loth parents
Protestant; (j) One parent Cathmlio and the
other Protestant; (4) one parent Catholic
and the other no religion; (5) One parent
Protestant and the other no religion; (6)
Both parents no religion

Col. 46.

Catholic religiosity in family or Catholic
respondentss (4) High, both parents Catholic,
both attend Church weekly, and at least one
pttrent receive!! Communion ,ATeekly; C:'H High•
mediu~, both parents Catholic, both attend
Church weekly, but neither reoe1Tes Communion
weekly; (2) Low-medium, only one parent Catholic
and attends Church weekly; (1) Low, all others

Col. 47.

Protestant religiosity in family of Protestant
respondents• (4) High, both parents Protestant,
bot.h attend Church at least 2-:3 times a month;
( 3) High-medium, both parents Protestant, both
attend Church once a month; (2) Low-medium, one
parent Protestant, attends Church at least once
a month; (l) Low, all others

Col. 48.

Relig1os1 ty in family of respondents who claim
no religious preferences (4) High, both parents
attend Churoh at least 2-3 times a month; (j)
High-medium, both parents attend Church onoe a
month; ( 2) Low-medium, one ·>parent attends Church
once a month; (1) Low, all others

Col. 49.

Description or parents• happiness•
Question 29.

l-4 as in
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Col • .5V.

l'a:rents' help to respo11dent:
Question JO.

Col. 51.

Family counseled by social workers
in Question )1.

Col. 52.

1-6 as i:n

Family attended group therapys

Question )2.

1-4 as

1-4 as in

Col. 53.

Alleged

Col. 54.

Attitude of alleged father toward respondent#
(1) Trl18"m::tre of her pregn!':l.rcy; (~) Denies he is
ff•.t'ber of her baby; (3) Admits he is father, is
concerned; (4) Admits he 1s father, is unconcerned

Col. 55.

Future plans regard.ir.g s.lleP,:ed father•

fathE~r

eounseled t

1-4 e.s in Question )).

(1) Never see him again; (25 contim~~ dat1r~

h tm only;

C3)

Mo.rry him; (!f.) Keep a friend-

ship relationship; (5) Don't know; (6) Other,
he is deeeased, will get a divorce
Col. 56.

Plans for babyt
(:3) Undeoided

Col. 57.

Main source of sex information•

Col.

S8.

Question 37.

(1) Keep baby; (2) Adoption;
l-6 as in

Index on amount ot sex informations Total score
from amount ot ir..tormat1on respondent 1n.d1oated
she knew on the nine items listed, giving 0
points for ttNo" information, 1 point tor "Some"
and 2 points tor *'Much" 1ntormat1ons (1) 1-2

points; (2) 3-4 points; ()) 5-6; (4) 7-8; (5)
9-10; (6) ll-12; (7) 13-14; (8) 15-16; (9) 17-18
Col. 59.

Total soore on amount ot sex information reported
in Col. 58 subdivided into categories of high,
med.!um and loti'S (l) Low, 1-7 points; (2) f1ed1um,
8-14 points; ()) High, 15-18 points
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Col. 6o.

Education of respondent, highest grade completeds
1-5 as 1n Question 39.

Col. 61.

Kind of schools attended by respondents
in Question 4o.

Col. 62.

Main occupation of respondents (1) Student;
(2) Professional, technical; (J) Office, sales;
(4) Skilled trades; (5) Semi-skilled and unskilled labor; (6) Service worker; (7) Unemployed

Col. 6).

Description of respondent's home communitys
1-5 aa 1n Question 42.

Col. 64.

Distance of family residence from maternity homes
1-J as 1n Question 43.

Col. 65.

Racial identification:.

Col. 66.

Respondent•s religious preference:
Question 45.

Col. 67.

Religiosity of
weekly Church,
weekly Church,
less; (2) Low,

Col. 68.

Religiosity of Protestant respondentss (4) Hi~h,
ehurch attended at least 2-3 times a month; (J)
Medium, attended Church once a month; (2) Low,
attended Church few times a year or less

Col. 69.

Religiosity of respondents claiming no religions
(4) High, attended Church at least 2-3 times a
month; (3) Medium, attended Church once a month;
{2) Low, attended Church few times a year or
less

1-3

1·3 as

as in Question

44.

1-J as in

Catholic respondentsr (4) High,
weekly Communion; {3) Medium,
Communion 2-3 times a month or
all others

t:~"'9·
t: ..

Gol. 70.

}.9-ri tf",1 status: (1) Dingle. never urried;
{c} U1vorc•d or separated; (3) 1rarrie4

Col. 71.

Rt!Uf'POndent • s rank among s1bl1r4.!;S 1:n tam11YI
1-~

as in Question 48 •

Ccl. 7'2.

.A.p:e

or

Col. 7).

respondent'

1-6 as 1n Question 49.

Pel"aon from whom respondent moat wishes to
(tf more than one person.
was ltsted. the first 11attng was taken as
the response)

htde pre~nen.~yr

(1) PeHrt(sh (?) ~retheT o-r etst-er(t!!}t
{~) On.n.,p..rf!rtt ( s h (lr·) Relet1 vem, nelgh-

or trtendat (5) Employer or teacher;
others; Alleged father. parents ot
alleged father. ete.; (7) Don't care who
knon
bo~

(6)

Col. ?4-7!:.

Col. 11.

~11

Su.ggested 1roprovementa ln :natern1ty homes
(1) I..e~s atr1et rules ree-tt,rd.tng hours and
days that can be spent outside n;.s.ternttr
home; (2) !JDprovement tr. ~1' thel'tlJ>7 or
oounseli~ wtth sootal worker; ()} A greater
number. and. more varied and suitable aottY1•
ttea; (4) Better Job opportunities while 1n
home; (.5) Food better sulted to a dtet tor
pregnant women; (6) Improvement 1n statt.
ae more atatt !Mm'bera, better relationahlp
between staff and girls; (?) ~ore cona1derat1on of the girls tor one another; (8) Better
physical fac111t1ea or equipment; (9) All
others; (C) Stated that no improvement• were
needed that they could th1nk ot
Balance of pos1t1'ftl

and.

negattft

teell~•

deten1ned h-om Col. 17 and Col. 18 •
(1) ~e~attve feelings greater than positive

tee11nas; (2) Balanoe or postt1._ an4 nept1ve feelings; ()) Positive feelings greater
than negative feelings

A.l'PENDIX IV

QUESTIONNAIRE TO THE ADMINISTRATOR
CF THE HA'£ERN!TX HCME

1.

What

ls the resid.ent oa.paoity tor unmarried mothers in

your ma.terrlity r.ome'? - - - - What is the census of resident unmarried mothers and
infants in the home as ot today? Unmarried mothers
Infanta
ether (specify)

2.

---

). Does every unmarried mother in your maternity home reoei ve oasework counseling f'rom a social worker? - - - - A. How often is each client counseled by her social
worker during her residence in the maternity
home? ----------------------------------------B. How many social caseworkers are on your start and
working with the girls in the home? -----------

c.

Please describe the background in social work
education and experience of the SUpervisor of the
caseworkers in your home•
(1) Does she have an MS\t/ or some graduate

social work t r a i n i n g ? - - - - - - - - (2) How ~any years
she have?

ot casework experience does

her full working t1me directly related
to the casework services of your institution alone, or does ahe also supervise
casework in another agency or institution?

(J) Is

D. Please describe the background in social work e~u
cation and experience of each caseworker (excluding
the SUpervisor) • (1) Does she have an MSW or any
grsduate school training in social work? (2) How
2)0
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experience does
full-time
or part-time with the girls 1n residence
1n your home?

ro.e.~y ~req.rs

of

sh~ h.<:~.ve?

(J) Does she ·"rorJr

e~sework

l.

E. What is the present caseload of eaoh of the social
case1:-rorkers on your staff (including the Supervisor
it she does

case~~mrk

counseling)

4. Do ,-ou hc.ve re,zularly sched.uled psychiatric consultation
or ps,-oholor::ical consultation for the staff?
IF YES, HOH

s.

oFT:~r:?

Do you have a #U'OUP therapy or group courusel1!1g program

for the unmarried mothers on problemf:l! relnted to their
pregnancy?

IP lES, is attendance required or voluntary? -------------IP YES,

HOlT

often is this held?

IP YES, who is the leader of the group?
Doee th1a leader he.ve training in group-work, does he or she
have an MSW or graduate school training 1n social work?

6. Are your staff meetin._-;s (other thqn any psyehiatric consultation) regularly scheduled or are they called? -------How otten are they held?

7. Does your home hsve a G1r.ls' Council, Residents' Rulea

Coma1ttee or other form of' organized. self-govern.'D.ent for the

g1rls? ------------------------·-----------------------IF YES, how often do the of't1cers meet?

IP YES, how often are general assembly meetings held? _____

8.

therapeutic program or work A-Ssignments or
vocation!?l tr'lin1nt~ for the girls in the heme?
Do y-JU ho.ve

q

IP IBS, are all the residents assigned Jobs, or just some

of them? ----------------------------------------------IP XBS, How many hours l)er week do the girls work? - - - IF YiS, in what job areas do the girls works
housekeen1nf"
-clerical· t~~'!.fs -

9.
by

food service
in:fR.nt eare
other (specify) -----~----

Do you have qrJy other t:v-oe of gro'.lP wor1r prop;ra"n ccnduoted.
a trained ~ll:o 11mrker?

IP YES, please eYplains
re.g:-u1~'~lr1y scheduled, non-cn•edi t classes, group instruction, leotur~s,
organized discussion grOUDS do 70U
have at th! nr"s"'nt t1:ne in your m~tc:rn1 t:r home program?

10. What

or

Please specify the subject, ~>J"ho oond.uots it, and how often
1t is held. (Include pre-natal classes, religious, crafts,
choir, etc.)
Conducted

Bz

How Otten litl4

11. Does your home provide the services or a;
'Ph;rs1o1an
--obstetrician
____ _psychiatrist
_____registered nurse

12. Do you have at the present time group therapy or group
counseling for the parents or other members or the family ot
the unmarried mother?
IP YES, how o~ten are the sessions held? -------------------IP YES, who conducts the g r o u p ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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lJ. Do you have at the present time ;::o.ccredited. ed.ucationa.l
classes on the high school level?
IF YES, do qualified teachers cond.uct these classes, or are

they taken

by

a correspondence method?

14. Do you have psychological testing available for the girls
if needed? --------------------------------------------

15. Do you have vocational guidance services available?
IF YES, please explain from whom.

16. Do you have e. definite
counseling for the girls?

17. Is

needed?

arr~n1.z:ement

for at'S n.eed.ed legal

IF YBS, please explains

financial assistance provided for the girls when

18. What is the role of the chaplain in your r:1aternity home-what services does he extend to the girls?
19. In what field(s) was the Administrator of the maternity
home trained?
How many years of exper1enee he.s She hAil ·1n admir11stering a
group-living facility for etther child.rPn or unmarried mothers?
20, What are the educational background and years of experience
as a group-:mother of the present housemother{s) of your mater•
nity home? ------------------------------------------------

21. What type of building is your ~atArnity ho~e!
___shelter only, s1rl(:<7;1e-funo.t1on inst1 tut1on

___connected with a maternity hospital

____Jpart of a general hospital

.----connected with other works (as infant care, etc.)
in a social institution

22. Do you :-teve

statt?

~!'l 1n-s~rv1c~ t~.1111:ng pro:;r,~a.ro

for ;your

Il'' YES, please ex:t--1aira

2). If your m!':ltarnit;v holJle hr~s ~. service which '~<ra.s n.ot
referred to, and whioh ;rou tael ie an important part of
your program, I would. appreciate your e:xpla.1n1ng 1t.

APPENDIX V
SOURCES OF QUESTIONS USED ON QUESTIONNAIRE
TO ADMINISTRATORS OF MATERNITY HOMES
Some questions were designed to determine criteria
to judge which of the maternity homes beat approaches the
concept of the maternity home as a therapeutic community,
while other questions were included to obtain data tor a
description ot the start and services ot the maternity homes.
1-2.

These items were included to compare the resident capa-

city of the maternity home wlth the present census.
3-)a.

These items were included to determine if every un-

married mother was receiving casework counseling regularly
at least every two weeks.
)b.

This item was included to see if the number ot case-

workers mentioned corresponded with the number listed in )d.
)d.

This item was included to determine it the social case-

workers were qualified according to the following cr1terias
that she have either an MSW, or some graduate school training
in social work, and be under a qualified casework supervisor.
23.5
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)e.

This item was included to see i t the maximum oaseload

tor each tull-time social worker exceeded thirty, which is
considered maxtmum in order to give adequate time to the
client and extended services to her family and the alleged
father when indicated.
4.

This item was inoludecl to see if the home has a regularly

scheduled psychiatric or psychological consultation tor the
staff at least once a month.

This consultation will be con-

siclered as one of the key factors necess&r7 tor therapeutic
group milieu in the maternity home •

.s.

This item was included to determine if group counseling

tor the unmarried mother is held at least weekly, and conducted
by a trained group worker, or one having an MSW and some graduate school trainl:ng in social work.

Group counseling tor the

residents ls considered neceasar,r tor therapeutic group living.

6.
·had

This item was included to determine 1t the maternity home
regularly scheduled weekly start meetings, tor this can

contribute to establishing the teamwork approach in a therapeutio milieu.

7.

This item was inoluded to determine if the home had an

organized form of resident government as an indication ot
demooratio living and shared authority and control, and with

2)7

the officers meeting at least every two weeks and general
assembly meetings held at least every two weeks.

This is

considered an important aspect of therapeutio milieu.
8.

This item was included to see it the home had a program

ot therapeutic group work assignments in view ot the theory
that job satistaotion is related to mental health.
9.

This item was included to determine it the home offered

an additional type ot group work program as recreational
therapy conducted by a trained group worker, for this can be
beneficial to the development ot group milieu.
10.

This item was included to see it the home offered· to

the residents regularly scheduled, organizational activities
as group instruction, discussion groups, non-credit classes,
and so forth, in view ot the tact that some residents who
don't want to go outside the maternity home tor tear ot being
seen, have indicated that they are bored and depressed because
there is not enough to do in the matern1 ty home.
11.

This item was included to determine 1f the home met bas1o

requirements

by

providing or making arrangements tor the ser-

vices ot these professional people tor the unmarried mothers.
12.

This item was included to see if any of the homes had as

2)8

yet incorporated into their program group counseling tor
parents of the unmarried mothers which 1s one of the newest
recommendations tor therapeutic treatment in the maternity
home.
1).

This item was included to determine if the home had an

accredited educational program which would allow the restdents who had interrupted their schooling to continue their
eduoation while in the maternity home.

Homes having quali-

fied teachers conducting the classes would be considered to
have a better educational program than homes which used only
the correspondence method.

14. This item was included to determine if psychological
testing was provided for any girls who indicated a need tor
such, for this should be available 1n maternity home services.

15. This item was included to describe any type of vocational
guidance program in careers and dating and marriage which the
maternity home may have, since this is recommended service

tor maternity homes.

16.

This item was included to see if there were arrangements

made by the maternity home tor legal counseling tor any girls
who may need or desire this service.

This is considered an

2)9

essential service to be offered by maternity homes.
17.

This 1tem was included to determine i t financial asalst-

anoe is provided tor any girl who needs it, which is considered a standard tor all maternity homes.
18.

Tb1s item was included to describe to what extent the

chaplain is involTed 1n the program of the maternity home
through the services he extends to the unmarried mothers,
and especially it his availability for religious counseling
is mentioned by the administrator.
19.

This item was included to determine it the administrator

was trained in the field ot social welfare and it she has had
at least five years exPerience in administrating in a group
living facility tor children or tor unmarried mothers.
20.

This question was included to see it the group mother

has had any professional training tor houseparents, and how
many years

ot exper1enee she has had as house mother.

Another

point. of this item was to see i t the house mother is a registered nurse by profession, in View ot the contention that if
she is, this professional training makes it more difficult tor
her to assume the role ot group mother in the area ot social
welfare.
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21.

1b1s item was included to ascertain the physical

setting of the maternit7 home, with the expectation that
a maternity home which is a s1ngle-tunct1on tac1lit1 1s
more desirable and more oonduoi ve to a highly developed

therapeutic program tor the unmarried mothers.
22.

This item was included to determine which homes had

an in-eervioe progr.am tor the start, since this 1a desirable to 1ntep-ate the start bf orienting them to the proteaatonal theoJ7 attd clut1es ot aaeh o'ther, in l"fJlat1on to
serving the unmarried. mothers 1n the mate.rnity home setting.

Through in-service program, roles and role relationships

oan be better understood.
2).

This 1tem was included ao that any serv1oe not mentioned

in the quaat1orma1re could be inoluded in the description ot
aaoh maternity home.
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